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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

ECOLOGICAL RESTORATION'S GENETIC CULTURE:
PARTICIPATION AND TECHNOLOGY
IN THE MAKING OF LANDSCAPES
Practitioners of ecological restoration are increasingly adopting a genetic perspective
when recreating historical landscapes. Genes are often endowed with the capacity to reveal
specific and distinct relationships between organisms and environments. In this dissertation, I
examine how genetic technologies and concepts are shaping ecological restoration practices.
This research is based on two and a half years of fieldwork in Chicago. I employed participant
observation and semi-structured interviews to compare how restorationists in two plant science
institutions employ genetic concepts in their projects. One institution uses high-tech genetic
methods to guide practice while the other uses lower-tech genetic approaches. Each group has
distinct, yet internally diverse ways of deciding which seeds are ‘local enough’ to be included in
a project.
This research theorizes how classification differences regarding native seeds are part of a
broader set of genetic logics I refer to as ‘genetic epistemologies’. Specifically, I ask how
genetic technologies circumscribe different ways of seeing and making landscapes. I compare
how restorationists delineated valid seed sourcing regions for restoration projects based on their
genetic definitions of ‘native’ species. Drawing from science & technology studies, political
ecology, and cultural landscape geography, I illustrate how restorationists incorporate cultural
preferences, funding imperatives, aesthetics, and discourses about nature into their particular
genetic epistemology.
From this research, I offer the following conclusions. By incorporating genetic
technology into ecological restoration, many practitioners feel their work will achieve more
precision. Yet this perspective is typical of those who do not directly use genetic technologies.
Scientists using direct genetic analyses are much more reserved about the potential of their
technologies to match organisms to environments. Second, individuals or groups often come into
conflict when attempting to apply different genetic epistemologies to the same problem. These
conflicts are resolved in the course of planning and implementing a restoration project. Finally,
direct genetic methods are only useful in restoration work involving rare or endangered species.
Despite the limited utility of genetic technology in restoration, this approach is becoming
influential. Chicago’s high-tech plant science institution is discursively reshaping the goals and
approaches of native plant institutions that do not use these technologies.
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CHAPTER 1

RETHINKING GENETIC CULTURES AND ECOLOGICAL RESTORATION

Introduction: The Illinois Beach State Park Restoration Project
This dissertation begins with a story about an unlikely subject, the Pitcher’s
Thistle (cirsium pitcheri). This plant was once widespread along the sandy banks of the
Great Lakes. Yet due largely to urbanization, many of its populations have disappeared,
including all original populations in Illinois. Twenty-five years ago a group of botanists
associated with Chicago Botanic Garden (CBG 1) reintroduced the Pitcher’s Thistle to
Illinois Beach State Park.

They collected seeds from the two nearest remaining thistle

populations. One seed source was located in Wisconsin, the other in Indiana.

This

collection strategy was based on assumptions about the relationship between plant
population genetics and their local environmental contexts (Bowles and McBride 1996).
Nearer populations were considered to be more genetically similar to Illinois’ historical
thistle populations. The botanists felt that these genetic similarities would allow the
reintroduced population to flourish, since its genetic combinations would be pre-adapted
to local environmental conditions.
Nevertheless after a few years, the reintroduced population was diminishing. Too
few plants were flowering, setting seeds, and creating seedlings. Chicago Botanic asked
one of its recently hired geneticists to quantify this restored population’s diversity. The
geneticist sampled leaves, extracted DNA, and then analyzed this restoration, as well as
many remnant populations in the area. His analysis was clear. The restored population’s
genetic options were limited. It needed more diversity to survive. He compared this
restoration to other remnant populations and found that each had distinct genetic
differences 2.
One site in northern Michigan displayed the most total diversity, and the geneticist
suggested that this was the historical origin of all Pitcher’s Thistle populations. This site
had not been used to source seed. The Indiana populations, one of which was used as a

1
2

I will use the acronym CBG to denote Chicago Botanic from this point.
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seed source, had less diversity, though not enough to suggest it would fail in a new site.
One Wisconsin site, also used as a seed source, displayed extremely limited genetic
diversity. From this analysis, the geneticist blamed the restoration’s decline on the
Wisconsin population’s lack of diversity.
The plant geneticist recommended then that the Illinois restoration be augmented with
seeds from very distant sites, especially the one from Michigan. By establishing a larger
pool of genetic diversity within that site, the population might be more open and
adaptable to local variability in rainfall, soil, and disturbance. He also suggested
incorporating more seeds from other sites on the southern side of the range, the Indiana
populations, to allow the population to respond to climate change.
While the restorationists considered his recommendations, ultimately they concluded
that it was more important to keep their seed sources as local as possible, drawing only
from the original Indiana site. The desire to keep their populations and genes more
historically connected trumped the geneticist’s observation that the restoration site was
genetically limited and should be open to new gene sources 3.
I start with this anecdote because it illustrates the indeterminately textured social
negotiations associated with genetic restoration practices.

More specifically, this

anecdote illustrates three of the broadest insights drawn from my fieldwork. Each of
these insights delineates differences in how Chicago restorationists’ practices incorporate
various genetic concepts and technologies.
The first broad insight is that restoration projects require the compilation of seeds,
but land managers must choose which source populations are optimal for their particular
project. These decisions are guided by differences in how restorationists perceive the
relationship between genes and environments. Second, these normative statements about
the relationship between genes and environments come into conflict in the course of
particular projects.

The resolution of these conflicts leads to different seed

sourcing/introducing acts.

These decisions set the conditions for the particular, yet

unpredictable socio-ecological outcomes of any restoration project. Finally, I argue that
genetic technology can be a stumbling block to widespread and popular restoration work.
Genetic analyses are resource intensive and generally only useful in limited situations. I
3
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return in detail to each theme on page 7, but first I define two concepts that are crucial to
my analyses: genetic epistemologies and restoration ecology.

Genetics as a Collection of Epistemologies
I focus on how two institutions, the Chicago Botanic Garden (CBG) and the North
Branch Restoration Project (NBRP), apply the insights of genetic technology to their
restoration work in distinct ways. In general, each restoration group employs genetic
concepts to form conclusions about the relationship between material embodiments of
genetic information (seeds, plants, populations, and phenotypes) and their normative
place in the landscape. Drawing from science studies, critical studies of nature, and
cultural landscape geography, I ask how these restorationists’ normative statements about
gene-environment relationships reflect different social conceptions of nature and lead to
different restoration interventions. I refer to these different normative statements as
genetic epistemologies, since they define a particular framework for including/excluding
particular species from a landscape based on their perceived genetic character.
Genetic epistemologies, as I define them, are different ways of using genes to
normatively

define

nature,

produce

material

interventions

in

organisms/

landscapes/commodities, and to facilitate socioecological associations. When individuals
make resource use, economic, or cultural decisions that prioritize genes as primary
placeholders for value (Hayden 2003; Parry 2004; Rajan 2006), they invoke a genetic
epistemology that links profit and nature. When individuals protest the use of GMOs
because of their foreign genetic material, they invoke an epistemology that uses genes to
assert the individuality and essence of a species (McAfee 2003; Wainwright and Mercer
2011). When restorationists exhibit a preference for including native species in their
work, they invoke a genetic epistemology based on the relationship between place and
adaptation (Preston 2009; Warren 2007). When pharmaceutical companies market drugs
based on their relative efficacy in certain races, they invoke a genetic epistemology that
functions on essential difference and which reanimates eugenic histories (Whitmarsh
2008). When population geneticists track the movement of different populations of a
species across the landscape and historical time, they invoke a genetic epistemology
based on modern interpretations of Darwinian evolution, where species are characterized

3

by constant rearrangement of genetic options (Keller 2000; Kramer et al. 2011; Levins
and Lewontin 1987). In general, individuals articulate different reasons for why genes
matter. These articulations impact what is done with, or in the name of genes.
In this research, I ask how genes matter differently to groups employing high- and
low-tech analyses of plant populations in ecological restoration projects. By invoking
different genetic epistemologies, restorationists use genes to justify particular restoration
interventions. As I describe below, the concept of the gene is powerful because it is
plastic. Its meaning and use can change shape depending on the needs of the user. Even
as many individuals invoke a position that reifies the gene as the essential aspect of some
organism’s biology, they may subsequently use genes to represent the continuous change
that characterizes life (Heller and Escobar 2003; Keller 2000). I detail this movement
between essence and change at many points in this dissertation.
Different groups invest genetics, seen here as a plastic set of epistemologies, with
diverse cultural concepts. These groups focus on various aspects of why genes matter.
Through participant observation, interviews, and discourse analysis, I have identified five
general epistemologies that infiltrate restorationists’ work to various degrees, though they
are not mutually exclusive. While these five epistemologies are the subject of chapter 3,
I mention their existence only to state that CBG and the NBRP each have multiple,
sometimes contradictory, criteria for defining the normative state of a landscape. I focus
on how these different approaches become relevant during various restoration activities,
and I illustrate the cultural, philosophical, and practical elements that motivate different
choices in restoration strategy.

Defining Ecological Restoration
Before I return in detail to my three framing insights of this dissertation, I must
first define ecological restoration.

This term encompasses many different practices,

scientific theories, cultural preferences, and political objectives. Some commentators
define ecological restoration as returning an ecosystem to a “close approximation of its
condition prior to disturbance” (Simenstad 2006, pg. 28). Restorationists, in this sense,
seek to produce natural and historical landscapes that have specific physical, chemical,
and biological interactions. The end goal of this kind of restoration is the removal of
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human traces on the landscape. A second group of restorationists promotes this field’s
capacity to create new forms of human-environment relations.

“Ecological restoration is the process of assisting the recovery and
management of ecological integrity.

Ecological integrity includes a

critical range of variability in biodiversity, ecological processes and
structures, regional and historical context, and sustainable cultural
practices (Higgs 2003, pg. 109).
By any definition, ecological restoration is not yet standardized in practice 4 as definitions
change depending on the goals of the practitioner group. What nature is restored, by
whom, and for what purpose, reflect cultural/social/economic values attributed to the
restoration by those defining the discourse. So instead of defining ecological restoration,
I outline some key moments in a general restoration practice.
Restorationists must first decide what ecosystem or plant assemblage they will
attempt to produce. To do this, they must define which historical period represents a
point in time where the ecosystem was most ‘natural’. In my research, for instance, the
North Branch Restoration Project defines pre-European settlement of North America as
the most representative time period for native Illinois flora and ecosystems.

North

American restorationists often look to this moment for guidance on what plant species
should be located in a particular place. They will examine historic travel writings or
plant inventories to decide what species should be produced.

Nevertheless, not all

restorationists take the pre-settlement past as restoration target. Instead, they might
choose a more recent time period to account for landscape changes and contingencies
produced by urbanization, agriculture, or organismal extinctions. Others will look to
existing ‘pristine’ or remnant habitats as reference conditions to identify species
assemblages and environmental conditions required to produce a similar landscape
(Findlay et al. 2002). Some will abandon a focus on species assemblages and instead
attempt to produce geomorphic conditions that facilitate the colonization of desired
species (Marcus 2000). Further, an emerging group of restorationists, including some
4
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scientists at CBG, seek to abandon historical relations and model novel species
interactions that might thrive in climate change-modified environments. In all cases,
defining a normative state in restoration is the first step to deciding subsequent practices.
Once a target state is described, restorationists must decide what how to arrange
different species assemblages in time and space to produce this target state. In other
words, they produce a management plan that indicates which species are to be introduced
to the landscape at particular times.

While some restorationists may attempt to

immediately place the species of their target state into their landscape (i.e. CBG’s
geneticists), others will attempt to reproduce ecological pathways that are empirically
observed to produce particular outcomes (Westoby 1989).
They must also decide what resources are available to actualize these restoration
plans. This issue was very prominent in my research. Restorationists must find seeds or
plants that are judged to be genetically appropriate for their local site. Many
restorationists want to be sure that the genetic content of their seeds will allow their
plants to thrive in a restoration site. How they define ‘genetically appropriate’ is shaped
by the particular genetic epistemology they employ in the project. If certain species are
extinct, or genetically incompatible, restorationists may need to reshape their objective.
In general, many restorationists in my research emphasized practices that optimized
within-species genetic compatibility in comparison to between-species ecological
compatibility. I discuss in chapter 3 how different restoration groups apply diverse
genetic epistemologies to project planning.
Once they decide what species’ seeds are available, they must decide how to
procure these resources. Some groups collect their own seeds from public and private
land. Others buy seeds in bulk from native plant nurseries. However they attain them,
they then implement a revised management plan that incorporates their particular array of
genetic resources, funds, and labor. They place seeds in the landscape and then wait to
see how they respond to environmental vagaries. As I describe in chapter 5, ecological
target states, and the practices used to produce them, are subject to continual
reinterpretation.

Ecological

restoration

is

a

practical

and

reflexive

science.

Reinterpretation of target states is shaped by how restorationists monitor their sites. On
an annual basis, they might have particular expectations for the development of their
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landscape.

Yet when they monitor the actual emergence of particular species

assemblages, they must then decide how to modify the management of a site. Should
they burn a portion or the prairie? Do they need to plant more seeds of particular species
in certain patches? Is a particular pest shaping the landscape in an undesirable way?
These are some of the questions that face restorationists after monitoring a site.
At this point, species or ecosystem monitoring begets further interventions. Seeds
and plants are introduced. New seed resources are attained. Pests are removed. In
Chicago, much of the restoration work I participated involved both seed collection and
invasive species removal. Restorationists then apply further monitoring techniques, each
of which takes a variety of forms. Some apply ecological indexes to measure species
diversity and conservatism. Others judge ecological integrity through embodied and
uncodified observations. So to summarize, once restorationists specify a target state and
management plan, they go through a series of interventions and evaluations based on
emerging ecological conditions to redefine both goals and processes.

Three General Empirical Insights that Frame this Dissertation
Genetics, as a way of seeing, has three distinct effects on restoration work. These
effects shape the general narrative of this dissertation and provide insights into how
genetic concepts are used to shape ecological space through restoration practice. I have
developed these insights from the analysis of my empirical data using literature from
political ecology, science studies, and cultural landscape geography. I point to moments
in my dissertation where I engage more specifically with these insights.

1) Seed Sourcing
Genetics most prominently shapes how restorationists decide where to find seed for a
particular project.

Restorationists invoke genetic concepts when deciding which

populations are valid seed sources for a restoration project and which should be excluded.
Restorationists are becoming more interested in the provenance, or source of their seeds
(Falk et al. 2001; Hufford and Mazer 2003; Krauss and Koch 2004; Jones 2003; Lesica
and Allendorf 1999; McKay et al. 2005; Saari et al. 2011). They are concerned about the
specific genetic attributes of their source populations.
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Through this concern,

restorationists disperse and differentiate the concept of the species into geographicallydistinct variants and populations. A species’ members are defined by their location, as
well as their local environmental conditions. These local subgroups are referred to as
ecotypes (Hufford and Mazer 2003; McKay et al. 2005). Many restorationists use the
concept of ecotype as shorthand for a tight connection between local environmental
conditions and underlying genetic content. Yet, because restorationists use different
criteria (genetic epistemologies) to determine the specific relationship between gene and
environment, they employ different methods for sourcing seed (Falk et al. 2001; Saari et
al. 2011).

In this dissertation, I illustrate how different restorationists use multiple

genetic epistemologies to delineate seed-sourcing zones for restoration work. These
boundary-making practices are based on ideas about the evolutionary and ecologicallyfunctional relationships between genes and local environments. Restorationists attempt
to define the boundary within which translocated seeds have a better chance to survive,
though these logics and decisions often differ.
In chapter 3, I introduce the genetic epistemologies that guide seed sourcing
decisions, focusing on five prominent approaches. In chapter 4, I illustrate how Chicago
Botanic’s personnel employ direct genetic analyses to guide their restoration work. I
argue that their approach sometimes assumes a tight relationship between specific genetic
arrays and environmental conditions. But in many other instances, geneticists refute the
idea that genetic content has an essential relationship with local environments. They
marshal genetic data in support of arguments that see each population as unique and the
result of historical contingency and path dependence in respect to species colonization.
In other words, native species are only native because of opportunism and luck. Seed
collection, from this perspective, becomes a site-specific enterprise. In chapter 5, I
examine how members of the North Branch Restoration Project employ a local is better
approach to seed collection. They prefer a localized relationship between genes and the
environment based on the logic that these seeds will be optimally functional within a
particular local boundary. Additionally, they delineate genetic diversity through proxy
methods such as collecting seeds based on their appearance, or phenotype. They seek to
maximize local diversity by choosing many perceived variants on the landscape. Finally,
in chapter 6, I detail CBG’s seed banking for restoration approach. I illustrate how their
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archiving and annotation techniques draw from their geneticists’ recommendations, but
diverge from their genetic imaginary in important ways. In particular, they base their
seed collection work on predefined ecoregion delineations (Omernik 1987) and assume a
relationship between prevailing regional environmental conditions and a population’s
particular range of genetic options.

2) Epistemic Conflict
My second major point, related to the first, is that restorationists with different
genetic perspectives often come into conflict when working on the same project. Conflict
is a common theme in political ecology. Resource use often involves conflict between
competing groups. Similarly, different individuals have differential access to resources.
Sometimes this conflict is direct and violent with the state, or some other authority
asserting their claims to land or resources (Macdonald 2005; Watts 1996). Other times
confrontation is discursive where groups struggle to define the parameters of ownership
and use of a particular resource (Moore 1996).

Recently, the subject of genetic

ownership was debated by the Supreme Court of the US (SCOTUS) 5 .

This case

involved the conflict between Myriad Genetics and the Association for Molecular
Pathology to determine what constitutes an inventive process in biotechnology (Rossi
2013). The SCOTUS’s ruling that naturally occurring (i.e. unmodified) human genes
were ineligible for patent considerations is part of a broader conflict over defining how
genetic resources can be owned. This decision is already reshaping biotech companies’
strategies for protecting their intellectual property.
In this dissertation, I examine how restorationists translate diverse and conflicting
ecological theories and genetic epistemologies into practical action within the context of
specific restoration projects. These epistemic disagreements must be negotiated to
proceed with any intervention. As illustrated in the Pitcher’s Thistle example, CBG’s
geneticists and botanists promote different strategies for collecting seeds. Eventually, the
botanists chose to continue their local is better approach, in part because of their
disproportionate ownership of the project. As seed choice is extremely important for the

5

Association For Molecular Pathology V. Myriad Genetics, Inc. 569 US 12-398 (2013)
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continued functioning of a population, restoration outcomes rely on the negotiation of
similar conflicts.
Though chapter 3 details the five major genetic approaches to seed sourcing, I focus
specifically on epistemic conflict in chapter 4. I illustrate how the population geneticists
at CBG provide detailed insights into the 1) historical movement of species across the
landscape, 2) relative diversity and genetic structure of different populations, and 3) gene
flow between populations. They suggest restoration interventions based on these data,
but often these suggestions de-essentialize the concept of a native species in a way that
conflicts with others’ genetic epistemologies. Non-geneticists generally prefer to keep
seed sources local. The geneticists often get marginalized in the decision-making process
because of this conflict even as their work serves as a strategic tool to attract institutional
funding. Chapter 5 focuses on the NBRP’s conflict-avoidance restoration strategy. I
detail how the volunteer restoration group inculcates particular epistemic approaches to
sourcing the seed and viewing the landscape, even as they encourage volunteers to
contribute to practical knowledge production. Finally, in chapter 7, I return to CBG’s
intra-institutional conflicts between the geneticists and ecologists. I analyze how the
ecologists’ speculative program of assisted migration is both promoted and contested by
others within the institution.

3) Technology as a barrier to participation?
My third main insight moves from a focus on genetic concepts to question the role
of technology in restoration. With any practice-based science, practitioners must consider
how much and what kinds of technology are useful and necessary to reaching their end
goal. While some scholars promote technology in restorations (Bull 1996; Merkle et al.
2007; Pilon-Smits 2006; Raskin 1996; Weatherwax 2008), others feel that technology
creates barriers to participation (Higgs 2001; Light 2000). Many restorationists articulate
a history of ecological restoration that is rooted in public participation through programs
such as the Civilian Conservation Corps (Jordan 2003; Mills 1995). The NBRP, for
instance, is an integral part of this modern history, as many commentators see it as a
model for volunteer restoration work (Stevens 1995). Further, some scholars tout its
potential to break down barriers between nature and culture (Jordan 2003).
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These

scholars and practitioners promise a conservation paradigm that avoids some of
marginalizing practices of fortress conservation (see Braun 2002; Neumann 1996;
Robbins 2004), though their decentralized, participatory approach does resonate with
neoliberal environmental governance strategies (see Agrawal 2005).
To some extent, my fieldwork illustrates that genetic technology can actually be a
stumbling block to effective ecological restoration work. Rare plant restorations, such as
the Pitcher’s Thistle in Illinois Beach, require intense genetic analysis. These projects are
costly, slow, and may have limited ecological utility.

When genetic technology is

directly employed to guide restoration work, project outcomes are rather limited. When
compared to NBRP’s more proxy methods of genetic analysis, CBG’s high-tech approach
fails to restore wide swaths of degraded landscape. While CBG more accurately details
the various genetic differences between populations, and NBRP’s seed sourcing
strategies are based on a logic not fully supported by genetic analyses, the latter
institution has had more success, measured in acreage, in starting and maintaining
ecologically functional landscapes.
Nevertheless, CBG’s work doesn’t inhibit other institutions, such as the NBRP,
from converting large buckthorn forests or brownfields into black soil tallgrass prairies.
Instead, they take on a complementary role. As CBG values public involvement and
scholarship, their geneticists actively engage in public outreach in the conservation
community. They are working directly with the US Bureau of Land Management, the
Army Corps of Engineers, the US Forest Service, and area seed nurseries to revise their
seed sourcing protocols to include insights from genetic studies 6 . They indirectly
insinuate a particular genetic epistemology into the widespread work of larger institutions.
Additionally, the geneticists have contributed to a seed collection protocol in the CBG
that incorporates many genetic considerations. In general, CBG’s genetic work produces
few direct restoration interventions, but influences the overall strategies of other larger
institutions. I discuss these points directly in chapter 4 and compare the restoration work
done in CBG to that done by the NBRP in chapter 5.

6

Administrator 1 Interview 7.25.2012, Administrator 5 Interview 3.14.2012
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Origins and Normativity in Genetic Restoration Practices
Genetic epistemologies and ecological restoration practices conceptually resonate
when users attempt to define origins or normative states of nature.

Ecological

restoration, in its caricatured form, is about returning a landscape to a more pristine,
historical condition (White and Walker 1997).

Similarly, scientists have characterized

the concept of the gene as something that defines origins (Keller 2000). Scientists
initially conceptualized genes as the inherited, yet unidentified material that natural
selection worked on and through. Genes are often used to make truth claims regarding
the phylogeny of an organism, a species’ historical movement across the landscape, and
the difference between individuals, races, populations, and species (Campbell and
Godfrey 2011; Kramer et al. 2011; Montoya 2007; Whitmarsh 2008).

Both genetic

epistemologies and restoration work invoke the existence of essences, objective truth, or
some preferred normative state.

How humans tell origin stories, whether they enroll

genes or normative states of nature, is crucial to how society intervenes into landscapes
or regulates social interaction.
Yet origin stories require narration and performance. Religious scholars such as
Mircea Eliade (1957) explain that communities must continually re-enact a shared
cosmogonic moment, or creation drama.

By invoking this story, the community

momentarily stands outside of time to stabilize the temporal flux of human experience.
Community and place are reaffirmed through action. Eliade’s description of origins
resonates with later, post-structural commentary. Butler’s (1990) work on performativity
illustrates that truths, essences, and naturalized characteristics, such as gender, gain their
unassailable appearance through repetition and performance.

Practice theorists and

scholars of science and technology studies make similar claims. Knowledge production
is a social achievement that involves the reinvoking of truth statements through embodied
activities and practices (Latour 1987; Lock 1993; Mol 2002; Schatzki 2000). These
diverse theorists recognize that community, nature, and truth are historical, social
achievements.

With each re-telling, the story changes and brings about something

continuous, but new.
Drawing from these theorists, I characterize ecological restoration as shaped by
practices that reference particular origins.
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Participants attempt to pull some prior

ecological state into the present. But before this performance can happen, restorationists
are required to decide on criteria that specify this origin. Each origin, or normative state
of history, depends on the tools used to give that story outlines. In my research, I
illustrate how different genetic epistemologies are used to shape these normative
statements.
Yet as practices reinforce the stories and categories used to guide landscape
interventions, they also reshape these reference origins and the epistemologies used to
narrate these stories. Genetic epistemologies are not stable categories, they change with
use. Within each institution, CBG and the NBRP, I draw out different techniques and
practices that shape how restorationists make decisions on what species and geneticallydefined sub-species (ecotypes) should be included or excluded in a restoration project.
These institutions hold multiple views about the history of a species or ecosystem.
Because of this, restoration work is often done without much certainty that a certain
reference ecosystem represents an actual historic or potentially functional state (White
and Walker 1997).
Restorationists are faced with a dilemma. When they make a choice to restore a
particular ecological state, they set their landscape in motion in a path-dependent way.
This act forecloses possible futures, some of which were the actual historic assemblages
they had no way of defining.

In response to this ambiguity, restorationists are

opportunistic and reflexive. Most restoration work is rather unpredictable. Plants often
have site-specific behaviors. By moving seed to a new site from a nearby or ecologically
similar site, restorationists try to recreate the conditions that previously fostered the
emergence of that site’s historical ecology. In other words, instead of restoring some
historical ecological state, restorationists try to produce the conditions that created that
state (Choi 2004; Harris et al. 2006). Additionally, they realize that historical states are
not endpoints in restoration processes, but rather states with the potential to continue
along evolutionary pathways. They restore process and specific ecological paths rather
than static state.

They do, however, generally assume that this historic state, which is

also considered to be impossible to reproduce exactly, will be resilient to further
detrimental change, such as infiltration by exotic invasive species. Evolution has its
limits in this imaginary, yet in practice, these constraints are not realized.
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Restorationists start with an imagined past and slowly reshape this origin as
observation meets expectation. What results is a type of adaptive management which
revolves around a reflexive reinterpretation of the normative. Restoration work, then, is
driven by a tension between 1) conforming landscape to a set of criteria or scientific
theories and 2) what actually happens. In the process, many categories, normative states,
and standards are assembled, deconstructed, reassembled, and sometimes dissolved.
Consequently, Chicago’s geneticists, ecologists, and volunteer restorationists all hold a
very open and opportunistic view about the desired appearance of their restored
landscape.
In my fieldwork, I followed these normative redefinitions as they occurred. The
concepts of the historical (and thus natural) ecosystem and genes are both fraught with
essentialisms.

They are made to speak as truth, if just temporarily.

This point is

particularly clear in regard to genetics in restoration. Many restorationists, including
ecologists and administrators in CBG and volunteers in NBRP, assume that genetic
technology can make restoration decisions less contingent. They give genes the ability to
accurately define either valid histories or at functional futures.

Many geneticists use

genetic mapping to either represent a line of descent in a species’ evolution or to chart the
historical movement of particular species across the landscape (Bruford et al. 1996).
Yet, geneticists are much less interested in the truth-telling ability of genes. In
chapter 4, I illustrate how geneticists at CBG actually decenter the gene as an explanatory
object. They realize the limits of using genetic data in restoration work. In particular,
genes can only delineate population differences and historical movements. They say
nothing about the ecological efficacy of seeds in a particular environment. Even when
describing population differences and movements, genes are indeterminate objects.
Non-geneticists, then, tend to have much more interest in the potential of genes to
delineate objective truths or normative ecological states, even as they are agnostic about
defining historical ecological assemblages. I illustrate these claims in chapters 5 and 6
when discussing the NBRP and CBG’s seed collection and banking policies. Each policy
has specific genetic logics, but these logics over-emphasize the role of genetics. One
geneticist repeatedly termed this tendency the ‘amorphous ball of genetics’ to describe
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how the public perceives genetics and their power to settle arguments 7. He said that
everyone loves genes, but they aren’t sure why. The term is evacuated and becomes a
catch-all for other agendas.
This geneticist clearly articulated the essentialism inherent in much discourse on
genetics. He also articulated how no genetic data is neutral; it always takes on the values
of those advancing a particular genetic epistemology. The geneticists at CBG employ a
deconstructionist genetic epistemology. Genes are central to their research, but their
research is clear about what genes can and cannot do. In this approach, genes shape the
environments in which they evolve. Genes cannot describe a normative ecological state
because they are constantly reshaping their own environments.

Nevertheless, when

pressed to make restoration decisions, even the geneticists must articulate a project
outcome, a normative state, that is more desirable, natural, or functional.

Conclusion - Nature and Culture in Restoration
Restorationists’ particular mode of intervention relies on employing different genetic
epistemologies and normative ecosystem states. In the process, participants directly
theorize and enact a particular relationship between nature and culture. Restorationists,
both in the CBG and NBRP, respect the independent activity of genes. These actors are
reflexive when it comes to the unpredictable behaviors of plants in ecosystems. They
recognize where they are able to control conditions and where they are powerless to
direct the activities of their genetic materials.
One consequence of recognizing and working with organismal uncertainty is that
restorationists attribute agency to their subjects of study. Plants or genes do work. They
solve the problem of persisting in changing environments, not the restorationists. Yet
these natural actors are inhibited from functioning as they would in the absence of human
disturbance. Nature in this imaginary is seen as simultaneously self-assembling and
unable to self-assemble.
The restorationists’ role in this work is to provide these populations and
ecosystems the genetic options and species diversity to self-assemble within novel
anthropogenic disturbances. In some situations, my respondents have referred to their
7

Geneticist 3 Interview 6.23.2011
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work as ‘creating the conditions for evolution’, ‘becoming an extension of the life
histories of a species’, ‘mimicking nature’ 8 . They approach their work as creating
conditions for plants to thrive, by reversing humanity’s impact on the environment. They
attempt to equalize the playing field for native plants by removing invasive species and
by providing labor that introduces new seed and seedlings to each restoration site. In this
way, restorationists attempt to work with and produce their perceived version of
unpredictable nature.
When restorationists describe organisms as active agents in the production of their
own ecosystems and native populations (see Levins and Lewontin 1987; Stallins 2012),
they articulate a moment which blurs the boundary between nature and culture. At other
times, they reassert the existence of a nature-culture boundary. Many restorationists
speak about humankind’s malevolent impact on the landscape when describing the
motivation for their work. In this situation, restorationist takes responsibility for their
destructive actions by modifying the landscape in a way that allows nonhuman organisms
to again act in a ‘natural’ manner.
The conceptual split between nature and culture is a problem at the heart of
geography’s disciplinary history (Braun 2004). At one point or another, both categories
in this split have been given explanatory primacy. When something is characterized as
natural, it attains the appearance of truth or immobility/stasis. This characterization
masks other potential arrangements and obscures the social relations inherent in a ‘natural’
situation. In this way, appeals to nature can reinforce or justify unequal social relations.
When culture is invoked as the primary mover in social and ecological relations, we
potentially abstract and invalidate a host of material interactions and organismal
regularities. Geographers have attempted to find ways of discussing both nature and
culture simultaneously in order to negate this conceptual split (ibid; Whatmore 2002),
though finding this language is often difficult.
Restoration ecology is regarded by some proponents as a way to implode and
reconcile this troubling conceptual split (Jordan 2003; Higgs 2001). Jordan, in particular,
fervently advocates restoration as one area where humans are effectively challenging this
split through practice.
8

He articulates an environmental philosophy that 1) requires

NBRP Founder 1 Interview 8.12.2011
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participants in restoration projects to realize that nature is social by literally making and
maintaining an ecosystem, 2) challenges cultural and ecological narratives that portray
nature as some transcendental,

primordial,

balanced ontological

state while

9

simultaneously trying to temporarily produce a dynamic stable state , and 3) uses the
creation of a material landscape as a shared myth-making practice that forms temporary
alliances between individuals with diverse interests.
Jordan argues that modern societies lack effective environmental movements
because we hold nature and culture separate. Humans consume nature but have no means
to reproduce it. This societal attitude relies on a complex myth that nature was created as
a pristine, static, and transcendent domain, and that humans set in motion irreversible
processes of change (Cronon 1996; Merchant 1996). The original creation was good, but
any human metabolization of nature distorts this lost primordial state. Jordan suggests
that in order to develop more effective environmental politics, we must rewrite this myth
to understand that acts of creation are always violent and entail the destruction,
metabolism, and death of different aspects of precursory ecological states. Instead of
confronting the destructive aspect of every moment of creation, Jordan says we either try
to imagine and produce harmonious, changeless natures devoid of human influence
(nature preserves) or we treat nature in a utilitarian fashion and consume without
problematizing the violence in our actions. His solution is to confront the contradiction
inherent in our biological/metabolic need for resources and the violent, destructive form
that these acts take.
Myths don’t change just by thinking about them differently, they need a
sociomaterial platform for their differential ritual enactment. Jordan suggests that
ecological restoration practices can re-mythologize the human social relationship with the
environment. Restoration involves socially and scientifically negotiating the normative
state of a landscape’s past, and therefore future. Ecologists employ different methods to
approximate an ecosystem’s historical ‘natural’ state, but practitioners realize that their
targets for restoration are moving, not necessarily achievable, or even an accurate
9

As participants fail to adequately create exactly what they intended, they supposedly experience an
existential crisis that reveals the limitations and constant changes characteristic of any material
form/organism. Specifically, they recognize that all organisms and ecosystems are not stable entities and
continually form part of other organisms upon death.
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reflection of some past state. From a cultural/social perspective, practitioners make
normative claims about the landscape while realizing that the nature they are producing is
inherently social (e.g. McDonald et al. 2004). Additionally, restorationists intervene in
the landscapes with the realization that they may need to destroy the ecological
functionality of existing biotic configurations to achieve a different temporarily stabilized
state that more fully includes practical and cultural concerns of the public. In all cases,
restorationists are confronted by the limitations of what they can do, how accurate their
nature might be, and a realization that restored ecosystem will not exist forever or even a
season. Instead, these cultural landscapes require continued engagements, interventions,
and social negotiations.
Restoration ecology, from this perspective, is as much about what acts, ritual, and
practices do for participants. Participants are to perceive origins as unstable or the result
of the dialetic interaction between creation and destruction (relational ontology/
dialectics). By enacting a form of creation that is only temporarily stable and requires the
foreclosure of other possibilities (Derrida 1988), restorationists consider nature as a
continual emergence, or a social/material/discursive hybrid. This nature ties together
normative decisions, ecological theory, cultural values, and individual idiosyncratic
actions (social natures/cultural landscapes). If preservationism is marked by nostalgia,
ecological restoration, or the return of an ecosystem to a previous state, seems like it
would be the ultimate reflection of this nostalgia, or at least a scientific conceit that
humans can make nature.

Yet according to Jordan, the difficulty and continual

incompleteness of the task are constant reminders that nature is constantly being re-made
by the contingent acts of humans, organisms, and history (Castree and Braun 1998).
My project illustrates forms of scientific and cultural practice that 1) consciously
and materially transgress the boundaries of this dualism and 2) promote democratic
participation in making nature. At the same time, restorationists in my research create a
new set of boundaries between nature and culture by defining which seeds should be
included in a restoration and what normative states are target ecologies for production.
Genetic restoration is an explicitly normative science that hybridizes the social and nature,
but only in certain ways. Different institutions, such as the NBRP and CBG, combine
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genetics and restoration through site-specific scientific practices that lead to diverse
socio-ecological assemblages.
In this dissertation, I ask how genetics constitutes a new way of seeing, in general
and within restoration practice. In some ways, I’m trying to tell a new story of genetic
technology. Normally, this technology is characterized in opposition to nature. It is a
monster threatening the purity of natural categories, a techno-fix that produces more
problems as it fixes problems, or a tool in the further commodification of
plants/animals/people. As a variegated set of epistemologies, genetics become part of
how we talk about nature and has thus permeated even the most low-tech conservation
methods. In practice, genetics allows the proliferation of nonlinear forms of social
interaction with nature, it constitutes a new form of socionatural entanglement. I focus
on how specific permutations of genetic concepts are being understood, drive practice,
produce conflict, and act a communicative bridge between actors. I place emphasis on
the stories people tell about why genes matter and how they define continually changing
normative states of nature.

Copyright@Jairus James Rossi 2013
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CHAPTER 2

SITE SELECTION AND METHODOLOGY: SITUATING CHICAGO BOTANIC
AND THE NORTH BRANCH PROJECT

Introduction: A Case Study Approach to Genetics in Restoration
This research takes the genetics laboratory as an entry point to understand the
formation and deployment of genetic epistemologies in ecological restoration. My
approach diverges from how social scientists and practitioners usually theorize
restoration work. These groups generally ground their inquiries in the social and
ecological particularities of degraded sites. They find a degraded landscape, identify its
historical plant communities and geomorphic conditions, and then specify recursive
management acts that may produce a reasonable facsimile (Higgs 2001).
My research was motivated by a very general question; ‘how is genetic
technology shaping ecological restoration practices?’ I expected that I would find many
individuals arguing that genetically modified organisms, plants, fungi, and microbes,
should be used to rehabilitate degraded and polluted landscapes. While I did find a few
examples of these technocentric arguments (Bull 1996; Merkle et al. 2007; Pilon-Smits
2006; Raskin 1996; Weatherwax 2008), these approaches appeared to be very limited.
I contacted a few prominent social scientists in the restoration field, including
William Jordan and Eric Higgs, and was directed to the work done by individuals located
primarily in botanical gardens. After speaking to seed bankers and genetic restorationists
at Missouri Botanical Garden, Berry Botanic Garden (Portland, OR), Denver Botanic
Gardens, and the USDA, I was unanimously encouraged to contact Chicago Botanic
about their work. Not only does CBG has the most extensive genetic restoration program
in the country, they are developing protocols and strategies for restoration work for
Botanical Gardens Conservation International (BGCI). BGCI generally coordinates the
research goals of gardens across the US and World.
Drawing from interviews, participant observation, and discourse analysis, I argue
that CBG’s social and scientific restoration practices make their laboratory an emerging
site for decision-making about and design work on restored landscapes. My inquiry is
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motivated by the social implications of CBG’s epistemological shift in restoration
practice.

Political ecologists suggest that expert management of ecosystems creates

patterns of inclusion and exclusion in resource use (Mitchell 2002; Peet and Watts 1996).
Similarly, restorationists argue that high-tech restoration projects limit participation by
prioritizing specialized knowledges and opaque scientific technologies. When experts
specify how to analyze and use natural resources, non-experts lack the ability to provide
meaningful input into the planning process (Higgs 2001; Light 2000).
CBG’s scientists employ technologies that are highly incomprehensible without
proper training. They use genetic microsatellite analysis to model demographic trends
and gene flow as well as to quantify genetic diversity within and between specific plant
populations. Using data generated in the lab, they make decisions on how to arrange
plants on a landscape.

These landscape interventions range from identifying and

augmentation existing, yet genetically homogenous populations (Fant 2007) to creating
plant populations in new regions based on climate change predictions and similar soil
conditions (Vitt 2010). As CBG compiles genetic resources in large seed banks, analyzes
their genetic particularities, and uses these materials and data for interventions, they
potentially restrict access to restoration’s resources and decision-making. Under these
conditions, expertise in genetics, ecology, and botany become preconditions for
participation. This epistemic exclusion potentially diminishes the democratizing and
community-building potential of a field that often relies on volunteers and local
environmental knowledge.
In this research, my original goal was to detail how this inclusion of technology
into restoration shaped the ability for non-experts others to participate. In some regards,
genetic technology in restoration is marginalizing. But I was surprised to find that the
geneticists were the ones being marginalized. Their own participation was limited both
by the time/cost associated with these methods and by restorationists who either wanted
quicker prescriptions for practice or who disagreed with the normative implications of the
geneticists’ recommendations. With these insights in hand (points 2 & 3 of chapter 1),
my research goals evolved. I decided to detail how genetic concepts derived from these
technologies travelled into other domains of ecological restoration practice. In particular,
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I examined how the recommendations of genetic restorationists filtered into, resonated
with, or contrasted with the strategies of local restorationists.
As my research mutated over the course of my fieldwork, I reflexively developed
three broad research questions that I detail in subsequent sections. Through critical
analysis of the empirical data gained by following these research questions, I developed
the general and specific framing insights presented in chapter 1. My research questions
are as follows:

1) How do scientists at Chicago Botanic Garden enroll specific technologies,
genetic epistemologies, and restoration practices to specify and produce
normative states of nature?
2) How do volunteers in the North Branch Restoration Project articulate specific
genetic epistemologies through restoration practices?
3) How is genetic ecological science translated into popular conservation
imaginaries?

To answer my research questions, I employed a case study approach.

Case study

research is defined as an “empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary
phenomenon within its real-life context, especially when the boundaries between
phenomena are not clearly evident (Yin 1994,13)”.

This approach recognizes the

importance of context to the production and maintenance of knowledge, relationships,
processes and space (Herbert 2009). Case studies are not bound to the physical site of a
particular event/process/phenomena. Rather a case study approach allows a researcher to
examine multiple forms of data that exist outside (physically) but are constitutive of this
context (Yin 1994).
Case studies often rely on participant observation methods to yield textured
descriptions of events, processes, and places. Case study research involves the continual
and reflexive application of theory to data and collection methods as well as the synthesis
of these observations with data from interviews and discourse analyses (Herbert 2000,
Herbert 2009). I used a case study approach to compare connections and divergences
between knowledge-production practices, in respect to genetics, within and between
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Chicago Botanic Garden and the North Branch Restoration Project. I also examine how
these practices are constituted by other factors including ecological theory, genetic
technologies, institutional goals, contingent individual decisions, and normative
statements about nature.

Note on Writing and Citation Style
My research relied heavily on participant observation. Nested in a case study
approach, this specific method 10 produces empirical data that must be analyzed in real
time. I applied a critical analytic style to evaluate and represent my data. In other words,
I continuously analyzed empirical data through various theoretical filters to contextualize
practices, events, and informal discussions observed the field. Often, I would begin
writing up specific observations about a particular event in my field notes and quickly
diverge into writing a theoretical analysis of that event. I would also list new questions to
ask in future interviews or during participant observation sessions before I completely
outlined that day’s events.

I would draw from previous notes to analyze new

observations as well as these previous experiences.
My specific insights and observations emerged over time rather than in discrete
moments. Consequently, I often present empirical data as a composite narrative. Where
insights are drawn from the analysis of multiple experiences and observation sessions, I
will present them without citation. In cases where particular insights were generated from
a specific event, I will note the interviewee or event along with the date in a footnote. I
present a detailed timeline of interviews and participant observation events at the
conclusion of the chapter 11.

Site Selection
Case study methods usually require the researcher to 1) choose one site that
illustrates or exemplifies a theory, a set of broader processes/trends, or particular social
relationships,

2)

find

a

site

that

stands

as

an

exception

to

general

trends/theories/processes, or 3) compare the operations in one case to those in a different

10
11

I discuss this method in detail on page 63
See page 75
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case (Yin 1994; Herbert 2009). My research fulfills all three conditions. I focused on two
interconnected but distinct institutions that employ and redefine genetic epistemologies
multiply. Both are exceptional for their pioneering roles in genetic (CBG) and volunteerled (NBRP) restoration work.

Chicago Botanic Garden
This research first examines how ecologists in Chicago Botanic Garden use
genetic technology to guide restoration projects in the Chicago Region. CBG banks
native seeds from the Upper Midwest of the United States as an expanded version of the
Kew Gardens Millennium Seed Bank Partnership 12 (MSBP).

According to CBG

personnel, the MSBP was an ambitious project, but Kew’s seed saving protocol targeted
only one collection per native species. While each collection consists of around 300030,000 seeds, CBG’s bankers said that these collections would have limited conservation
and restoration potential since they represent only a small portion of each species’
internal genetic diversity. They asserted that Kew’s collections would only be eligible
for plant reintroductions in regions that are similar in climate and habit to the location
where they were found. CBG modified the MSBP approach to collect one population per
species in each ecoregion of their range. This approach gives restorationists more options
to match climate/habitat with a population’s genetic profile.
All native species at CBG are banked for potential restoration activities and a
selected few species, usually rarer ones, are analyzed via genetic technology. Unlike
other botanical gardens with DNA sequencing capabilities, Chicago prohibits the
commercial use of native plant material and its genetic information. Restoration
geneticists at Chicago Botanic sample remnant populations of endangered plants and then
extract and sequence microsatellite portions of their genome 13. With the help of GIS
specialists, geneticists geocode genetic differences and flows within a species to generate

12

This program’s goal is to collect and document representative plant species from each of the world’s
ecoregions. Chicago collects samples from smaller-scale ecoregions to capture more genetic diversity. See
http://www.kew.org/science-conservation/save-seed-prosper/millennium-seed-bank/index.htm
13
Microsatellites are non-coding regions on the genome that are common within a species but which differ
between individuals of different genetic lineages. These sections of the genome are repeated in variable
quantities. The number of repeats indicates relatedness between different individuals in a population.
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models of population structure. They use this information to design restoration projects
that reproduce similar spectra of genetic diversity.
Their genetic research efforts were established when a research director from
Missouri Botanic (MOBOT) was hired in the mid-1990s. MOBOT had been using
genetics mostly for taxonomic and bioprospecting purposes. This director wanted to
establish a different approach for CBG. She observed a vacuum in the botanical garden
community for applied research and appreciated the efforts of local volunteer
restorationists (especially in the NBRP). She and CBG’s administrators felt that they
could differentiate their research approach from other botanical gardens through their
emphasis of citizen science and applied restoration science. As other botanic gardens
mostly focused on phylogenetic or taxonomic science, CBG could claim a new research
niche that would both garner public funds and engage the local conservation community
that was already mobilized for restoration work.

From these observations, CBG’s

administrators decided to begin banking seed for the explicit purpose of restoration work,
and to employ genetic technologies in these activities. Both approaches were novel at the
time and are still unique among botanical gardens 14.
As CBG’s administrators promote their institution as a site of public engagement
and education, there is considerable interaction between this institution and other area
groups. CBG attempts to create citizen scientists in a particular mold. For instance, CBG
houses the Plants of Concern (POC) project. POC is a semi-autonomous citizen science
collective that assists with monitoring restoration projects and demographic trends of
native species in remnant populations. This organization is an extension of Chicago
Botanic’s research and conservation center. Volunteers are trained to collect data on
restoration projects over time in a manner specified by garden scientists. Volunteers
come from a range of backgrounds, but are schooled in a particular understanding of
plant ecology. They provide researchers with data on plant demographics and sometimes
take plant samples for future genetic analysis.

A founding member of the NBRP

transformed her organization’s plant monitoring efforts into a regional initiative located
primarily in CBG 15.

14
15

Administrator 1 Interview, 8/9/2011
Administrator 2 Interview, 7/31/2011
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I participated in the POC’s rare plant monitoring training in order to understand
how genetic concepts might be translated to the public. During this session, I learned that
this particular citizen science initiative grew out of a local volunteer restoration project,
the North Branch Restoration Project (NBRP). After speaking with fellow trainees and
the workshop leader, I decided to become a participant observer in the NBRP 16.

North Branch Restoration Project
This organization provided an interesting contrast to the direct genetic work done
by CBG as the NBRP does not use any genetic technology in their practices. The
NBRP’s directors, and some volunteers, however, articulated a distinct genetic
epistemology that guided their seed sourcing and implementation strategies. I felt that
the NBRP would serve as a great counterpoint to CBG to understand how low-tech
genetic epistemologies also shaped ecological restoration in particular ways.
Additionally, I later discovered that both the CBG’s seed banking for restoration and
genetic restoration paradigms were developed to explicitly take advantage of the
volunteer restoration work done in the Chicago area 17.
The North Branch Project is considered an exemplar of the potential of volunteerdriven restoration practice. This organization was founded in the mid-1970s by an
antiwar activist and community organizer. Its members currently manage a network of 14
sites that encompass around 29,000 acres in Cook County18 (Stevens 1995). Through a
series of political negotiations in the early 1980s, this group has assumed management of
selected parts of Cook County’s Forest Preserves. While some members of the group
have scientific training, many volunteers gained knowledge of prairie functioning and
species composition through in-situ experimentation with restoration practices. Their
work relies primarily on collecting, processing, and distributing seeds by hand and
managing invasive species without machines (though they do use industrial grade
pesticides).
This group served as an example for CBG’s research approach and members
directly contributed to the formation of the POC and Chicago Wilderness (CW). CW is a
16

POC Training Workshop, 4/30/2011
Administrator 1 Interview, 8/9/2011
18
NBRP Founder 1 Interview 6/11/2011
17
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regional conservation organization that pools labor, resources, and knowledge to
coordinate broader environmental work 19 . Both CBG and NBRP are exemplars for
genetic and volunteer restoration respectively and synergistically feed off the work of the
other. These contrasts and connections provided an exemplary space for theorizing how
genetics, in its multiple manifestations, shape the strategies used for the re-creation of
landscapes. To understand the effects of different genetic epistemologies on landscapes
and socio-natural assemblages, I argue that it was necessary to start in the laboratory of a
botanic garden, move out into restoration sites, and back into the lab to see how these
genetic ideas mutated with, incorporated, and shaped prescriptions for creating normative
natures.

A historical look at botanical gardens, genetics, and the restoration of nature
In the sections that follow, I describe the methodology of this particular research
project. I will further detail my research questions. I will also illustrate how this inquiry
and methods were driven by a reflexive application of theory and fieldwork. I preface the
methodological aspects of my work by contextualizing botanic gardens’ historical
entanglement with restoration and genetics. I drew from these histories to develop my
research project prior to fieldwork.

Colonial Gardens and Restoration
During the European Enlightenment, Botanical Gardens were at the forefront of
knowledge production about nature. Botanists used this knowledge and the technologies
of botanical gardens to both rearrange and restore these natures around the world. By
collecting and experimenting on plants, botanists produced insights on the mechanics of
climate, species mutability, and extinction.

They also bred plants for desired

characteristics, especially the ability to proliferate in new environments (Grove 1995;
Harvey 1996; Scheibinger 2004). Additionally, gardens were crucial sites for extending
colonial power, developing commodities, and rearranging natures globally.
The Enlightenment is often characterized by the shift of authority from religious
institutions to scientific knowledge in matters regarding the underlying order of the world
19

Administrator 3 Interview, 11/8/2010
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(Withers and Livingstone 1999).

Yet many natural scientists described organismal

relations in theological terms (Livingstone 1992; Yoon 2009). For instance, ‘restoration’
was a popular concept during the colonial exploration. European explorers discovered
tropical lands that they judged to be remnant sites of God’s original creation, or Edens
(Grove 1995; Withers 1999).

Europeans considered nature to be ‘fallen’ from this

original creation, yet simultaneously the natural theologians took certain natures as an
indicator of God’s design (Livingstone 1991). These contradictory impulses drove many
colonial scientists to devise methods of ordering and perpetuating a nature that would
mirror their cosmological vision of God/nature. These encounters reified the concept of
nature as godly as well as separate, material, and knowable.

Botanical

gardens

were keys sites of this experimentation (Livingstone 2003). Botanical gardens “hankered
after the Garden of Eden; they sought to reproduce global biogeography; they exhibited
social standing; they wielded biomedical power ” (ibid, pg 55).

Botanical gardens

became synonymous with the restoration of a previous, original time as well as the
improvement of nature and society.

In short, botanical gardens participated in the

colonial project of recovering Eden and progressively unfolding God’s will. These sites
also were used as evidence and justification for the continued conquest of the world, as
well as the improvement and perfection of nature itself.

Colonial Gardens, Scientific Abstraction, and Commodification
All of these maneuvers were simultaneously driven by European attempts to find,
document, and control resources for the power of empires and commercial exploits
(Grove 1995). Colonial explorers came into contact with new species and landscapes and
viewed them as opportunities to create novel commodities, medicine, and food. Colonial
officials created botanical gardens across the world to experiment with and perpetuate
useful crops to strengthen imperial endeavors (ibid; Schiebinger 2004). Experimental
botanical knowledge, then, evolved in parallel with capitalism in a colonial context.
Colonial officials, botanists, and trading companies established botanical gardens as
privileged sites to facilitate the discovery and production of marketable biological
commodities. At the same time, botanists solved practical issues such as medicine and
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food production that were vital to maintain distended colonial empires and the health of
their subjects.
Many botanists did not prospect for biological materials simply for profit, but
their forms of classification made plants more readily recognizable to capital processes.
Botanical gardens were centers where botanists standardized the transfer of knowledge
and biological material globally.

Botanists implemented and extended the Linnean

classification system to determine what to collect, which plants were potentially useful,
and to order plants in a way that made them conducive to analysis (Schiebinger 2004).
By employing an organizing logic that international (European) botanists knew well,
scientists in botanical gardens facilitated rapid communication about new discoveries and
created conditions for material exchange that were more efficient and larger in scale
(Schiebinger 2004; Grove 1995).
During the colonial era, the emerging processes of capitalist exchange mirrored
the way that botanists systematically ordered and analyzed plants. Botanists abstracted a
plant from ecological relationships into a different set of relationships in the herbarium or
a Linnean slot. Botanists then defined the plant within a system based on scientific
knowledge/assumptions, implicit religious beliefs, and commercial/imperial exigencies.
The botanist bracketed out the plant’s unique relationships with other organisms that
previously defined it to make the individual plant comparable to other different
plants/species. The individual plant also becomes an abstract representative for all other
plants in its species. When botanists decontextualized a plant, they could then create new
uses for these objects according to a different set of priorities.
Capitalist exchange, as Marx (1976) explains, relies on abstraction and
equivalence to operate.

When two capitalists exchange objects, each object is

standardized and made comparable. For Marx, this abstract measure of equivalence was
‘socially necessary labor time’ or a socially determined quantity of standardized labor
needed to produce a specific commodity. Two distinct objects are made comparable only
after bracketing out the specific, complicated, and unique moments of production
involved to make each individual object.

Cronon (1991) illustrates how the

standardization of wheat into grades determined by quality facilitated the efficient
exchange of this commodity at larger spatio-temporal scales. In his example, farmers
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might produce wheat with vast differences, but capitalists could aggregate numerous
sources of wheat into a new category based on moisture content or weight.
Categorization allowed individuals to consolidate wheat in vast storehouses, to form
markets to stabilize prices, and to increase the speed, scale, and scope of transactions.
When botanists organized and standardized plants to produce knowledge globally, their
classification system made plants translatable to capital processes (Parry 2004). As Rose
notes, colonial scientists perpetuated a scientific form of knowing the world where
complex natural/human processes are rendered informational, codifiable, and mobile
(1993).

Contemporary Gardens, Abstraction, and Commodification
Contemporarily, botanical gardens perpetuate their historical role as repositories
of biological material, purveyors of classifying systems, and standardizers of knowledge.
During the late 1980s and 1990s, genetic technology was introduced into botanical
gardens and other plant science institutions. Actors in botanical gardens contributed to a
wider genetic political economy by collecting and consolidating plant material in seed
and germplasm banks and extracting and sequencing DNA for future uses (Parry 2004).
Scientists use biotechnology to extract genetic information (DNA) from collected
materials, compile them into databases (plasmid or computer-based), circulate this
information virtually, and then use it to create novel commodities. This object, in its
dematerialized form, is mobile, standardized, modifiable, and abstract. These traits make
DNA conducive to commodification (McAfee 2003). Because these virtual, abstracted
objects have potential value in the biotech and pharmaceutical industries, garden
botanists prioritize the collection and analysis of biodiversity (Hayden 2003; Parry 2004).
They create a standardized unit (the gene) for trade and knowledge production, and thus
produce mobile resources with the potential to profitably solve almost any environmental,
medical, or agricultural problem. Through their material knowledge-making practices,
scientists and plant collectors create the category of ‘genetic resource’ that defines how
nature operates while producing raw materials for capitalist processes. Social scientists
have suggested that trade in genetic materials reflects a broader shift in capitalism toward
information economies (Cooper 2008).
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Contemporary Gardens and Restoration
These histories serve as a background to my research. They illustrate the story
that is commonly told about the role of genetics in restoration work and in botanical
gardens. I present an alternate narrative. Chicago Botanic presents an opportunity to tell
a complex story about how genetic technology, ideas about nature, commodification, and
ecological restoration come together for different conservation purposes. CBG’s seed
banking and genetics for restoration program is a direct response to other institutions
abstracting and commodifying genetic material. Seeing themselves as different from
other plant science institutions, CBG has taken steps to counter the abstraction and
commodification of plant genetic resources.

While other gardens have invested in

genetic technologies to help analyze and produce lead molecules for commodity
development, CBG uses their genetic technology for the purposes of ecological
restoration. Instead of producing DNA sequences that can be traded, CBG only works
with partial sequences of neutral regions of species’ genomes to theorize how different
plants can be rearranged on the landscape. They refuse requests from commercial entities
for sequence information and collected seeds. Indeed, they have attempted to direct the
benefits of their research to the public by providing access to materials that can be
integrated into community restoration projects.
Yet as I illustrate in chapter 4, they also are unable to avoid treating their
collected seeds and genetic/geospatial information about these seeds as commodities.
They have decided to perpetuate a narrative about the infinite power of genetic
technology in restoration order to gain funding for expensive research. This discursive
approach is common in the biotech industry. They also engage with local seed nurseries
to produce native seeds for markets. Nevertheless, they are also attempting to introduce
their particular genetic epistemologies into their networks of knowledge by working with
Botanical Gardens Conservation International, The US Bureau of Land Management, The
Army Corps of Engineers, and area conservation groups. Along these networks, CBG’s
administrators are trying to have restorationists consider the genetic implications of their
work, whether they are for-profit, state, or community-based organizations.
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Additionally, their research requires the categorization of plants in different ways,
whether by genetic content or spatial location. These categories are required to make
restoration work more efficient, but it also creates a system that consolidates seeds and
information in ways that are potentially available to commodification.

While the

economic implications of CBG’s consolidating work is still unclear, I examine the
implications of standardizing practices and genetic epistemologies on the way restoration
is approached and enacted.
This research, then draws from the critical insights of science studies, political
ecology, and cultural landscape geography to tell an alternate story about the relationship
between nature, botanical gardens, and capital while still remaining critical of these
enterprises.

In the following section, I will illustrate how these intra- and inter-

disciplinary traditions informed my research design.

Restoration Ecology: Insights from Science Studies, Political Ecology, and Cultural
Landscape Literatures
In my research, I developed research questions and methods based on a reflexive
integration of fieldwork and theory. I will briefly illustrate how science studies, political
ecology, and cultural landscape geography influenced the development of my
aforementioned research questions. I then illustrate my broader contributions to the
discipline of geography made possible by my critical analytic integration of theory,
practice, and empirical data.

Science Studies
Science studies is an interdisciplinary approach that critically examines how
scientific knowledge is made, what it means for society, and how it is a social and
cultural practice (Hogle 2007; Latour 1987; Martin 1998; Mol 2002). Researchers in this
field examine how scientists produce and materialize knowledge while situated in diverse
geographical, social, political economic, and institutional contexts (Fullwiley 2008;
Hayden 2003; Heath 1997). They illustrate how scientists use technologies and interpret
data based on institutional protocols, funding sources, and the perceived value of their
work by peers.

Researchers often observe how scientists order knowledge with
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proprietary nomenclature, categorization techniques, social protocols, and embodied tacit
knowledge (Hayden 2003; Latour 1987; Martin 1998; Mol 2002). In other words,
laboratory practices are cultural forms that constitute scientific knowledge.
Traditionally, science studies researchers approach this task from inside
laboratories. I draw from and extend this methodological approach to analyze how
scientists at Chicago Botanic interpret meaningful difference between seed sources and
use this information to guide the spatiotemporal placement of seeds on a landscape.
Science studies researchers and ecologists suggest that genetic differences within a
species do not clearly define functional ecological differences (Hufford and Mazer 2003;
Lesica and Allendorf 1999). Instead, scientists are constantly redefining how to group
small genetic differences into functional categories (Fullwiley 2008). In this research, I
compared how genetics are differentially employed by scientists in the CBG to decide
whether or not a particular plant/species is native to a specific geographical region or
restoration site.

When genetic technology is directly employed, scientists use

microsatellite data 20 to distinguish genetically different individuals in a population and to
map the flow of different genotypes across space and time (Bruford 1996; Kramer et al.
2011). They use this data to delineate which individuals within a species are considered
genetically local and therefore potentially a seed source in restoration projects. By paying
attention to how these genotypes are distinguished, stabilized as separate, and then
redeployed into the landscape, I gained insights into the cultural practices that shape how
scientists make certain judgments.
While science studies researchers privilege laboratory practices, they also
examine knowledge production by diverse actors in field sites and the public domain
(Lave 2012; Knorr-Cetina 1999). Science studies researchers argue that scientific
technologies and theories shape public imagination in site-specific ways that have
ramifications for how scientists then make knowledge (Heath 1997; Martin 1998).
Science is cultural in the sense that non-scientists are interested in the concepts made by
scientists, and this interest provides a conceptual foundation for the public engagement
20

Microsatellites are noncoding regions on the genome that are common within a species but which differ
between individuals of different genetic lineages. These sections of the genome have repeated sections of
code. The number of repeats of these sections indicates relatedness between different individuals in a
population.
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with scientific endeavors. In geography, and political ecology, an emerging group of
researchers have embraced science studies as an analytic device to understand a diverse
array of field sites including conservation policy-making institutions (Robertson 2006),
restored streams (Lave 2012), and the risk industry (Johnson 2011).
My research draws from these researchers’ example to theorize how scientists
produce restoration knowledge and practices through certain relationships inside and
outside of the lab. Specifically, I examined how botanists and restorationists cultivate
interest in native plants to garner funds, volunteers, and supporters for native restoration
practices. From a practical perspective, this inquiry describes how conservation science
relies on translating genetic concepts into public knowledge to enlist diverse social
groups in restoration projects. Chicago Botanic’s conservation activities, and the
scientific knowledge that its scientists produce, depend on public participation. Genetic
concepts become a conceptual bridge between the lab and public domain. From the
perspective of biodiversity conservation, fostering robust social relationships between
science and the public is beneficial for the activities of conservation institutions. At the
same time, I examine how genetic concepts about nativeness are taken up by the nonscientific groups that support restoration projects. Drawing from work with the NBRP, I
examined how genetic concepts were culturally appropriated outside of the lab to drive
native-oriented backyard restoration projects, seed collection, and seed banking. In this
way, I illustrate the reflexive connections between genetic restoration practices in
botanical gardens and popular restoration practice.
My main contribution to this field is to provide an empirical example of how labbased genetic technologies are used to directly reshape landscapes.

Others have

examined how genetic technology produces particular natures. Specifically, some have
illustrated how agricultural natures are shaped by genetically-modified crops
(Kloppenburg 2004; Wainwright and Mercer 2011) and others examine how the trade in
genetic resources indirectly encourages biodiversity conservation (Hayden 2003; Parry
2004). In these examples, users of genetic technologies are not making claims about
what natures should be present in a particular place.

My research, conversely,

documents the type of landscapes produced by individuals who use genetic technology to
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more accurately define what species are native or more natural to a place. In other words,
I explicitly examine practices that produce material natures by defining nature genetically.

Political Ecology
Political ecologists are historically concerned with how resource managers
mediate large-scale political economies in local contexts (Blakie and Brookfield 1987;
Nietschmann 1979). They view conservation practices as sociomaterial acts that define
how resources should be used and specify legitimate users of these resources (Davis
2006; Peet and Watts 1996). Political ecologists empirically document cases where
scientific resource management influences who can access these resources and participate
in making nature. In many cases, these conservation techniques are accompanied by land
enclosures that exclude traditional resource users and/or their practices (Neumann 1996;
Robbins 2004; West et al. 2006). Scientific resource management often minimizes human
involvement and scripts legitimate resource uses and users (Braun 2002; Escobar 1998;
Gupta 1998; Luke 1995).
Restoration ecologists implicitly respond to this critique of epistemological and
material exclusion. They often advocate the inclusion of diverse individuals into natural
area management. Through restoration practice, non-experts cultivate robust conservation
imaginaries, stewardships skills, and ecological understandings (Higgs 2001; Light 2000;
McDonald et al. 2004). Supporters argue that restoration ecology is an effective longterm conservation practice since it provides individuals with a personal stake in local
habitats and the social-ecological competencies to respond to ecosystem change (Jordan
2003).

Some restorationists feel that overly technological projects alienate public

participation since they require specialized knowledge and understanding of highly
technical processes (Higgs 2001; Light 2000).
From a political ecological standpoint, I asked questions about how and where
genetic technology produced produce patterns of resource access and dispossession. I
focused on how these technologies allowed particular individuals to make knowledge
about and use native ecosystems. As resource use and access issues are partially resolved
through conceptual struggles to define what nature is and how it should be used (Moore
1996; Peet and Watts 1996), I attempted to follow intra- and inter-institutional conflict in
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respect to how genetic epistemologies were employed in restoration projects.
Additionally, site-specific resource users and their knowledge-making practices
potentially transform larger-scale political economies (ibid; McAfee 2003; Swyngedouw
and Heynen 2003). From this insight, I analyzed how genetic concepts infiltrated national
and local institutions as a result of CBG promoting its genetic restoration paradigm.
This research contributes to political ecology by embracing and extending the
methodological insights of science studies. In the past, political ecologists have been
critiqued for treating nature and science as static categories interesting only for what they
say about politics, society, and power (Walker 2005). Recently, some political ecologists
have provided a deeper analysis of the technologies and theories of scientific practice to
shed light on social relationships and their biophysical impacts (Campbell and Godfrey
2011; Goldman, Nadasdy, and Turner 2011; Lave 2010; Robbins 2001; Robertson 2006)
By applying my previous training in genetics to the project, I ally myself with
those who seek to take science seriously. I contribute to research that illustrates how
scientific practices are socionatural forms of interaction that have material effects.
Political ecologists had previously been reluctant to engage with nature as a biophysical
entity. This reluctance likely stems from geography’s general anxiety to offer ontological
statements regarding nature due to its checkered relationship with environmental
determinism. Coming from a science background, I was less invested in this debate.
Instead, my research directly examines knowledge-making practices surrounding genetic
restoration projects in order to understand how natural science institutions define and
produce normative natures, both in the past and future. By starting from the science itself,
I examine resource conflict and the production of socionatures in an institution that is
attempting to define how other institutions use their genetic resources in the future.

Cultural Landscape Geography
Cultural landscape geography emphasizes the coproduction of the visible material
landscape and normative discourses about social order, nature, or history (Cosgrove
1984; Duncan 1990; Mitchell 1996). Cultural landscapes embody and mediate particular
social forces, technical knowledges, power relations, economic imperatives, and
intangible human qualities such as aesthetics, emotion, and collective memory (Till 2005).
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These social processes are dynamically re-embedded in the material landscape in
complex and unpredictable ways (Schein 1997). By analyzing which social relations
produce and are embodied by particular landscapes, cultural geographers theorize how
these landscapes delimit potential forms of social discourse. My research draws cultural
landscape geography into conversation with science studies and political ecology.
Taking scientific knowledge as a cultural practice (Martin 1998), this research illustrates
how landscapes progressively embody and mediate scientific theories and practices.
From a political ecological perspective, cultural struggles over the meaning and making
of natural resources (and landscapes) are political acts with sociomaterial consequences
(Peet and Watts 1996).

These struggles take place through restored landscapes in

multiple material and epistemological sites. This research theorizes the laboratory as a
discontinuous, yet integral part of the restored landscape since it partly patterns
participants’ interaction with and perceptions of the site itself.
Restored ecosystems provide empirical sites that bring political ecology’s
concerns with the social/scientific character of nature (Castree and Braun 1998) to a
cultural landscapes perspective. As cultural landscapes, restored ecosystems are puzzling
empirical sites. A restorationist’s goal is to act in the landscape while erasing traces of
human restorative acts (Jordan 2003). While restored landscapes appear non-cultural,
they embody a conservation paradigm where humans are active participants in the
processes of nature. Practitioners try reproduce a more ‘natural’ landscape while socially
negotiating normative assumptions of how an ecosystem should behave, what is should
look like, and how the public should interact with it. This complex cultural discourse is
also tied into multiple scientific processes of making a landscape and producing
knowledge about nature.
My research theorizes how different discourses become materialized through the
landscape (Schein 1997). A restored landscape continuously mediates the participants’
epistemological negotiations regarding how to restore an ecosystem, what elements to
include, and which historical moment should serve as a design template. For instance,
restorationists hold discussions regarding which plants and landscape arrangements are
considered native by applying different genetic epistemologies. I observed how scientific
discourses on native and local species are formed through social processes that apply
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genetic technology and ecological concepts to landscape models. I also asked how these
discourses formed in the lab, between lab and public, and in public discourse regarding
the proper use of genetic technology. Additionally, I asked how normative statements
about and the production of particular landscapes rely on cultural ideas of the past, the
true-telling powers of genes, and place-based identity.
My research contributes to cultural landscape geography in a few ways. First,
drawing from sciences studies and practice theory, I take seriously the implications of
nonrepresentational theory (NRT) in landscape studies, whereby embodied actions are
important factors in the emergence of particular landscapes. Yet NRT theorists often
portray their approach in opposition to discursive-materialist approaches (see Wylie
2002). In chapter 6, I illustrate how these approaches can inform each other by focusing
on the practices of ecological restoration. I characterize restoration ecology as a set of
theory-laden practices that reshape material landscapes.

In this way discourse and

phenomenology (embodied experience) are integral to the production of scientific
knowledge and its associated ecologies.
Additionally, I pull political ecology into conversation with landscape geography.
Since political ecologists often deal with material landscapes, it is surprising that few
geographers simultaneously apply both theoretical approaches. By treating restored
landscapes as cultural landscapes, and the science of restoration as a cultural form, I site
the restored landscape as an important mediator in social relations among scientists and
community members interested in defining local natures. In the other direction, my use
of political ecology informs cultural landscapes by illustrating how the science of
producing ecosystems (nature) is cultural, and scientific practices are integral to forming
landscapes that appear to be devoid of cultural influence. As I have not found any
geographers who treat restored landscapes as cultural landscapes, my research provides
an example of how restorationists treat ‘nature’ as an explicit category of cultural
mediation and scientific production.

To understand these restorationists’ visions of

nature, I engaged with scientific knowledge production and genetic technology as a
cultural form.

This methodological approach is underrepresented in both political

ecology and cultural landscape geography.
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Research Questions

My main research insights, detailed in the opening chapter, were driven by the following
questions:

1) How do scientists at Chicago Botanic Garden enroll specific technologies,
genetic epistemologies, and restoration practices to specify and produce
normative states of nature?
•

How do these practices outline a particular genetic epistemology that delineates
which plants should be included in restored ecosystems?

•

How do seed bankers use genetic evidence to bound their seed collection and
dispersal areas in different ways?

•

How does the institutional commitment to genetic ecological science and
producing genetically ‘appropriate’ landscapes affect restorationists’ ability to
restore extensive areas and incorporate volunteer labor?

•

What epistemic conflicts are present in this institution and how does conflict
shape seed banking and restoration practices?

2) How do volunteers in the North Branch Restoration Project articulate
specific genetic epistemologies through restoration practices?
•

How do these concepts guide seed collection and distribution strategies?

•

How are measures of genetic difference determined through proxy methods, some
of which are embodied?

•

How do seed collectors use genetic evidence to bound their collection areas in
different ways? How is this evidence different from CBGs?

•

What reasons do volunteers give for doing particular practices?

•

How do volunteers’ practices incorporate non-genetic concepts?
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3) How is genetic ecological science translated into popular conservation
imaginaries?
•

How do scientists and administrators at CBG mobilize genetic concepts in the
public sphere to gain funding?

•

Through what channels and venues do they engage with other organizations?

•

How do they tie genetic discourses to cultural ideas about landscape aesthetics,
normative sense of place, biodiversity, wilderness, or conservation?

•

How do these ideas influence and compare with the NBRP’s understanding of
genetics in restoration?

•

How do various groups articulate their affinity to natives?

•

What differences and similarities exist between genetic concepts used in
restoration genetics research and those used to cultivate public interest in native
restoration?

Research Approach in Four Phases
To answer these questions, I used a combination of participant observation, semistructured interviews, and discourse analysis.

As much of this research involved

understanding the translation between scientific theory and restoration practice,
participant observation was my primary research method, though each method informed
the use of the others. Here I briefly review the 4 phases of my research project. I then
detail the three general methods I used in all phases and describe how each was used to
answer each research question. At the end of this chapter, I provide a detailed timeline
of my research events 21.

Phase 1: Preliminary Visits
In November 2010 and April 2011, I took three half-week trips to Chicago
Botanic to conduct preliminary interviews and conduct participant observation work. In
this phase, I interviewed 5 geneticists, 2 ecologists, 2 administrators, and 4 seed bankers.
I spoke with all the geneticists employed by CBG at the time, and about half of the
21

See page 75
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ecologists, administrators, and seed bankers that were in some way involved in CBG’s
genetic restoration program. I focused mainly on determining the annual outlines of how
restoration with genetics occurs. I determined when CBG’s scientists enact different
aspects of the restoration work (monitoring, implementing, seed collecting, and lab
procedures), where these activities take place, and which species were involved in current
projects.

I also asked about how seeds and genetic resources were compiled and

governed through different protocols. Finally, I spoke with each individual about how
they view CBG as contributing to conservation regionally and nationally.
In addition to interviews, I participated in microsatellite genetic analysis during
the week of April 23, 2011 in order to better understand how CBG’s geneticists were
applying genetic technologies to restoration planning. During these sessions, I made
plans with the geneticists for how I could work with them in during the summer of 2011.
I also took part in a day long rare plant monitoring training at the garden on April 30 in
order to be able to assist the geneticists in the part of their work.
Finally, I observed three separate symposia that contextualized CBG’s
relationships with the US Bureau of Land Management 22 and Chicago area conservation
community23.

Phase 2: Field Season 1– June through August 2011
From phase 1, I refined my research questions and set goals for my 3 month stay
in Chicago. During a 10-week period, I worked in the genetics lab with 3 restoration
geneticists 3 times per week. I participated in all aspects of their analyses of plant
population diversity and difference. Additionally, I would travel with these individuals to
different restoration sites to monitor previous introductions and to observe new
interventions.

Each of these sites was determined by the laboratory team’s current

restoration projects.

I also participated in rare-plant monitoring events, 4 total, to

understand how CBG engaged volunteers in their work.
Additionally, I became involved on Wednesdays and weekends with the North
Branch Restoration Project. On Wednesdays (7 in total), I would accompany a group of

22
23

11.8.2010
Northwestern Conservation Policy Symposium 4.3.2011 & Wild Things Conference 4.4.2011
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seed collectors to various sites throughout the project network to collect seeds. This
group generally fluctuated between 7 and 15 regular attendees. On alternating weekends,
I would participate in the NBRP’s regularly scheduled volunteer workdays, which drew
from a larger labor pool. Often many of the seed collectors were there alongside 10 to 20
volunteers. I attended 5 workdays during this phase. Seed collection and workdays
generally lasted 3 hours. One separate event, the seed sorting party 24, provided insights
into how these collected seeds were organized, categorized, and reintroduced into
restoration sites. Again, by participating with the NBRP, I was able to better understand
how volunteer restoration was organized in the area, and how CBG interacted with
Chicago’s broader restoration community. I also gained a better understanding of which
practices were integral to their restoration work.
I conducted follow-up interviews with individuals at CBG to contextualize my
observations of their methods and to better understand how genetics shaped restoration
practices. I also investigated how seed banking contributed to this work.

During this

time, I interviewed 7 geneticists (2 new), 4 ecologists (2 new), 3 administrators (2 new),
and 6 seed bankers (2 new). I also attended another presentation by the Bureau of Land
Management on the relationship between the two institutions.
Finally, I interviewed individuals from the NBRP, including five of its founding
members. During seed collection and volunteer workdays, I had conversations with
about 10 seeds collectors. I spoke with 3 site stewards during workdays, usually in the
context of doing restoration work. These interviews generally focused on articulating
how they were thinking genetically in their work without using genetic technology. I
also attempted to understand the theory behind the particular practices used in their
restoration project.

Phase 3: Follow-up Visits - Spring and Summer 2012
During this phase, I focused on clarifying observations and ideas of the previous
field season. I had already begun to shape my dissertation’s narrative, and this field
season allowed me to confirm, deny, or nuance my analysis. I was more strategic in my
participant observation sessions, only sporadically observing laboratory techniques. In
24

7.6.2011
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respect to the lab bench work, I reviewed notes from the previous summer to ask more
specific questions about how the geneticists interpreted differences between and within
populations. I spent more time, though, in the restoration sites of both the CBG and
NBRP to understand how individuals translated varying genetic epistemologies to shape
their particular practices and interventions. I used these sessions as an opportunity to
observe how both organizations interacted with the same restoration sites in subsequent
years, when faced with environmental variability and demographic changes in restored
plant populations.

I also gained insights on the broader outlines of each groups’

conceptions of restoration work. Finally, I focused on understanding how CBG was reenvisioning the role of its seed banks 1) through new relationships with seed nurseries
and seed bulking enterprises and 2) by applying geospatial and climate envelope
modeling technologies to facilitate new forms of restoration work, including assisted
migration.
Over the course of 2 one-week visits in the spring as well as 2.5 months in the
field between June and August, I interviewed 6 geneticists (1 new), 4 ecologists (1 new),
one previously uninterviewed administrator, and 4 seed collectors/bankers. All of these
individuals were employed by or in research relationships with CBG’s scientists.
Additionally, I conducted 4 more informal interviews with the NBRP’s founders, 8
interviews with seed collectors, and 3 interviews with site stewards. In each category, all
but one interview was a follow-up to previous discussions.

Phase 4: Wrap-up Visit – January 30 through February 2, 2013
I planned one final trip to Chicago in late January 2013 to interview CBG
personnel about assisted migration, seed banking, and their view of CBG’s future role in
regional and national conservation.

Many of these conversations were designed to

confirm or clarify particular points of analysis. I interviewed 3 geneticists, 2 ecologists, 1
administrator, and 2 seed collectors. All of these individuals were previously interviewed.
I also had the opportunity to have a short follow-up interview with the primary founder of
the NBRP.

In addition to these interviews, I again attended a regional

conservation/restoration conference to sit in on sessions by CBG, NBRP, and other
personnel from affiliated institutions to see how they represented their conservation
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vision, engaged with genetic epistemologies, and are planning for various climate change
scenarios.
To summarize, I was in the field for two summers (5.5 months) and took 6
separate 3-6 day trips to Chicago over the course of 2.5 years. In total, I interviewed 8
geneticists, 5 ecologists, 5 administrators, and 8 seed bankers at CBG. I also spent 10
weeks learning the techniques used by geneticists to analyze native plant populations. At
the NBRP, I interviewed 6 founders, 11 seed collectors, and 5 site stewards. I attended
13 seed collecting outings and 10 volunteer workdays.

Methods
For the remainder of the chapter, I detail the particular methods used to answer
my research questions. I detail the theoretical underpinnings of each method. For my
discussion on participant observation, I reintroduce my 3 research questions and illustrate
how this method allowed me to answer these questions. In respect to semi-structured
interviews, research questions 1 and 2 refer my experiences with CBG and the NBRP
respectively. Therefore I will not reintroduce the 3 questions, but rather describe the
different interviewee groups and what themes were approached in these interviews.

Participant Observation
Participant observation allows researchers to examine processes, events, or social
relations over a long period of time and in an intimate setting. Compared to interviews,
this method generates a fuller portrait of how individuals interact in and make the specific
contexts they relate to in everyday life. Participant observation also allows the researcher
to observe differences or translations between an interviewee’s verbally articulated
epistemic commitments and the practices informed by these epistemologies (Bernard
2000; Crabtree and Miller 1999). Although an interviewee may articulate a nuanced
view of why they do something or what they are doing, the participant observer may
observe a completely different set of effects from an action or practice (Mol 2002). For
instance, McAfee (2003) illustrates that molecular biologists can expound a very detailed
theory about how genes are complex entities defined by their relationship with other
entities, but in the lab, they treat these genes as if they were stable informational objects
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that have predictable effects. In my research, these tensions between what is explained
and what is done are quite prevalent. The CBG and NBRP both have elaborate theories
for what constitutes a desirable or producible nature in a restoration project. But in
making practical decisions, restorationists foreclose many possible natures. These
decisions are often based on the availability of time, labor, and resources. The translation
from theory to practice can only be understood through participant observation.
A different strength of this method is that the researcher becomes an embodied
actor in the study.

Participation gives the researcher insights into the mind-body

competencies required to perpetuate that process (Heath 1997).

Many times, in

ecological field research, decisions about what a plant is or how to intervene in the
landscape are based not on hard ecological theory, but intuitive or sensual material
understanding of the situation (Robertson 2006). The researcher would not be able to
access this type of data from an interview or even detached observation. Participating in
the act provides unique insights. In this research, I found this dynamic to be quite useful.
To understand how geneticists and the NBRP made decisions, I had to understand how
they incorporated tactile and sensorial information into their theoretical and normative
constructs. This is a main focus of chapter 5. I follow how the NBRP’s restorationists
enroll embodied knowledge to inform seed collection and dispersal activities.
Additionally, in chapter 4 I describe how geneticists interpret genetic data based on nongenetic observations.
Because the researcher is participating in the same practices as respondents,
participant observation allows the researcher to be part of the dynamics of a group. In
this situation, the researcher can observe who makes decisions, how they are negotiated,
and if there are any animosities or power differences underlying that drive or inhibit the
process (Pierce 1995). In my research, I became aware of an intra-institutional epistemic
conflict between the geneticists and ecologists. While some of this tension eventually
came out in interviews, I first realized this situation while working in the genetics lab and
observing banter between these groups and exasperated side remarks of disbelief. I
followed up with questions about ‘what was that all about’ and would often get candid
answers.
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From a science studies perspective, the researcher is able to contextualize how
knowledge is made as a social process. The researcher becomes part of the process and
can engage scientific work on the scientists’ own terms. The researcher is able to gather
insights into all the personal contingencies, trial and error decisions, and uncontrollable
factors that are part of making knowledge.

In extremely normative sciences like

ecological restoration, these intangible cultural factors are quite visible. In general,
participant observation allows the researcher to be an embodied observer who
understands knowledge production to be an inherently social phenomenon.

Research Question 1: How do scientists at Chicago Botanic Garden enroll
specific technologies, genetic epistemologies, and restoration practices to
specify and produce normative states of nature?

To answer research question 1, I assisted and observed geneticists sequencing the DNA
of plants from remnant and restored plant populations. I spent the most time working
with thistle 25 and castelleja populations. I observed how garden scientists used genetic
signatures to distinguish which plants are genetically ‘native’ in respect to potential
restoration sites. I also documented how these scientists generated a description of the
genetic structure and relatedness between and within a species’ populations. Scientists
used different criteria to establish meaningful genetic difference between seed sources. I
examined how this genetic information is augmented with other qualitative and
quantitative data to confer its status as native and therefore eligible for inclusion in a
restoration

project

26

.

These

data

include

aspects

of

collected

seeds’

environmental/geographic contexts (i.e. rainfall, climate change predictions, and soil
type) and botanical characteristics that are similar or different to a proposed restoration
site. I then observed how scientists translate these data into a spatiotemporal restoration
model that includes genetically eligible plants. I participated in the related restoration
projects at Illinois Beach State Park, Dupont Natural Area, Bluff Spring Fens, and a few
other sites to observe how these models guide plantings. Additionally, I observed

25
26

Two species, Pitcher’s Thistle (cirsium pitcheri) and Hill’s Thistle (cirsium hillii) were examined.
These procedures are explained in detail in chapter 4.
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interactions between geneticists, ecologists, and administrators to understand potential
differences in strategy and epistemology.

Research Question 2: How do volunteers in the North Branch
Restoration Project articulate genetic concepts through restoration
practices?

I volunteered to become part of the project early on in my research. I was at a training
session for a rare plant monitoring project and I spoke with one of the NBRP’s more
committed seed collectors 27. She took an interest to my research and told me to come to
one of the weekly volunteer workdays. During these weekend sessions, volunteers would
accomplish tasks set forth by the land manager of the restoration site. The NBRP has 14
sites in total. After my first volunteer workday, I was invited by the original founder of
the group to take part in weekly seed collecting expeditions 28. During the workdays and
seed collection sessions, I participated in different aspects of the restoration project. I
would ask volunteers to explain why certain practices were important, what ecological
theories guided these acts, and how they approached questions of seed sourcing and
placement. Additionally, I conducted informal interviews after these sessions at group
lunches, at the founder’s house, and during seed sorting events.

Research Question 3: How is genetic ecological science translated into
popular conservation imaginaries?

This question investigates the connections and disconnects between CBG and other
institutions as mediated by genetic concepts. In addition to participating in the practices
specified above, I attended numerous regional conferences and meetings where both the
CBG and NBRP represented their work to different publics. I attended two regional
conservation conferences, Wild Things 29, to analyze how both CBG and NBRP presented
various aspects of their work and to interact with individuals tangentially related to both.
27

Plants of Concern Training Workshop 4.30.2011
Somme Prairie Grove Workday 6.12.11
29
4.4.2011 & 2.2.2013
28
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I also attended three meetings between CBG and the Bureau of Land Management 30.
CBG provides and trains volunteers as seed collectors for the BLM’s conservation and
restoration work. Additionally, I attended a meeting hosted by the Army Corps of
Engineers to discuss genetically-informed seed sourcing methods 31 . This meeting
included representatives from both the NBRP and CBG.

Semi-Structured and Open-Ended Interviews
Interviews are time-effective methods to discuss topics of interest to interviewer
and interviewee.

These methods are useful in situations where the interviewer is

interested in how individuals represent themselves, an event, or an associated institution.
(Crabtree and Miller 1999; McDowell 2009).

Interviews bring about relevant data

primarily because most individuals on both sides treat the occasion as a conversation.
Depending on the topic of the interview, some interviewees enjoy talking to others about
an important issue, and other times people want to vent about an issue. In my experience,
plant scientists and restorationists enjoyed talking about their work for different reasons.
Plant scientists at CBG are required to act as public intellectuals and to promote the work
done in the labs. They are the interface between the institution and the public. They are
quite adept at translating their complex ideas and protocols into a generally accessible
form. Yet, at the same time, I’ve found that they are more excited to talk about their
science at a level appropriate for those with some training in genetics and ecology. As I
fulfilled these two requirements, CBG’s scientists were quite willing to talk with me even
as they were disappointed with my relative lack of knowledge regarding GIS. From these
interviews I noticed that public scripts and their private explanations provided interesting
inflections of how they were representing genetic aspects of their work.
Volunteer restorationists at the NBRP generally enjoyed teaching new volunteers
about how to identify different plants and how to do certain techniques. They also often
told stories about site histories and their personal involvement in the project. These
volunteers were quite enthusiastic about the project in general and would publicize their
accomplishments. In general, many in the NBRP treated their involvement in restoration

30
31

11.8.2010, 6.27.2011, & 6.28.2012
Plant Material Sources for Ecological Restoration Conference 7.25.2012
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as a learning experience and teaching experience. Again, new volunteers who exhibited
interest in or basic knowledge of native species were given detailed explanations about
the organization’s work and approach.
Every interview is different, and in addition to what the interviewee says, the
interviewer can gain insights from non-verbal aspects of the conversation. Depending on
the location, interviewers will be incited to speak about different topics or give you
different information (Mullings 1999). If the researcher is attentive, or chooses location
carefully, they can glean information about the particular context in which an interviewee
is embedded. For instance, many of my interviews occurred while walking through or
working in a field site, laboratory, eating lunch, or driving to various locations. These
occasions often provided me opportunities to ask questions about how a particular piece
of equipment was used, what kinds of epistemic conflicts occurred during a particular
restoration, how a seed bank is organized and digitally archived, or how individuals
perceived a particular restoration strategy or scientific theory. Often, my best data was
obtained in these spaces between the interviews (see Pierce 1995).

Indeed, semi-

structured and informal interviews were an integral part of every participant observation
session. Next, I identify the particular groups of respondents I interviewed and provide
insights on analysis.

Botanical Garden Administrators
I interviewed five individuals (out of five total in the institution) from this group of
individuals to elucidate how the institution’s goals are articulated externally and in
relation to other institutions.

These conversations drew out the broad goals of the

institution and how these goals are positioned in relation to larger discursive constructs
such as biodiversity, conservation, genetic technology, native species, and ecological
restoration.

More specifically, I asked about CBG’s role in shaping conservation

regionally and nationally through their promotion of a seed banking and genetics for
restoration program. I also inquired about how these institutions see themselves altering
patterns of access and use of biological resources and information. These interviews gave
me insights into how broader institutional goals resonated and conflicted with specific
goals articulated in their own promotional literature. For example, while the Garden’s
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genetic capabilities for restoration are widely promoted on the website, their actual
enrollment of these technologies is minor in practice.
A second broad theme I investigated is how the institution positioned itself within
material-discursive networks in order to take advantage of external funding opportunities,
promote public/private research partnerships, and to collect and distribute biological
materials in certain ways. These provided insights into how the institution regulates
different material, informational, and financial flows to create constraints and
opportunities for how knowledge is produced.

Finally, I interviewed administrators

about the institutional history of and motivation for their research endeavors. I also had
them envision how their projects and institutional role will change in the future. In other
words, why is what they are doing important for other institutions around the world?

Geneticists and Ecologists
I interviewed 13 individuals (within and associated with CBG) responsible for production,
analysis, and use of genetic resources for restoration work.

In some cases, certain

individuals had the dual role of administrator and scientist. These interviews provided
varied and divergent understandings of how genetics were being used in restoration, how
restoration goals differed, and what material outcomes they hoped to produce. I
questioned how they viewed CBG’s research approach and how they interacted with
others outside the institution to produce knowledge. I also asked researchers to explain
their particular research approach including the strengths and weaknesses of various
laboratory techniques. By comparing how these genetic understandings and uses differ
within the same institution, I analyzed the tensions and coherences implicit in the
application of genetic knowledge to restoration practice.

Seed Bankers
This group of 8 respondents includes seed collectors, seed bankers, GIS experts, and
climate envelop and species range modelers. In other words, this group is in charge of
collecting and archiving both the material and informational resources of CBG’s seed
banking for restoration project. During interviews with these individuals, I inquired
about how seeds were chosen for collection, what genetic logics were incorporated in the
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collection process, and how these data were being organized for future restoration work.
I also asked about the specific procedures involved in delineating new sites for
restoration work and collection based on calculations about how climates and habitat are
shifting. Finally, I asked questions about the role of data in positioning the institution as
an important node in a larger plant science network.

Miscellaneous Individuals
I conducted interviews with researchers and volunteers from botanical gardens and
affiliated institutions who are involved in these CBGs activities. For instance, I
interviewed a director of Botanical Garden Conservation International (BCGI) to
understand how this larger consortium was using insights from CBG’s genetic restoration
work and how these other institutions contributed to these protocols. I spoke with other
population geneticists when they visited CBG for various conferences and projects. And
I attended events and conferences where I spoke with regionally and nationally-based
restorationists that had relationships with CBG. In each of these interviews, my research
questions were based on the position of the particular respondent, but generally
encompassed understanding external relationships with CBG or how genetics were used
in their restoration work.

North Branch Founders
32

At the NBRP, I spoke with 6 original members of the project. I asked many questions
about the institutional history of the project and many of the reasons given resonated with
the project narratives presented in various books (see Greenburg 2004; Mills 1995;
Stevens 1995). These narratives appeared to be well-rehearsed self-representations, and I
treated them as the foundations for the NBRP’s identity. Interestingly, social scientists
who have presented alternative stories of the NBRP (see Gobster 2000) have been
roundly criticized by the NBRP.
I also asked questions about how they approached restoration practice especially
focusing on the reasons for bounding seed collection areas in a particular way. I asked
32

NBRP was originally a decentered organization in the late 1970s (and still are to some extent).
Consequently, the number of founders in the core group is rather nebulous, ranging from 10-15 depending
on how one decides to categorize volunteers.
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directly about the genetic logics of these approaches and how climate change was
shaping these practices. Finally, I inquired about how projects were designed, how
resources were allocated, and how they see their work contributing to the broader
restoration and conservation communities.

North Branch Seed Collectors
During seed collection activities, lunches, and seed cleaning/sorting events, I interviewed
11 volunteer collectors. I was most close to this group of individuals. Most of the
participants were retirees and had no shortage of stories about their work. Additionally,
volunteers of all skill levels were eager to explain their reasoning for using particular
strategies for collecting and finding seeds. In many cases, I felt that the collectors were
either trying to educate me or to reinforce their own education. Therefore many of the
explanations for why they used certain collecting methods or collected specific species
were suggested rather than asserted. Individuals admitted a high degree of uncertainty in
their work, which as I interpret in chapter 5 seemed to be a deliberate strategy for
encouraging self-experimentation with restoration practices. In general, I approached
these interviews as opportunities to gain understanding of the more implicit genetic
concepts as they were entwined with other non-genetic elements.

North Branch Site Stewards
The North Branch site stewards (5 out of 14 total) provided compelling narratives
regarding the management and social histories of their sites. I asked questions about how
they designed plans for seed distribution and collection. I additionally asked them to
explain how different areas within the site were created, which were the most biodiverse,
and why they felt each site appeared as it did. These interviews illustrated very different
interpretations of the NBRP’s overall goals, their approach to seed distribution, and their
employment of genetic concepts.

Discourse Analysis
Discourse analysis is a method that analyzes materials (texts, images, websites,
etc.) for a central theme that delimits a field of possibility for how an institution
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strategically represents itself (Rose 2005). Qualitative researchers often use this method
to uncover a strategic self-representation of a group which is often presented as a
relatively tidy vision. The dominant themes embedded in various media are interesting
because they make truth claims about what an organization is doing and producing (Rose
2005). These visions though are tenuously unified since “discursive formations have
structures but that does not necessarily imply that they are logical or coherent (ibid, pg.
164).“ While organizations usually present a totalizing vision, various components of a
discourse are enacted through other channels.
CBG and NBRP use specific representations to encourage participation in their
conservation visions. I analyzed diverse materials from both institutions to question how
each represented itself in reference to genetic technology. These included websites,
promotional material, science operating plans, newspaper articles, press releases, emails,
facebook posts, and funding proposals. I analyzed them to find repeated terms, themes,
and ideas that tied together genetic technology, conservation, restoration ecology, and
participation. The prevalence of specific terms indicates their importance to the overall
vision of the institution.
When the researcher pays attention to how different elements are juxtaposed, she
can speculate on whom the purveyors of the discourse are trying to enroll in their specific
activities. At the same time, the researcher should be able to see what these discourses
remain silent on. What is not said is as important as what is said. I compared claims and
themes of discursive elements to those coded in participant observation and interviews.
For example, Chicago Botanic promotes its mission of native restoration in different
ways on their website. It illustrates the use of genetic technology, ecologists in the field,
and green roofs 33. They tie together conservation discourses with high-tech scientific
solutions to engage individuals that are interested in novel approaches to sustainability.
The distinct message is that only science can save an imperiled environment; other
approaches are unlikely to be effective. Yet when I interviewed administrators and
geneticists, and participated in genetic restoration work, I observed a very different
picture about their overall role in conservation work. They focused more on general
scientific research than practical restoration work.
33

Chicagobotanic.org
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Analysis
I used qualitative data analysis to synthesize and compare insights from these
methods. I recorded interviews selectively and took notes during interview sessions. In
many instances, interviews occurred outside of a formal interview setting, such as on a 3
hour seed collection trip, and therefore recording was difficult or impossible. Instead, I
generally relied on taking notes immediately after the interview or participant observation
session occurred.

After observing how restorationists delineate native species, create

restoration plans, and implement these plans through specific social pathways, I took
extensive field notes regarding how these activities are done, who is involved, and what
materials are used to restore ecosystems. Once I was away from the interview site, I
would write as much as I could remember from the interview or conversations 34 .
Generally, I would write for about 2 hours for every one hour of interviews. When I was
unsure of the general explanation given by the respondent, I would clarify via email or
further conversations. With the geneticists, ecologists, and administrators, these efforts
were crucial. Since I was in part trying to delineate their logics for seed collection and
sourcing, I was required to understand a lot of ecological and genetic concepts. I would
generally ask respondents for an article that would partially describe their rationale so
that I could reengage them about these theories, how they were translating them into
restoration practices, and how their opinions differed from these established approaches.
Generally, once I reconstructed my interview or participant observation event in
detail, I would code each set of field notes for specific keywords, concepts, or statements.
I kept a separate set of notes that expanded on these keywords and themes. In these
extensive analytical notes, I integrated my own interpretations, identified accepted
theoretical approaches in literature (in genetics and ecology) that explained their rationale,
and drew in other events and interviews that had a similar theme. As these general
themes emerged from other interviews and participant observation sessions, I continued
to go back through transcripts and recode them with refined themes. As I refined these
themes, I developed new interview questions that would either confirm or contract these

34

See Bernard 2000 & Bogdewic 1999 for similar approaches.
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themes. This spiraling reflexivity allowed me to continually develop my theoretical
framework.
I was also continually reflexive about how others responded to my questions and
actions. I kept a personal field notebook that described my personal encounters and
feelings about these encounters. These notes served as a reminder of what typical
activities, relations, and phrases characterize a normal day in CBG and the NBRP.
Finally, twice a month, I wrote detailed notes on my field notes (both personal and databased) highlighting emerging themes and processes of each place/activity.

As my

research progressed, I used these observations to reassess my inquiries and strategies.
In general, my analysis sought to detail how each institution used different criteria,
scientific theories, and practices to delineate native species.

In other words, what

processes and negotiations are typical and novel when restoring a landscape with native
plants and genetic technology. This approach required me to synthesize words, deeds,
and representations. I focused on how specific techniques and practices coherently or
dissonantly resonated with interviews and self-representations.

I also noted the

contingent factors and cultural concerns that enter into negotiations over making a
spatiotemporal model for the restoration project.

Notes on Access and Subject Recruitment
Finally, I detail the steps I took to gain access to these institutions. Botanical
gardens are multifaceted institutions, so the entry points and potential gatekeepers are
numerous. I first contacted an administrator at CBG on the recommendation of numerous
genetic restorationists located in other institutions. This administrator put me in contact
with one of CBG’s geneticists. I explained my interests and asked if I might interview
individuals in the research units about how they are integrating genetics with restoration
work. I spent 2 days in January 2010 speaking with a few research personnel.

After

analyzing and coding these interviews, I submitted a formal research proposal (August
2010) to the geneticist outlining my interest in the institution and asking permission to
observe their genetic work. He sent this proposal around and the CBG administrators
were fine with this. After defending my exams, I visited the garden again in November
and did extensive interviews with geneticists, ecologists, seed bankers, and administrators.
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After analyzing these notes, and visiting the garden three more times during the spring
semester 35, I organized a more comprehensive research plan in March 2011 to work in
the genetics lab for the summer.
I arrived in May and one geneticist suggested I become an intern. I applied for
and was approved to participate in research activities. I received an electronic keycard
and appeared in the intern database.

After spending a few weeks there, I gained

familiarity with the individuals involved different aspects of the garden’s operations. I
also detailed the disaggregated phases of restoration work. Eventually, most researchers
opened up to me about their work and feelings about it once I was there for a while and
explained my project. Also, I met many externally affiliated individuals through events
that took place on CBG’s grounds. After observing the genetics lab for 2 weeks, I asked
if I might actually do some of the microsatellite analysis. I cited my training in molecular
biology and extensive lab experience.
After successfully working on one particular species cirsium hillii, the geneticist
in charge of lab was sufficiently impressed with my skill to allow me to continue. My lab
skills allowed me to become more conversant in these newer laboratory procedures and
technical language.

Yet as I was relearning these techniques and the lab-specific

concepts and vernacular, I was still positioned as an outsider and a beginner. This
positioning was quite advantageous since I could ask questions about why a certain
technique was done, why the researchers interpreted results in a certain way, and how
these conclusions were put into action. My relative distance to genetic technology,
temporally speaking, allowed me to observe laboratory practice with a critical beginner’s
eye and to ask questions about how genetic practices are translated into restoration
knowledge and policy. By selectively highlighting this aspect of my identity, I was able
to deepen my research partnership and access new places and data. 36

35

I attended the Plants of Concern monitoring training workshop (April 2011), the Wild Things regional
conservation conference (Feb 2011), and visited the garden in March.
36
See Nagar (2007), Pierce (1995), Mullings (1999), & Angrosino and Mays de Perez (2003) for
discussion on situational identity as a research strategy and Latour (1988) & Mol (2003) for examples in
STS.
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Research Timeline
Phase 1: Preliminary Visits – Winter 2010 through Spring 2011
• Interviews
o 11.8 – 11.10.2010
 Geneticists (4)
 Ecologists (1)
 Administrators (2)
 Seed Collectors/Bankers (3)
o 4.2 – 4.4.2011
 Geneticists (2 Total/1 New)
 Ecologists (1 Total/1 New)
 Seed Collectors/Bankers (2 Total/1 New)
• Participant Observation
o Genetic restoration lab techniques – 4.23 - 4.29.2011
o Plants of Concern rare plant monitoring training – 4.30.2011
• Conferences and Symposia
o Bureau of Land Management Presentation @ CBG – 11.8.2010
o Northwestern Conservation Policy Research Symposium - 4.3.2011
o Wild Things - Chicago Area Conservation Conference – 4.4.2011

Phase 2: 2011 Field Season – June through August
• Participant Observation
o Genetics labs – 6.21 – 8.11 (3x per week)
o Field Sites – CBG Monitoring, Introductions, and Seed Collection
 Southern Wisconsin Savannas - 6.8
• Goose Pond
• Rocky Run
• Goplin Prairie
• Barneveld Prairie
 Illinois Beach State Park 6.7, 7.14
 Montrose Beach 6.28, 7.30
 Lyman Woods 7.7
 Dupont Prairie 7.12
 Bluff Spring Fen – 7.13
 Elizabethtown, KY 7.20
 Midewin National Tallgrass Prairie 8.18
o Seed Collection with NBRP
 Nearly every Wednesday from 6.15 – 8.17 (7x Total)
 Sauganash Prairie Grove 6.29
 Bunker Hill 6.22, 7.27
 Harms Woods 6.15, 7.13, 8.10
 Miami Woods 8.17
 Seed Cleaning and Sorting Party 7.6
o Volunteer workdays with NBRP
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•

•

 Every other Saturday and Sunday from 6.12 (5x Total )
 Somme Prairie Grove 6.12, 8.15
 Air station Prairie 7.10
 Linne Prairie 7.17
 Somme Prairie 7.24
o Plants of Concern Monitoring
 Midewin National Tallgrass Prairie 6.10
 Berkeley Prairie 6.14
 Somme Prairie Grove 6.23
 McDonalds Woods 8.12
Interviews
o CBG Personnel and Collaborators
 Geneticists (7/2)
 Ecologists (4/2)
 Administrators (3/2)
 Seed Collectors/Bankers (6/4)
o NBRP Participants
 Founders (5)
 Seed Collectors (10)
 Site Stewards (3)
Conferences and Symposia
o Bureau of Land Management Presentation @ CBG 6.27

Phase 3: Follow-up Visits - Spring and Summer 2012
• Participant Observation
o Field Sites – CBG Monitoring, Introductions, and Seed Collection
 Chiwaukee Prairie 5.2
 Illinois Beach State Park 5.3
 Dupont Prairie 6.20
 Lyman Woods 6.25
 Midewin National Tallgrass Prairie 6.26
 Bluff Spring Fen 6.27
o Seed Collection with NBRP
 Nearly every Wednesday from 6.27 – 8.1 (6x Total)
 Sauganash Prairie Grove 7.16
 Bunker Hill 6.27, 8.1
 Harms Woods 7.4
 Miami Woods 8.17
 Wayside Prairie 7.11
o Volunteer workdays with NBRP
 Every other Saturday and Sunday from 6.23 (5x Total)
 Somme Prairie Grove 6.30
 Air station Prairie 6.23
 Somme Prairie 7.21
 Wayside Prairie 7.14
 Watersmeet Prairie Grove 7.29
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•

•
•

Interviews
o CBG Personnel and Collaborators
 Geneticists (6/1)
 Ecologists (4/1)
 Administrators (1/1)
 Seed Collectors/Bankers (4/0)
o NBRP Participants
 Founders (4/1)
 Seed Collectors (8/1)
 Site Stewards (3/2)
Collaborations
o Field season planning @ CBG – Seed Collection Collaborations 3.13-3.17
Conferences and Symposia
o Bureau of Land Management Presentation @ CBG 6.28
o Army Corps of Engineers 7.25

Phase 4: Wrap-up Visit – January 30 through February 2, 2013
• Interviews
o CBG Personnel and Collaborators
 Geneticists (3/0)
 Ecologists (2/0)
 Administrators (1/0)
 Seed Collectors/Bankers (2/0)
o NBRP Participants
 Founders (1/0)
• Conferences and Symposia
o Wild Things - Chicago Area Conservation Conference – 2.2.2013

Copyright @ Jairus James Rossi 2013
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CHAPTER 3

GENETIC EPISTEMOLOGIES FOR SEED SOURCING

Provenance: A Question of Seed Origins
Genetic epistemologies guide many aspects of restoration projects. This diversity
of approaches, however, is most acutely seen across user groups in questions of seed
sourcing and provenance. Provenance describes the geographical area and/or ecological
conditions of sites where restorationists source seeds (Krauss and Koch 2004).

For

many practitioners, the idea of a native species is not specific enough for their purposes.
They require a further delineation of a potential seed source’s local genetic content
(Hufford and Mazer 2003). A plant can simultaneously be a native species, yet not local
enough to be ‘really’ native. Each restorationist employs different criteria for deciding
where to collect or obtain seeds (Falk et al. 2001; Saari et al. 2011). These criteria
illustrate their particular understandings of what is considered a ‘native’ species, and is a
window into their specific genetic epistemology. Genetics in restoration, then, usually
involves restorationists drawing boundaries around where they permit seed collection for
a project. I detail the criteria that different restorationists groups use to draw these
provenance boundaries 37.
Some of these criteria are methodological. Geneticists in the Chicago Botanic
Garden (CBG) use microsatellite technology to quantify genetic similarities between
populations, regardless of distance. Other restorationists, such as those in the North
Branch Restoration Project (NBRP), tend to set a distance barrier for the acquisition of
seed. Restorationists never definitely state that a particular seed or population is native or
local. Instead, in each group I’ve talked to, native is always a contingent designation and
new seed sources are always an option. Designating a seed source as native, then,
requires constant social negotiation. Additionally, since native species is a slippery
concept, practitioners must carefully consider their particular justifications for why a
certain seed source is native and why others are not. To stabilize seeds as native,

37

Also referred to as seed transfer zones (Hufford and Mazer 2003)
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restorationists employ cultural, epistemological, and disciplinary criteria (Kendle and
Rose 2000; Preston 2009; Richardson et al. 2008; Warren 2007).
In this chapter I delineate the diverse positions and criteria employed by different
restoration groups in Chicago and beyond to source their seed. I focus on 5 distinct seed
sourcing strategies commonly used by restorationists. I have developed these 5 sourcing
strategies from conversations with restorationists in both Chicago and Kentucky 38. These
strategies are 1) species-based, 2) culturally bounded, 3) local is better, 4) diversity
maximizing, and 5) ecological-genetic. I first detail each position and then focus on how
different genetic concepts are made to matter in these designations, while also
highlighting the contingent social factors involved in these designations.

These

distinctions are crucial as they set the conditions for particular ecological outcomes in
any restoration practice, even as many restorationists use a blend of strategies. These
different genetic epistemologies animate the following three chapters.

Seed Sourcing Approaches
Restorationists employ diverse genetic imaginaries when defining native species
for inclusion in their projects. Genetic epistemologies are more prominent in speciesbased restoration projects, as opposed to restoration work that reshapes geomorphic
features (Simonstad et al. 2006). While some restorationists still use ‘supraorganismic’
language when referring to the behavior of the ecosystem ala Clements (1916), their
actual methods speak more to an advanced version of Gleason’s individualistic
hypothesis of plant communities (1939). In other words, plant communities are not
formed by a species’ inherent attraction for a particular environment, other species, or
niche (Hubbell 2005). Instead, plant communities are formed by the relative reproductive
success of individual species in relation to each other and the non-floral environment
(animals, environmental conditions, etc) (Simberloff 1980). Once seeds and plants of a
species migrate into the same area, they individually respond to selective pressures that
exist (their environment) as they compete and interact with other organisms for survival
(ibid; Ayala 1982; Gleason 1936; Levins and Lewontin 1980). Many restorationists in
38

I spoke with many restorationists and native plant advocates in Kentucky when initially developing this
project. This chapter, in part, was developed from these conversations and more detailed discussions with
restorationists at CBG and the NBRP.
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my research tend to focus on the population demographics of individual species as their
operational units of inquiry. In most cases, native seed bankers and restorationists employ
some form of evolutionary perspective in their interventions.

Despite their shared

interest in the generation and change of species over time, different individuals mobilize
evolutionary thought to argue for diametrically opposed interventions. Evolutionary
justifications are present in calls for moving species outside their ranges to outflank
climate change (see chapter 6) as well as for restricting the augmentation of one species’
population with seed sources that are not local enough (see chapter 4).

Strategy 1 – Species Based Seed Sourcing
Species based seed sourcing is rather simple. In this case, restorationists make
little distinction between genetic differences within a species. If a target species had once
existed in their place, they will accept any seed for their restoration regardless of
provenance, or origin. Online or larger-scale seed nurseries often will sell seeds whose
origins are rather obscure or unknown. To understand a species-based seed sourcing
technique, consider the swamp milkweed (asclepias incarnata). Its range extends from
Newfoundland to Nevada, and prefers wet areas 39. It thrives in full sun and partial shade,
and can withstand a variety of soil types. A species based seed sourcing technique might
draw seeds from Texas for a restoration in Kentucky. In this situation, even though the
milkweed seems to tolerate a lot of different conditions, the particular milkweed seeds,
when introduced to a new range, might not respond as well to different day-length or
temperature variation. In short, species based seed sourcing does not attempt to tie the
genetic character of a source population to a particular environment or habitat.

Strategy 2 – Culturally Bounded Seed Sourcing
Culturally bounded seed sourcing is similar to species based, but restricts the
range of collection to match some cultural boundary. For instance, many local seed
nurseries emphasize that their seeds are ‘Kentucky Genotype’. What this means really
often requires further investigation. Roundstone Native seeds in Upton KY markets their
seeds as Kentucky genotype, even though most of their seeds come from the
39

plants.usda.gov/
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Elizabethtown area 40 . Shooting Star Nursery, in Georgetown, makes a similar claim
regarding their provenance 41. This cultural classification, where geopolitical boundaries
are the defining criteria, is rather common. Many of the seed nurseries and state agencies
represented at a Chicago District of the Army Corps’ ‘Plant Material Sources for
Ecological Restoration Conference’ admitted to using this delineation (7.25.12). For
instance, the Iowa Ecotype Project splits the state up into 3 main regions to delineate the
desired seed transfer zones.

This designation, while ignoring a tremendous amount of

ecological diversity within political boundaries as well as transboundary environmental
similarities, allows collectors to easily navigate state rules regarding plant collection
permits and access to public lands. Like the species based approach, this strategy can
ignore local differences in environmental conditions. Some restorationists assert that
seeds may fail if placed in very different conditions (Hufford and Mazer 2003; McKay et
al. 2005). For example, a restorationist might introduce rosinweed seeds from Jackson
purchase into Estill county because it is classified as ‘Kentucky Genotype’. Yet, the
collected seed might have developed in really different environmental contexts, possibly
endangering its ability to survive. To some extent, this sourcing technique relies on native
plant enthusiasts’ cultural connection to place, as opposed to well-detailed ideas about
ecological functionality.

Strategy 3 – Local is Better
To be fair, the culturally bounded approach is somewhat of a caricature. Nursery
owners will do their best to tell you exactly where their seed comes from historically,
including its soil type, common associate species, and light-shade regime.

While

culturally bounded seed collection invokes a cultural sense of place, this cultural
boundary is conflated with a sense of proximity, of being local. Drawing from my
previous example, it is clear that this is not always the case.

If seeds are local,

restorationists believe that they will be more ecologically functional. The premise of this
philosophy is that local plants are likely exposed to similar climate conditions and

40
41

Seed Nursery Owner 1 Interview 7.2.2010
Seed Nursery Owner 2 Interview 9.10.2010
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therefore have a similar genetic profile (ibid; Krause and Koch 2004; Lesica and
Allendorf 1999).
Many restorationists, then, take what I refer to as a Local is Better approach.
Here they use explicitly genetic and ecologically functional logics to source seed. This
strategy, though, still retains cultural associations with local places. These seed sourcing
boundaries are not necessarily based on a state or a county line. Instead, restorationists
point to smaller boundaries that show some sort of continuity between plant populations
(in respect to gene flow) and similarity in local climate conditions (Lesica and Allendorf
1999).

In this paradigm, seeds from local sources are assumed to have historical

connection with nearby populations of the same species. All healthy populations, then,
are supposed to have a similar array of genetic options, because of exposure to similar
environmental conditions. By keeping seed sources local, restorationists assume that
genetics will match the environment (Falk et al. 2001). When this gene-environment
interaction is assured, restorationists do not necessarily need to perform costly direct
analyses of genetic similarity. Falk et al. (2001) refer to this correlation as a ‘space for
genotype’ substitution.

These similarities are assumed. And further, the seeds are

expected to survive well in new sites, as long as factors like soil types are similar.
Chicago restorationists, seed nurseries, conservation institutions, and the local
Army Corps office, then, base projects on a general native species approach that is
influenced by cultural conceptions of locality. At the Army Corps conference (7.25.2012),
each group (geneticists, seed nurseries, and ecologists) was discussing the importance of
defining the relationship between local genetics in seed collection and restoration project
outcomes. This meeting was in part spurred by a recognition in the Corps that in cases
where they did use native species, they generally sourced seed from wherever they could
get the best price. The Corps director wanted to discuss why this organization should
consider using local genetic seed.

From this meeting, it was clear that most

restorationists preferred a local is better approach and they employed selective empirical
evidence that local seed sources performed better in local environments. Indeed, they
based their justification on certain studies of population geneticists (i.e. Hufford and
Mazer 2003; Linhart and Grant 1996).
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Nevertheless, this local philosophy can be taken to extremes.

Some

preservationists define local as the site where a native species’ population currently exists.
Any other seed source, even if it is a site 50 yards away, should not be considered in any
intervention 42. Certain botanists in the Kentucky Native Plant Society and the Kentucky
State government express this opinion. In one instance, a botanist working for the state
of Kentucky wanted to take seeds from a rare silphium species that was living in a
roadside ditch and introduce it to a state nature preserve located .5 miles away 43. Her
boss refused this request citing ecological uncertainties. She was worried that 1) it
wouldn’t survive since it might be the wrong environment, 2) it might survive too well
and degrade the remnant at the preserve, and 3) it may not have ever existed at that site
and so it is not supposed to be there. This version of the highly localized species, while
held by many, does not usually interfere with interventions to this degree. The former
director of the KY arboretum outlined a similar perspective, stating that plants are truly
native only if they exist at that site. Everything else is not authentic and may not survive.
This position did not stop him from putting together the ‘walk around Kentucky’ exhibit
which included seed from Roundstone Native Seed Nursery which sources most of its
seed from near the central-western border of Tennessee 44. Clearly then, the criteria for
natives that requires extreme locality is premised on a romantic idea of an unchanging,
historical nature that cannot be replaced. This position valorizes a pre-European view of
native ecosystems view while providing no pathways to a viable ecological restoration.
Or if restorations do occur, their creators are arrogant and their landscapes are inauthentic
(Katz 2000).
More moderate versions of local abound, with many restorationists employing a
distance-decay or distance-isolation rule. Distance isolation is based on the gene flow
characteristics of pollinated species and plants with wind-driven seed dispersal
techniques (Falk et al. 2001; Krauss and Koch 2004; Nekola and White 1999). If a
species has a range that spans a long distance (i.e. New York to Iowa), then populations
are likely to exhibit more gene flow with closer populations, and many of these genes
will be transmitted in the pollen or seeds to more distant populations. The relatedness of
42

Seed Nursery Owner 3 Interview 3.24.2010
State Botantist Interview 7.20.2011
44
Seed Nursery Owner 1 Interview 7.2.2010; Arboretum Director Interview 3.24.2010
43
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these populations decreases with distance in a statistically predictable manner (ibid;
Meirmans 2012). At some point, restorationists must decide at which distance the gene
flow decreases to a point where these populations can be considered different. Distance
isolation, requires pollination or seed dispersal, and by extension gene flow, to be
continuous along the geographic range of a species. In many cases, significant barriers to
gene flow such as landscape fragmentation and elevation change are present for different
pollinators and wind-dispersed seeds (Kramer et al. 2011). It would make sense then, for
restorationists to characterize each species’ distance isolation according to its own ability
to interact with near and distant populations. This does occur, especially in CBG’s seed
transfer zone work in the Great Basin which I describe in the next chapter, though for the
most part, restorationists choose an arbitrary limit for seed sourcing and hold most
species to this boundary.
For CBG’s local restoration work, plant collectors and administrators invoke a
100-mile rule. Seed from all species should not be acquired if a population resides more
than 100 miles west of Chicago. The North-South boundary is usually much smaller and
often self-limiting as species ranges are much more distinct. If anything, seed collectors
at CBG are interested in extending the southern boundary as they predict increased
temperatures from climate change.

This desire for southern seeds is limited as

commercial agriculture has decimated viable populations of prairie plants in southern
Illinois/Indiana. According to CBGs research directors and geneticists, the 100 mile rule
is commonly accepted by population geneticists as a legitimate delineation. Genetic
studies often show a statistical similarity between plant populations separated by this
distance 45 .

Nevertheless, this rule is often uncritically accepted.

To do complete

modeling of these distance isolation measurements would be extremely time- and
resource-consuming, and so inquiries are usually limited to rare species (as illustrated in
chapter 4).
The North Branch Restoration Project employs a distance isolation rule as well
which extends 10 mile west and 25 miles North-South of their multiple sites. The
founder of this project admits to establishing this boundary arbitrarily 46. He said that

45
46

Administrator 4 Interview 11.8.2010, Seed Banker 1 Interview 11.8.2010
NBRP Founder 1 Interview 8.12.2011
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they needed some criteria to keep seed local, but doesn’t know if this designation is
ecologically relevant. More importantly, the group wanted to keep their efforts tied to a
limited number of sites.

This self-restriction allows them to use resources more

efficiently and to generally learn the contingencies of each site. Additionally, it allows
them to create a cultural narrative of place (see chapter 5). They point to the historical
loss of prairie species as these lands were converted to farms. But they also illustrate that
some of these species have hung on in strange places: cemeteries, railroad right of ways,
and military sites. They celebrate the persistence of these individual plants and want
them to be the basis for the restoration of both historical landscapes and regional history.
This proxy genetic analysis is quite imbued with cultural concerns. The genetic content
of the population is somewhat mythologized and plays into their larger community
building project (see Stevens 1995).
Other seed nurseries and restoration projects have various interpretations of the
local is better rule, each of which are patterned in part by the availability of certain seed,
the genetic diversity of available seed sources, and practical considerations regarding the
acquisition and propagation of these seeds. At the conference on seed sourcing, the
director of the Army Corps of Engineers sought to facilitate a productive discussion
between geneticists, native plant nurseries, and practitioners to determine what kinds of
limits they should place for their own acquisitions.

At one point she asked the

participants to specify and agree on a distance where plants are no longer local. This goal
was mostly unmet as each group had different boundary criteria, and expressed numerous
contingencies (7.25.12). Basically, a distance isolation rule is a useful heuristic for
guiding action, but also incredibly inconsistent.
A different type of local is better delineation occurs when seed nurseries are
considered. Dropseed Nursery in Louisville, KY markets its seeds as ‘local genotypes’.
This designation, according to the nursery owner, is rather contingent. She attempts to
collect seeds from within a 100 mile radius, but in many cases there are very limited
source populations, or these sources are on state and federal land. These conditions
restrict her ability to collect locally and thus she travels further afield into Indiana and
Ohio. She is mostly opportunistic in her collections which draw primarily from Fort
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Knox, private land owners, and plant rescue missions in areas slated to be developed 47 .
Roundstone Seed Nursery, near Elizabethtown, is similarly opportunistic and the native
species delineation is mostly at the species level and defined by the contingent
availability of each.

Adaptation and Local adaptation
Restorationists’ desire to ‘keep it local’ is based on population genetics theory as well as
quasi-evolutionary logics of adaptation. As an evolutionary science, population genetics
attributes population viability and change to the interaction between genes, environments,
organisms, and other ecological communities (Ayala 1982). While Darwin’s original
theory complicated the species concept by showing its malleability over time,
contemporary biologists have critiqued its ontological implications (Levins and 1987;
Lewontin 2002).

They argue that by definitively separating the organism from

environment, and by characterizing evolution as a gradual process, Darwin’s theory
invites biologists to assert particularly ecological states as essential and unchanging. If
current ecosystems result from gradual evolutionary relationships, they are in essence
temporarily stable.

Any human intervention, either by industrial production or

restoration ecology, is disrupting some essential nature produced by this gradual change.
Change is constrained. Species become static. Separate populations in a species become
essentially different than populations in other locations. A species splinters into ever
more precise groups that respond exactly and perfectly to certain environmental
conditions.
By extension, this perspective, favoring normative ecological states, severely
limits restorationists’ options for introducing seed to a landscape. Many individuals work
under this assumption.

Current ecosystem states in ‘natural’ sites are assumed to

represent nature’s best solution to larger-scale historical and environmental changes.
These populations are considered adapted to conditions in a relatively inflexible way. If
a restorationist intervenes in the landscape, she risks introducing seeds from other places
that are not correctly genetically adapted to the local environmental conditions.

If

introduced seeds have the wrong genetic combinations, they at best fail to survive in
47

Seed Nursery Owner 4 Interview 9.2.2010
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adverse conditions, or at worst, infiltrate and destroy existing native populations with
their presumed genetic weaknesses (Hufford and Mazer 2003; Lesica and Allendorf
1999; Jones 2003; McKay et al. 2005). This alarmist position results from science that
definitively separates an organism and its genes from an external environment, as
outlined by Levins and Lewontin (1987). Evolution is no longer about the ceaseless, yet
imperceptible change of species into other species. Instead, evolution is treated in a
teleological manner with certain populations and ecosystems serving as a solution to
some previously resolved problem.

Populations and other ecological assemblages

become unified and supraorganismic. This evolutionary logic, inherent in much of the
boundary drawing around native species, requires the conflation between the concepts of
adaptation and local adaptation.
Adaptation is simply the response of a population’s gene pool to selective
pressures such as climate, competition, and availability of pollinators. Some individuals
in a population survive and reproduce better in local conditions. This is in part patterned
by their genetic content as some gene variants (also referred to as traits or alleles) are
more advantageous in certain situations.

At the same time, other individuals with

different genotypes also survive and provide other genetic possibilities as environmental
conditions change from year to year (White and Walker 1997). Genetic recombination in
sexual reproduction constantly rearranges these genetic combinations. The spectrum of
alleles in a population constantly shifts in response to local conditions and generally
never hits some ideal equilibrium, even as population genetics is premised on the HardyWeinberg (H-W) equation 48 (Falk et al. 2001). This equation states that a population’s
dynamics can be explained by the changes in relative frequencies of each version of a
gene and predicts the optimal ratio of different gene combinations in a stable
environment (Ayala 1982)
The environment though is never stable.

Adaptation simply describes the

continual statistical rearrangement of these alleles. Local adaptation, on the other hand,
is more in line with the suppositions of optimization inherent in the H-W equation. To be
clear, the H-W equation cannot be used to make normative claims about whether or not a
certain gene variant (allele) is the best one for that environment, it can only be used to
48

Geneticist 3 Interview 7.7.2011
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describe which variant has the highest fitness given a starting set of alleles and a
particular set of environmental circumstances 49. When restorationists make a claim that
whatever exists in a particular environment is nature’s best solution to that challenge,
they are asserting that there is an inherent and essential relationship between a set of
genes and the environment. This most clearly illustrates the cultural basis of local
adaptation.
Local adaptation, as an optimization of genetic combinations, does occur in
limited cases. Certain species may get cut off from other populations by some historical
event which fragmented the landscape or placed barriers to the free spread of their seeds.
These disjunct populations may have a few different gene variants that are exceptionally
valuable to these populations as their environmental conditions sharply diverge from
other populations (Hufford and Mazer 2003). Through successive generations, these
variants might play a stronger role in the survival of the population while the more
continuous populations (from which the disjunct population diverged) may have
eliminated these variants through the operation of H-W statistical relationships 50 . If
seeds from the larger, continuous populations are introduced into the disjunct site, they
may not have the same level of survival. In this case, the disjunct population would be
considered locally adapted (Linhart and Grant 1996). This situation is common in the
tallgrass prairie regions in ecosystems such as sand hills, gravel hills, and cedar glades.
Species such as castilleja coccinea (Indian Paintbrush) and various penstemon are rather
common in the US Great Basin, but exist in small pockets east of the Mississippi (in
Tennessee, KY, Illinois, Indiana). The genetic spectra in these localized pockets are very
specific to that environment and are generally considered locally adapted as long as the
population is large enough and genetically diverse.
Even though many population geneticists find local adaptation to be a condition
very specific to particular places and sometimes less common than assumed (ibid; Falk et
al. 2001; Jones 2003; Krauss and Koch 2004), many restorationists assume this is the
default position. There is considerable debate, even among the scientific community,
about the difference between adaptation and local adaptation.

49
50

Geneticist 3 Interview 7.12.2011
Geneticist 3 Intervie2 6.27.2011
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Some population

geneticists point to the relative failure of very distant sources of seed to survive when
imported to a new area. At the Army Corps conference, presenters illustrated examples
where the introduction of sweetgrass, spartina alterniflora, and other species from over
1000 miles away caused the offspring of the two ecotypes to have decreased fitness
(Gustafson 2012; Hufford 2012).

This phenomenon is commonly referred to as

outbreeding depression, and is explained as the disruption of locally adapted gene
complexes (Hufford and Mazer 2003). In other words, in local adaptation certain genes
variants are statistically and functionally associated with each other, and the introduction
of new diversity disrupts this microscale coevolution. Additionally, the imported plants
tended, at least in the examples given, to die off after a while. Many employees at CBG
also contingently accept this theory. They point to mass die-offs of introduced and nonnative farmed pine trees in the Pacific Northwest of the US as one example of genetically
local populations surviving catastrophic environmental events (Allendorf et al. 2001;
Kitzmiller 1990).
One geneticist at CBG is skeptical of these claims. He points out that all of these
examples illustrate only what happens when a local remnant population is augmented
with farmed seeds/plants. The agricultural aspect of these examples is crucial. Often
when seeds are farmed, they do contain the same range of variation as one in the field.
Farmers select their source seeds from a limited set of plants and environments.
Additionally, they use propagation methods that introduce different selective pressures on
this farmed population, namely they standardize the conditions of their propagation.
When growing seeds out in a field or greenhouse, often seeds from nurseries are all
grown under the same conditions. Because of these qualifications, the farmed seeds often
have a smaller range of genetic variation than the plants in augmented populations.
Based on these objections, the geneticist admitted that these normative statement
regarding local adaptation are based on the romantic notion that local is better 51. His
perspective, while in the minority, is supported by other researchers who argue that each
local plant community or ecosystem assemblage has a unique genetic signature that
relates to more than just an inherent preference for place (Bischoff et al. 2010;

51

Geneticist 3 Interview 7.14.2011
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Broadhurst et al. 2008; Jones 2003).

In other words, genetic populations have

geographies that are shaped by contingent histories (Jelinski 1997).

Strategy 4 - Diversity Maximizing
CBG’s geneticists stress that local adaptation is common, present in 71% of
populations with more than 1000 individuals, but that its ecologic importance is
overstated (Wagenius 2012). Instead, the genetic diversity of population is much more
ecologically relevant. Population size and genetic diversity are often proportionately
related, so large populations tend to have individuals with many different genetic traits
(Linhart and Grant 1996; Nicolson et al. 2002). These different traits provide more
possible responses to vagaries in the environment and so some individuals can survive
every year even as environmental conditions change. Genetic diversity, in short, is the
raw material for the maintenance and change of a population – for adaptation. As such,
CBG’s geneticists argue that restorationists cannot describe a population as locally
adapted without knowing more about its initial genetic conditions.
The particular alleles that exist in a population are embodied in the
individuals/seeds which first colonize a site and gene flow between populations. There
might be other alleles in other populations that would survive better in a particular site,
but are absent because gene flow is restricted between populations. So the optimal
genetic solution to that particular environmental milieu might not reside in that place.
For instance, spice bush from California was introduced to Illinois for a savanna
restoration and it became weedy, inhibiting native plants from establishing in local
ecosystems (Gustafson 2012). Even though it was the same species as those which exist
in Illinois, it had a set of genes that allowed it to thrive and outcompete the more local
version. Restorationists have to go back into these sites and raze all the vegetation and
start over as this bush inhibited other native forbs.

In this case, local isn’t better if

approached from the perspective of population maximization since this introduced
ecotype was more suited to these new environmental conditions. In the opinion of
CBG’s geneticists, what matters more than adaptation is the range of diversity in and size
of the population in question. When a population has many different genetic options, it is
likely to persist, even if these genetic options are from far-flung locales. This tension
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between the desire to ‘keep it local’ and to increase genetic diversity is illustrated in more
detail in chapter 4.
CBG’s ecologists and geneticists, even though they disagree on the importance of
locality, bank seeds on the premise of diversity maximization. CBG requires its seed
collectors to collect seeds using methods that capture most of a population’s genetic
diversity. In one collection (usually 3000 - 30,000 seeds), the collectors gather seed from
at least 50 different maternal plants and take no more than 10% of total seed 52 (Vitt et al.
2010). They collect along the populations’ ecological gradients and ideally collect many
times throughout the season and in different years. NBRP has a similar approach, though
they also try to collect from plants that appear to have different physiological
characteristics. They try to approximate genetic diversity from the appearance of a plant.
The geneticists approve of this approach, yet also warn that every population is
unique and it is dangerous to generalize about how seed from one source will survive in
another site.

They recommend that for very rare plant populations, intense genetic

analyses should be done on potential source populations, to make sure introduced seed
contains similar genetic options. At the same time, they often advocate the introduction
of new seed sources to a population that is decreasing in numbers. They worry that many
rarer species have too few genetic options. In this case, local is not always better, since
more distant populations might have more or different genetic diversity that may
invigorate a flagging population. Again, this is exactly the perspective advocated by the
geneticists in the Pitcher’s Thistle project. In general, the geneticists I spoke with are
more supportive of restorations that mix up seed sources from many different populations
and from different ecoregions to give the new population the most possible genetic
options (see also Broadhurst et al. 2008; Lesica and Allendorf 1999; Jones 2003. They
feel that the population itself will sort out what specific genetic variants give it the best
chance to survive.

Strategy 5: Ecological-Genetic Delineation
As I discuss in the next chapter, population geneticists move beyond genetic
information and population dynamics to define what seed sources to include in a
52

Administrator 1 Interview 8.9.2011; Seed Banker 1 Interview 11.8.2010
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restoration project. From one perspective, CBG’s scientists view genes and populations
in isolation. By describing population and allelic dynamics statistically, population
geneticists seem to abstract genes, individuals, and populations from their environmental
context.

Native species, when described via genetic distance, attain more precise

meaning when scientists apply additional, ecological considerations. Species achieve
native status when put through an ecological-genetic filter.
Ecoregions are the most useful heuristic for this type of delineation.

These

geographic boundaries encompass areas where environmental conditions are generally
similar (Omernik 1987, 2004). These boundaries, like any cartographic category, show
different details when represented at various scales and reflect the goals of their
construction. Omernik’s ecoregion classification, developed for the EPA, was designed
for the express purpose of providing an integrated framework for ecosystem management.
To delineate between areas of relative environmental homogeneity, Omernik
amalgamated four large categories; land use, potential natural vegetation, soil type and
land surface form. Climate was considered indirectly through the ‘potential natural
vegetation’ category. This category seems most fraught with difficulty, as it describes
broadly the floral communities that would arise if human influence from the landscape
were removed and then ecological succession to some climax state would occur
instantaneously. It carries with it the teleological assumptions of linear ecological theory
and describes nature as something devoid of humans.

Omernik recognizes this

category’s limitations and tries to balance it with the ‘land use category’, although urban
regions are excluded.
Ecoregions, like genetic delineations of local/non-local species, rely on drawing a
boundary between objects that are different and around objects that are perceived as
similar. These acts are socially negotiated (Omernik 2004) and have dramatic impacts on
the management acts that follow. Once these geospatial designations are codified, regions
inside bounded lines are assumed to act in a similar manner. While those who use this
regional characterization of ecosystems recognize its constructedness, they still employ
these boundaries to inform their actions. Nevertheless, seed collectors at CBG assume
that all of a species’ populations within an ecoregion experience the same kinds of
environmental pressures (within a reasonable range) and therefore have similar genetic
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spectra. Their seed collection efforts also target one respresentative population of the
~212 most important prairie species per ecoregion in the tallgrass praire ecosystem range
(Vitt et al. 2010). The idea behind this strategy is that one suitably diverse population
from each ecoregion can stand in as a genetically typical representative of all populations
within that boundary53. They are offering to supply seeds to restorationists within that
ecoregion – thereby assuring a match between genetics and environment and by
extension, project success.
As I illustrate in chapter 6, CBG’s ecologists also use Omernik’s classification
system alongside climate models to match past and future habitat 54. They are employing
climate modeling to determine where these ecoregional conditions are migrating to
because of climate change. So for instance, in 50 years a climate similar to Chicago’s
current climate might be located on both sides of Lake Erie. Seeds collected from
Chicago’s current ecoregion could be transplanted to this new climate location, as long as
soils and other habitat factors are similar. For this speculative program, the ecologists
advocate keeping seed collections from each ecoregion separate.

They believe that

current environmental conditions will have analogues in the future, though in a different
location. Assisted migration sites would require genetic options similar to those found in
the old ecoregion. In this way, Chicago Botanic’s ecologists reinvoke the local is better
paradigm by tightly linking genetic diversity to its place of origin 55.
Geneticists at Chicago Botanic disagree with this strategy.

They are not

fundamentally against AM, but rather how the ecologists are placing boundaries around
potential seed sources. They argue that even if today’s climates will simply migrate to
other places, (a claim which they do not make), matching habitat to gene pool in no way
guarantees a successful project. Instead, they advocate for mixing seed from different
ecoregions to give these new populations more options to adapt to increased climate
variability. This philosophical conflict has ramifications for how restoration projects are
envisioned. These conflicts also illustrate how the ecological-genetic paradigm differs
depending on the type of genetic analysis or technology employed in the research
question.
53

Seed Banker 1 Interview 11.8.2011; Seed Banker 3 Interview 8.9.2011
See page 184 for CBG’s ecoregional seed collecting map.
55
Ecologist 3 Interview 2.1.2013
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For instance, CBG’s geneticists apply different ecological criteria (direct genetic
analyses and pollinator studies) than the ecologists (ecoregions and climate models) to
establish a species’ most viable potential source population. Depending on the species, a
plant will have different seed dispersal and pollination mechanisms. CBG’s geneticists
examine the behaviors of pollinators associated with a particular species. The potential
for genes flow to occur between populations depends on the size of the pollinator
(Kramer et al. 2011). According to one geneticist, species pollinated by hawkmoths are
likely to be related when separated by less than 50 miles. She stated that this distance is
based on the scientific documentation of hawkmoths 50 miles off the Atlantic coast 56.
While this criterion for seed sourcing is apparently anecdotal, it illustrates the
approximation of gene flow without employing genetic technology. I illustrate this
genetics by proxy example in vignettes 2 and 3 in chapter 4.
Pollinator studies are popular as they allow scientists to quickly establish the
maximum range of gene flow between populations and therefore prescribe seed sourcing
criteria for individual species. Yet, one species might be visited by many different
pollinators thereby complicating easy characterization of native species.

CBG’s

scientists respond to this limitation with a different kind of ecological-genetic delineation.
As documented in the third vignette in chapter 4 CBG’s geneticists employ microsatellite
data in concert with pollinator studies in the Great Basin to delineate ‘seed transfer zones’
(STZs). STZs are spatial envelopes where restorationists can safely source seeds for new
introductions within the same zone. They have found the ecoregion concept to be
relatively unhelpful in describing both ecological and genetic differences in the Great
Basin and Rocky Mountains. Additionally, distance-isolation or local is better measures
are unreliable. These regions are characterized by intense microclimates, sharp changes
in elevation, and relative unpredictability in rainfall. Because of these environmental
constraints, genes in these populations are either relatively localized or travel along very
specific and convoluted pathways. In many cases, the genetic spectra of one population
may differ greatly from one at a different elevation on the same mountain face or one at
the same elevation but different aspect 57. Their relationships are highly unpredictable.

56
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Geneticist 2 Interview 11.8.2010
Bureau of Land Management Presentation 11.8.2010 & 6.27.2011
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To create geospatial ‘seed transfer zones’ or areas where seeds can be transplanted with
relative success, CBG’s scientists study the behavior of pollinators and sequence the
microsatellites of different populations to theorize their genetic relationships.

Smaller

pollinators generally equal more isolated gene flow, while larger pollinators have the
opposite relationship (ibid; Kramer et al. 2011). These studies specify the maximal
range for the translocation of seeds. At the same time, the genetic studies provide
insights into longer-range translocations.

If two populations, separated by a large

distance, have similar genetic profiles, they are included in the same seed transfer zone.
CBG’s scientists then create a patchwork geographical delineation that differs from the
ecoregional designations.

Crossing Over: Distance and Locality in Genetic Analyses
Scientists using genetic technology mobilize a different set of criteria from those
employing distance measures. At the same time, the genetic delineation of natives still
conceptually derives from the idea of distance.

Scientists employ microsatellite

technology (explained in detail in chapter 4) to create portraits of genetic similarity and
dissimilarity between populations. Briefly, geneticists will sample about 24 individuals
from each population and sequence between 8 and 12 short portions of their genome.
These short portions are referred to as microsatellites, and have 2 or 3 nucleotide repeats
(i.e. AAG-AAG-etc.). Geneticists count the number of repeated units that occur at each
site. Offspring inherit a particular combination of these microsatellites from their parents
(Holsinger and Gottleib 1991). The degree of relatedness between each individual in a
population can be measured. If there is more statistical variation in these repeats, and
more unique combinations of these repeats, the population is considered more diverse.
This simply means that 1) when the population was initially established there were many
different colonizing individuals and thus a large amount of diversity, and 2) this diversity
was maintained by successful adaptation to the site and/or gene flow between other
populations. So geneticists use genetic data to quantify the diversity of a population and
then compare this composite statistical portrait to the range of diversity in other
populations.

Through various statistical maneuvers the geneticist can compare how

similar each population is to each other, depending on 1) which repeat lengths are most
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common in each population, 2) the presence of unique repeat lengths, and 3) the total
amount of diversity.
Now as this methodology relies on quantifying a degree of difference, describing
genetics differences through the concept of distance, it portrays natives in a rather
ambiguous light. While statistical software packages will quantify comparative genetic
distance, it remains up to the geneticist to decide what degree of difference is a hard
boundary between the local native species and the non-local. Additionally, microsatellites
are genomic regions that are not under selective pressures. In other words, they provide
no meaningful data regarding the ability of a particular individual to survive in a
particular environment.
As mentioned in the previous section, population geneticists are less concerned
with the concept of local adaptation, partially because their genetic methods provide
more insights into diversity, than the degree of adaptation (Holderegger et al. 2006). On
the other hand, geneticists can use these portraits of population diversity to determine the
relative historical path taken by plants as they migrate across their range. They assume
that the original population of each species probably existed near the current population
with the most amount of genetic diversity. As these populations move outward from this
spot, they colonize new places with a fraction of that initial diversity. Once they reach
their furthest extent, this range of diversity shrinks even further.

The population

geneticist can then reconstruct how this plant moved around based on decreasing levels
of diversity.

Nevertheless, this epistemic exercise requires the geneticist to study

populations that have a limited degree of gene flow outside of their boundaries. With less
gene flow, populations of that species have a more distinct genetic signature.
Restorations that require genetic analyses generally only involve rare species.
Geneticists at CBG mobilize this agnostic view of the native species for
restoration in a few characteristic ways. If populations are small and comparatively nondiverse, they often suggest augmenting them with seeds taken from more diverse sites,
provided that they are not too geographically distant and contain a different array or
higher level of diversity. Second, for new introductions, they often advocate the mixing
of many different populations’ seeds to provide the most possible options for the
population to adapt in its own way. Third, they do specify a point where populations are
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too different. CBG’s scientists are concerned that seed sources with particular conditions
may cause outbreeding depression when introduced to a population that has become
genetically isolated. These conditions describe seeds which are 1) extremely distant (i.e.
1000 miles), 2) taken from a radically different environment (i.e. different elevation or
soil type), or 3) genetically homogenous. Populations are not essentially different, but
distance and isolation can create ecologically meaningful differences. To determine these
meaningful differences, geneticists must incorporate additional contextual information to
their microsatellite portraits. This application of extra-genetic information is explored
more in chapter 4.
Genetic delineation, as described above, is a more sophisticated form of distancebased methods. Where this methodology distinguishes itself from these more proxy
assumptions is when it illustrates situations where nearer populations are quite distinct,
while more distant populations are more genetically related (Jelinski 1997).

As other

scholars note, fine-grained differences in soil type, hydrology, and competition can
produce very different genetic spectra in populations separated by short distances (ibid;
Krauss and Koch 2004; McKay et al. 2005). Steep ecological and geomorphic gradients
may also create barriers for pollinators and seeds to traverse between different
populations (Kramer et al. 2011). When populations become isolated, they may exhibit a
sharp divergence from nearby sites that have more continuous gene flow.

If the

environmental conditions of these isolated sites shift rapidly, the genetic content of that
population may also diverge. Finally, when certain populations become isolated and
have a small population number, genetic homogeneity may be the statistical result
(McKay et al. 2005). All populations exhibit localized genetic changes in response to
selective pressures. In the Chicago region, there are many species’ populations that have
been fragmented by the changes in Lake Michigan’s water level over the past 7,000 years.
These effectively isolated populations then show distinct genetic differences from nearby
sites 58. Population geneticists have been quite adept at portraying the structure of gene
pools as locally contingent and reliant on relationships with local environments.
illustrate this phenomenon in vignette 2 of chapter 4.

58

Geneticist 3 Interview 4.26.2011
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I

This conflict between the ‘local is better’ position and the ‘locally contingent’
position was made clear during a seed sourcing conference at the Army Corps office
(7.25.2012).

After representatives from state agencies, research institutions, seed

nurseries, and practitioner groups explained the logics behind their seed sourcing
strategies, the moderator from the Corp attempted to facilitate a synthetic discussion. She
wanted the group to define the optimal distance and cardinal direction for seed sourcing
in restoration work.

The group initially struggled, as most of their presentations

illustrated quite different perspectives even as there was a clear preference for the local is
better idea. A few members of the crowd mentioned that this should proceed on a caseby-case basis as different species have distinct life history strategies for seed dispersal
and pollination.

One geneticist, clearly annoyed at the framing of the question,

intervened in the halting discussion and explained that direction and distance are often
not meaningful because of the local contingency of gene functioning. He admitted that
for many common species, seed should be collected locally, but that they should be
collected to ensure a diverse population. He then advocated more genetic research on
species that are not geographically continuous as these species might show very distinct
differences and require targeted and specific intervention strategies. As a geneticist, he
was less interested in the question of local nativeness, or ecotypes, and more in the
individual diversity of populations.
One area where microsatellites can definitively separate the native from nonnative is in cases where two distinct species have an almost identical appearance. At
CBG, one geneticist and one ecologist have figured out a way to distinguish the native
from the invasive phragmites (common reed) species. Each species has a characteristic
repeat length at two separate microsatellite regions. These characteristic lengths are
unchanging and unique thus providing a definitive delineation. This approach, where
geneticists find a unique signature that is unchanged in each species, is the basis for DNA
barcoding activities 59.

59

Geneticist 4 Interview 6.7.2011
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Conclusion
Different genetic epistemologies lead to different seed sourcing strategies and
restoration outcomes.

In general, most restoration groups prefer a local is better

approach, regardless of how much technology they have. Yet each group defines local
differently, so again, it is important to follow how each makes their decisions – as this
translation from theory to practice often responds to both practical and cultural needs. As
I illustrate in the following three chapters, this translation to practice often requires the
resolution of conflict. In general, the geneticists, while providing detailed empirical data,
tend to get marginalized in the decision-making process for a variety of reasons.
Sometimes this is because their ideas step on other’s ideas of what a native species
should be, other times it is simply impractical to do detailed genetic analyses.
Further, some groups vacillate between seed sourcing strategies depending on
their species of concern and restoration target state. In most cases, restorationists respond
to contingent environmental and social situations to enact collection and dispersal
theories. All respondents tended to balance genetic diversity with genetic locality and to
incorporate practical concerns regarding seed and labor availability.

While I have

introduced five main philosophies used in the collection of seeds, they are generally
heuristic categories that are combined and transformed through acts.

Nevertheless,

restorationists act on each of these categories, whether independently or in combination,
they make assertions about the relationship between genes and space.

These

relationships, whether taken as a normative or practical condition, produce
socioecological arrangements that set the conditions for further interventions. In the
chapters that follow, I delineate how these genetic epistemologies reshape
socioecological spaces in particular ways.

Copyright @ Jairus James Rossi 2013
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CHAPTER 4

GENES ARE NOT INFORMATION –CHICAGO BOTANIC’S
METHODLOGICAL FACILITATION OF NOVEL BIOECONOMIES

Introduction
I opened this dissertation with a discussion about the Pitcher’s Thistle restoration
at Illinois Beach State Park.

In this encounter, Chicago Botanic Gardens’s (CBG)

restorationist was presented with a rare plant restoration that exhibited a decrease in
population numbers. He was asked by CBG’s administrators to analyze the restoration’s
genetic structure. He sequenced selected microsatellite regions of ~24 randomly selected
individuals of this population and calculated the restoration’s genetic structure. He did
the same with many remnant populations around Lake Michigan. With these data in
hand, he compared the restoration to remnants, some of which were used for seed sources
in this restoration. He concluded that the restoration was genetically limited and that this
condition was a result of the narrow gene pools of the two remnant populations used as
seed sources.

He recommended that the restorationists gather seeds from other

populations that were further away, especially one in Northern Michigan.
restorationists agreed with his assessment of genetic structure.

The

Indeed, they had

developed a similar hypothesis based on contextual life history information (Bowles and
McBride 1996). Yet they resisted his recommendation as they wanted to keep seed
sources as local as possible. Drawing from sites that were further afield would conflict
with their normative ideas about gene flow and local genetics 60.
I return to this vignette to introduce the 4 main points that structure this chapter.
First, this restoration project was CBG’s initial foray into using genetic technologies in
restoration work. This genetic restoration approach is unique. Until this point, direct
genetic approaches to restoration work were found only in a small network of restoration
geneticists, many of whom are associated with botanical gardens and government
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Geneticist 3 Interview 7.14.2011
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agencies. Starting with this local (and somewhat unsuccessful) intervention, CBG has
been promoting this restoration approach to other seed banking institutions.
Second, I illustrate how microsatellite techniques, as used by geneticists in CBG,
contrast with the direct sequencing methods used in the commodification of genes. I
argue that these techniques enable CBG to partially resist the commodification of genes
as stable information. CBG explicitly restricts the commercialization of their collected
seeds and derived genetic information, but their challenge to the commodification of
plant genetic resources is especially evident in their production of scientific objects. I
focus on how CBG’s geneticists use specific techniques to de-emphasize code-like
representations of DNA. These reductive representations are crucial to the logics of
commercial bioprospecting. Instead, CBG’s scientists situate genes as contingentlyembodied and relational objects that attain meaning through interactions with other genes,
organisms, and environments (e.g. Levins and Lewontin 1987; Stallins 2012). In other
words, through their methods, CBG’s geneticists challenge the metaphor of ‘genes-asinformation’ which is so crucial in the trade in genes (McAfee 2003; Parry 2004).
Third, CBG’s resistance to commodifying practices is enabled by their adherence
to a particular genetic epistemology. While genes are often touted as objects that reveal
unequivocal truth, their particular meaning is always contextual. In this vignette, the
geneticist marshaled abstract genetic data in support of a particular restoration strategy,
but failed to compel the restorationists into that course of action. Genetic restoration
work, then, requires the scientist to mobilize genetic information in the context of a
compelling narrative. CBG’s scientists use a particularly well-established technology,
microsatellite analysis, to generate practical restoration data.

For over 25 years,

conservation geneticists and taxonomists have used identical techniques, to model gene
flows across landscapes and the evolution of species. Microsatellite analysis requires
more narration than direct genetic sequencing. CBG’s geneticists only work with limited
genomic regions. As these particular regions do not code for ecologically functional
genes, the geneticist must interpret and narrate these sequences with extra-genetic and
ecological data to give the sequences meaning. In other words, genetic information
cannot stand on their own in these studies. I illustrate in detail, through 3 empirical
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examples, how geneticists use microsatellite techniques to contextualize, or embody,
genetic data as they prescribe restoration strategies.
Finally, I detail ways in which CBG’s apparent challenges to genetic
commodification require a different set of engagements with markets and capital. Just as
CBG’s microsatellite techniques challenge established modes of making plant genetic
resources amenable to commodification, they create new sites for producing genetic
commodities. To repurpose germplasm collections for ecological restoration projects,
Garden directors use genetic technology as a conceptual tool for generating funding and
explicitly promote the potential monetary value of their banking and restoration work.
Additionally, they have formed relationships with commercial seed nurseries to contract
seed production of selected species. In this case, decommodification becomes an integral
part to commodification.
In the following four sections, I discuss points one and two by situating CBG’s
work within a wider political economy of biotechnology. I illustrate how their approach
differs from other natural science institutions using genetics. I then detail the specific
embodiments used and produced by CBG’s scientists when they apply genetics to
restoration 61 . After discussing these embodiments, I illustrate how CBG’s personnel
engage with markets in limited, but important ways.

Plant Science Institutions and the Commodification of Genes
Chicago Botanic Garden (CBG) is restoration genetics approach is unique, not
just in the choice of genetic technology, but in their intended application of genetic
resources. Instead of collecting seeds and plant material for commodity speculation or
taxonomic research, common in other plants science institutions, CBG is building a seed
bank for the explicit purpose of ecosystem restoration.

This novel reorientation of

botanical gardens toward conservation research is in part a response to the decline of
international bioprospecting. As genetic technology has been tied to garden-related
bioprospecting operations since the mid-1980’s (Parry 2004), CBG’s genetic restoration
practices are indicative of broader shift in how biodiversity is stored, analyzed, and
valued globally.
61

This discussion begins on page 114.
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Many plant science institutions engaged in international speculation efforts when
the federal government started defunding their work in the 1980s (Hayden 2003).
Because pharmaceutical and biotechnology research required collected and banked
germplasm, plant science institutions disproportionately contained the requisite
methodological skills and international relationships to find, collect, preserve, transfer,
and genetically analyze unique specimen. They became key sites in the perpetuation of
an ascendant bioeconomy from the 1980’s to early 2000s (Parry 2004).
Yet the promise of this bioeconomy has waned, with speculative research failing
to manifest concrete commodities. In this context, botanical institutions are finding
venture capital and federal funding drying up for their speculation efforts. Many biotech
companies are shifting their focus away from genetic techniques that explore existing
biochemical compounds and are employing synthetic biology and chemistry to design
required molecules (Firn 2003). Furthermore, three recent judicial rulings in the US have
removed, restored, and then again removed the ability for scientists to patent naturallyoccurring DNA sequences 62. The Supreme Court’s recent decision to ban the patenting of
naturally occurring genes has restricted ownership of sequences to those which are
modified 63 . Consequently, this decision, along with previous legal uncertainty in
ownership, has left plant science institutions with huge stores of potentially
uncommodifiable plant materials.
In the mid-1990s, CBG’s director of research sought to redefine the role of
botanical gardens as conservation and restoration-oriented institutions. While many other
gardens attempted to map the taxonomy of globally dispersed species, this director
sought to inculcate CBG with explicit conservation ethics and practices. This director
hired an ecologist from Missouri Botanical Garden (MOBOT) to build a conservation
research program.

MOBOT had a strong program in genetic taxonomy and

bioprospecting abroad, yet the newly hired research director decided not to duplicate this
expertise. Instead, she sought to produce a functional niche in the botanical garden
62

Association for Molecular Pathology v. US Patent and Trademark Office (1:09-cv-04515-rws [USDC
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community for CBG. Since few other botanical gardens in the United States 64 engaged
in conservation activities, CBG’s work garnered much attention and federal funding,
even as other institutions with global foci were continually defunded 65.
CBG’s reorientation toward practical conservation work drew from botanical
garden’s expertise in seed collection and banking.

By collecting, analyzing, and siting

seeds for future reintroduction into landscapes, CBG serves as a unique model for other
US institutions seeking to delink their germplasm collections from pharmaceutical-based
commodity speculation.

As an emerging institutional model for seed banking, CBG’s

genetic restoration paradigm provides non-commercial strategies for US botanical
gardens to use collected genetic materials. CBG’s administrators are positioning CBG,
through Botanic Garden Conservation International (BCGI) 66, as a leader in both seed
banking for restoration and genetically-aided restoration work.

In a recent meeting of

the BGCI, member institutions agreed to make seed banking for restoration a larger
priority thereby giving CBG an opportunity to directly contribute expertise and
guidance 67.
CBG’s seed banking for restoration approach is premised on the free sharing of
plant genetic resources and requires germplasm recipients to forego any commercial
endeavors with shared materials. This choice to pursue practical research goals required
CBG’s administrators to create technological infrastructures, professional relationships,
and limited market engagements that differ tremendously from those of global biotech.
In the following sections, I focus on how CBG’s genetic technologies differ from those
used in bioprospecting enterprises. The most crucial difference, I argue, is in how CBG’s
geneticists abstract DNA from its associated organism. Their particular application of
technology is made necessary by their goal of using collected seeds for restoration work.

64

King’s Park in Perth, Australia, and to a smaller extent, Kew gardens in London, England had
conservation programs. King’s Park is a leader in restoration ecology, and MOBOT’s current director was
previously employed at King’s Park.
65
Administrator 1 Interview 8.9.2011
66 An intra-botanical garden network that shares data, techniques, and resources about botanical gardens’
conservation strategies
67
Administrator 5 Interview 2.13.2012
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Is it possible to keep your body in an encounter with genetic technology?
Genes have achieved hyperbolic status in the popular imaginaries and critical
analyses of commentators in contemporary industrial societies (Heller and Escobar 2003;
Katz-Rothmann 1998). Supporters and opponents of genetic technology have endowed
genes with near mythological powers to solve environmental and health problems
(Merkle et al. 2007; Pilon-Smits 2006), clean up nuclear waste (Weatherwax 2008),
program acorns to grow into houses (Wade 2007), and provide new materials for capital
speculation (Cooper 2008; Parry 2004; Rajan 2006). Though many commentators place
special emphasis on genetic technology’s transformative potential, geographers and
social scientists often privilege its relationship with speculative capitalism as a key
moment in reshaping socionatural spaces (Cooper 2008; Hayden 2003; Parry 2004; Rajan
2006).
Scholarly interest in the political economy of genetic technology reflects trends in
geography to detail emerging frontiers of resource commodification (Robertson 2006;
Johnson 2011; Lave et al. 2010; Randalls 2010). Within this critical purview, genetics
becomes another tool for producing novel commodities. As numerous empirical studies
illustrate how scientific practices are historically bent to produce novel commodity forms
(Braun 2000; Robertson 2006), geographers and social scientists justifiably anticipate the
merger between genetic science and capital. Their concerns are many. They document
how an ascendant bioeconomy produces inequity in bioprospecting arrangements (Parry
2002), exploit the powerless in pharmaceutical field trials (Rajan 2005), and introduce
genetically modified organisms into agricultural and native ecosystems (Altieri 2003;
Wainwright and Mercer 2011).
From this perspective, the general ‘hype’ (Rajan 2006) and ‘promise’ (Cooper
2008) surrounding genetic technology’s transformative potential is leveraged as a
speculative economic strategy. If genes can be made to do anything, then there are
myriad unrealized opportunities to produce commercially viable products.

Venture

capitalists have made tremendous investments in bioprospecting operations, gene banking,
and synthetic biology (Kloppenburg 2004; Rajan 2006). Biologists too promote the
almost unlimited creative capacity of genes to guide their inquiries. It is not uncommon
to hear geneticists articulate goals such as creating life from nothing (Overbyte 2011),
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programming yeast cells (Palmer 2011), or producing hand-held genetic ‘barcode’
readers that will quickly and definitely identify an unknown species (Ellis 2008).
For scientists and social scientists, these hyperbolic aims rely on viewing the gene
as infinitely rewritable information and employing scientific techniques that act on this
metaphor (Kay 2000; Keller 2000; McAfee 2003; Parry 2004). Genetic sequencing
technologies, according to these social scientists, are especially complicit in making
genes available to the market. These technologies distill out the supposed stable essence
of organisms, genetic code, by stripping away bodily and environmental contexts. These
acts of disembodiment or dematerialization allow essential, yet infinitely changeable,
genetic code to be sold as intellectual property (Parry 2004). While scientists understand
the scalar and contextual complexities of genes, scientists involved in the biotechnology
economy rely on interacting with genes as if they are information (McAfee 2003).
Social scientists have emphasized the role of plant science institutions in distilling
genes from organisms into stable objects that are tradable and patentable (Parry 2004;
Rajan 2006). According to these researchers, as genes are dematerialized from organism
to information, they move
•

from the field (biologists collect organisms from biodiverse, developing nations),

•

to the plant science laboratory (geneticists extract DNA from the organisms),

•

to the gene/seed bank (institutional specialists consolidate the proprietary
informational resource),

•

to the internet (information technology specialists transfer between institutions),

•

to software (bioinformaticists digitally explore potential gene function and
transformation),

•

back to the lab (geneticists modify existing genes to produce new functions),

•

and to the public (individuals consume the pharmaceutical/biotech therapy).

Studies such as these have mapped the topography of biotech’s political economy, clearly
elucidating how seed, gene, and germplasm banks are important new spaces of
knowledge production and financial speculation. Capital-driven genetic technologies
transform organisms, reorganize communities, and create new forms of property even as
they fail to live up to their hyperbolic promises (Cooper 2008; Rajan 2006; Parry 2004).
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Yet in all these movements, genes are valued because of their perceived stability,
transferability, and translatability of their dematerialized, informational form.

The Socionatural Effects of Rematerializing Genes
This narrative of genetic commodification, prevalent in the social sciences,
focuses primarily on scientific/economic practices of abstraction, distillation, and
dematerialization of the gene to information (McAfee 2003).

Understanding the

disembodying moment is undoubtedly important as it is the crucial scientific step in
making genes directly available to markets. Yet social scientists have paid considerably
less attention to how different genetic practices rematerialize this information. This
information is always rematerialized in some way, whether in transgenic organisms or in
digital protein models.

How genes come back into what material form delineates the

socionatural effects of a particular scientific enterprise.

The vital questions become,

'how are genes materialized once they become information, and what socionatural
interventions are made possible by different materializations?’
Even when they do engage in the steps of rematerialization, social scientists often
highlight cases where the gene is reinserted into contexts other than its original body.
This chapter takes a different approach.

I focus on scientific practices of

rematerialization which do not completely sever the link between the gene and its
generative organism. By using microsatellite analysis techniques, as opposed to direct
sequencing technologies, CBG’s geneticists never fully represent genes as information.
A plant’s genetic content, then, remains partially materialized in its original body during
analysis. CBG’s practices of rematerialization, then, produce a unique constellation of
socionatures.
I describe these scientific objects as embodied genes since they are never
completely abstracted. They are relational objects which maintain continuity with their
organismal bodies even when considered as information.

Their specific ontological

existence encompasses the materiality of genetic molecules, their organismal bodies, and
relations with other bodies and events 68 as perceived by geneticists. Embodied genes are

68

See Castree and Braun, 1998; Latour, 1999; Martin, 1998; and Mol, 2002 for similar ontological
illustrations
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both material molecules and the effects of their multiscalar relations (Levins and
Lewontin 1987; Stallins 2012). As socionatural objects, embodied genes come into being
through specific material practices that do not exclude abstract genetic information, but
are not solely defined by their translatable code.
This ontological position differs sharply from the abstract, informational gene,
where function is defined by an essential code, and subsequent materializations of this
information are discontinuous from the genes’ original bodies. Scientists acting on this
metaphor are more interested in the properties of a particular molecule and how it might
operate in novel contexts such as therapeutic treatments (Rajan 2006) and engineered
biochemical systems (Endy and Brent 2001). Indeed, researchers in synthetic biology, an
emerging form of engineering-intensive biology, reify this metaphor as they attempt to
write genetic circuits on computers, print out these molecules, and then build organic
bodies and systems to perfectly translate this code (Calvert 2010; Rossi 2013).
To further this contrast, embodied genes are multiple and constantly shifting.
Their specific embodiment relies on the narration of the researcher.

They do not

crystallize into a stable form. CBG’s scientists deemphasize the specific informational
content of genes when explaining plants’ life processes. Embodied genes, stripped of
their essentialist underpinnings, are also uncontrollable to some degree. The abstract
informational gene, on the other hand, implies control. Genetic determinists see all living
properties starting from the gene and radiating outward (Dawkins 1995). If the genetic
code is tweaked correctly, all ends are possible (Cooper 2008). Individuals who embody
genes assign some degree of indeterminacy to the gene.

An embodied gene does not

linearly code for some material effect, instead, effects are contingently expressed in ways
that cannot be apprehended from viewing code in isolation. When scientists consider
embodied genes in their practices, they hold information in tension with other organismal,
environmental, and genetic entities. In the case of population genetics and microsatellite
analysis, the specific code is not important, but rather provides a foundation to tell a
larger story involving soil, migration history, climate, and plant populations. Genes are
central to their explanations, but in no way deterministic.
When scientists’ technologies embody genetic data, they create possibilities for
social-ecological interventions that go beyond the commercial trade of genetic
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information. These scientists’ practices, mediated and intensified by their institutions’
relationships, delineate epistemological, practical, and methodological terrains for the
further use of genes in biotech’s larger political economy. They suggest less hyperbolic,
yet still pervasive modifications of socioecological space. From this perspective, genetic
technology’s socially acceptable uses are negotiated within and between institutions, each
of which use variants of this technology for different purposes.
In the following sections, I examine Chicago Botanic Garden’s incomplete
challenge to discourses and practices that create and use genes as hyperbolic
informational commodities. I ask ‘what kinds of interventions rely on and are made
possible when scientists continuously embody genetic information?’ To answer this
question, I focus on how CBG’s scientists use microsatellite array technology to guide
seed collection and ecological restoration efforts. I detail how they produce and deploy
embodied genes simultaneously in their methodologies, epistemologies, and institutional
aims. Each moment is implicated in the production of the others. By examining CBG’s
research practices, I argue that scientists’ shifting embodiments of genetic information
redefine both genetic technology’s normative uses and the role of botanical institutions in
conservation. I do this by way of three examples where geneticists narrate genes are
being particularly embodied when engaged in restoration processes. I illustrate how
scientists embody genes as

1) populations, or the aggregate genetic spectrum of a localized species,
2) life histories, or composite phenotype, the behavior of an organism in a specific
environmental milieu, and
3) interspecies relations, such as pollinator-flower interactions.

These shifting and de-essentializing views of the gene challenge the prevailing
information metaphor commonly found in commodifying practices. By mobilizing this
view of the gene, scientists methodologically and epistemologically challenge
biotechnology’s prevailing political economy.
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Techniques for making abstract and embodied genes
CBG’s scientists challenge the reductive imaginaries involved in the
commodification of plant genetic resources through laboratory techniques that embody
plant genes in diverse forms. Plant science institutions speculating in potentially valuable
gene sequences require direct sequencing technologies to produce precise genetic codes.
CBG’s scientists, focusing on native ecosystems restoration, employ microsatellite
analysis, a less direct and specific genetic technology, to inform their conservation
interventions. These techniques provide different objects of analysis. Scientists using
direct sequencing technologies are concerned with the individual gene and its
informational representation.

Microsatellite users are interested in informational

sequences only as they describe the genetic structure of populations.
Both approaches start from the same methodological moment, the DNA
extraction. To do any genetic work, geneticists must distill and purify DNA from its
associated organism. Using physical agitation, centrifugation, and a series of chemical
reactions, the geneticist progressively dematerializes plant materials into linear sequences
of nucleotides 69. Depending on their linear order, these nucleotides, in groups of three,
are translated by cellular processes into one amino acid. These acids are linked into
molecular chains which then achieve three-dimensional conformations, proteins, which
have a particular function (Levins and Lewontin 1987). From a reductionist perspective,
someone reading this code could theorize a gene’s function from its structure.
Genetic commodification is premised upon this myth of predictable translation.
As other authors and scientists have pointed out, organismal functions rarely map one-toone with an isolated gene (Jablonka and Lamb 2002; Lewontin 2002; McAfee 2003;
Stallins 2012). Most functions result from the composite interaction between numerous
genetic entities, cellular proteins, and regulatory apparatuses.

Nevertheless, DNA’s

material structure is easily represented as information and conforms to the requirements
of economic trade and intellectual property (Parry 2004).
It is at this point where genetic techniques commonly used in commodification
and in CBG’s restoration paradigm diverge. In the bioprospecting industry, scientists
69
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distill and store sequences in an informational database, a gene bank. Biotechnology
firms can lease rights to the information of specific genes or the whole database. Using
data mining and protein modeling tools, they search for gene sequences that might
translate into molecular templates for the development of novel therapies or experiments
(Hayden 2003; Parry 2004; Rajan 2006). Or they can assemble virtual proteins from
these sequences. Geneticists can use these digital representations to visualize how a gene
might behave in modeled cellular environments when modified (Endy and Brent 2001).
They can then choose to gather the materials from germplasm banks to materialize these
virtual experiments. Here, information is the primary object of interest. Genes remain
dematerialized (or materialized in the virtual flows of electrons, computers, and models)
until rematerialized in transgenics or pharmaceuticals. In these informational forms,
genes retain little continuity to their organismal form.
Microsatellite techniques used in restoration projects require different
informational abstractions. In this technique, geneticists are less interested in solitary
genes and more concerned with determining how gene arrays situate individual
organisms within populations. Scientists do not sequence the whole genome or even
selected genes. Instead, they use chemical primers to amplify small portions of the
plant’s genome. These genomic regions, microsatellites, have two- or three-letter repeats
of their genetic code (i.e. AGC-AGC-etc.) which display slight differences in size
between individuals. For example, at one particular genomic site, two individuals in a
population may have ten repeats of AGC and another four individuals might have only
eight repeats of AGC. These repeats are the resonant artifacts of errors in the imperfect
proofreading mechanisms of DNA. Slight differences are produced when a cell divides
and mistakenly adds or subtracts a repeat. Individuals with the same number likely share
a common ancestor as copying mistakes in germ cells are passed on to a plant’s offspring
(Rosenbaum and Deinard 1998).
A geneticist will generally analyze 24 individual plants in one population to
characterize its degree of genetic diversity70. For each plant, they sequence around 12
separate microsatellite regions. These regions are chosen based on how often variations
70

This number is chosen based on basic principles of statistical significance. In hypothesis testing in
statistics, generally any group larger than 25 individuals can provide statistical accuracy with low measures
of uncertainty.
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are present in populations 71 . From these 12 regions 72 , a geneticist will produce a
‘fingerprint’ for each individual.

This fingerprint represents the characteristic

combinations of variations in repeat length at each primer site. These data allow
geneticists to statistically group individuals that are most similar and different 73, since
each individual has a different lineage of ancestors, but some share closer historical links
(Schlotterer and Pemberton, 1998).
Once this degree of difference is calculated, the scientist can infer the following:
•

which spatially discontinuous populations contain the most similar genetic profile,
and by extension, common ancestors,

•

how diverse each individual population is, and therefore its likelihood of selfperpetuation,

•

how much interaction and gene flow occur between adjacent and distant
populations, and thus their degree of isolation, and

•

which populations serve as the source of migrants to other sites.

In general, microsatellites are used to map historical gene flows and elucidate
relationships between populations and their individuals (Campbell and Godfrey, 2010).
But what sets this technology apart from direct sequencing is how it requires population
geneticists to consider genetic data in parallel with extra-genetic characteristics of
organisms and environments. Genes never completely lose their bodies; they are only
temporarily displaced as information. This displacement is met with parallel
embodiments in the forms of population, life history characteristics, and interspecies
relationships.

71

Generally, a researcher wants regions that mutate at a moderate rate within evolutionary time. Mutations
must be fast enough to detect, yet slow enough to provide insights into how these variations have
historically moved through space.
72
Or 4, 6, 8, etc. The number is chosen based on the conventions of peer-reviewed publications. Many
journals will not accept results of less that 12 primer regions even though 4-6 regions can provide a finegrained analysis of a population if the primers are chosen well.
73
Using computer programs such as Structure
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Embodiment 1: Population - Genes as Aggregated Individuals
This first embodiment, population, is the most characteristic frame of reference
for CBG’s genetic restorationists. Under evolutionary processes, each current population
is a window into a species’ persistence within a particular historical milieu (Huenneke
1991). Natural selection doesn’t act on the genes themselves; rather, it is expressed in the
differential success of genetically discrete individuals in a population to shape and
respond to their environments (Levins and Lewontin 1987; Stallins 2012). Generally,
when a population’s genetic profile contains traces of numerous lineages, it has more
options to respond to environmental unpredictability (Rice and Emery 2003).
In the context of CBG’s ecological restoration projects, geneticists find
differences between populations to be crucial. They use this information to decide which
of their banked seeds have the capacity to augment degraded populations. Populations
with close relations, similar diversity, or shared history are assumed to have the genetic
potential to survive in similar environmental conditions (Holsinger and Gottlieb 1991;
Vitt et al. 2010). When restorationists introduce seeds to a degraded site, they require
seeds that are diverse enough to ensure that some survive in variable environmental
conditions, but similar enough that most seeds are pre-adapted to a site’s normal range of
conditions.
The population geneticist, then, is mostly interested in relative differences of
individual plants within and between populations. They view genes in an aggregate form.
Population, as the composite of multiple historical processes 74 , becomes the most
important embodiment of genetic data. As the population changes, so does the relative
frequency and importance of particular genes. Over time, a species diverges from past
forms. Genes, then, are only one part of the story, even as they occupy the hollow center
of the narrative. They partially mark the history of a species and its relationship to
certain events. They survive through time, but their genetic, organismal and ecological
associates shift around them.
To understand these shifts in population characteristics, CBG’s restorationists
shift their thinking away from a microscalar rendering of the gene, even as they embrace
the genetic data produced by their analysis. This scalar shift in epistemology produces
74
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fluid, relational objects of analysis. Genes and populations are slippery to characterize,
and microsatellite analyses tend to lack the claims of precision that are common in direct
DNA sequencing. DNA sequencing promises certainty. Biotech and pharmaceutical have
touted translatable genetic code as an unequivocal window into the function of the gene
and its organism in order to gain venture capital (Rajan 2006). Yet CBG’s geneticists are
ultimately unconcerned about the code’s translation, since these codes provide little
insight into how a plant population will survive, expand, or migrate within particular
ecological conditions. Population geneticists consider their genetic data, displaced as
numbers, as meaningful only as a representation of population difference 75.
In interviews, CBG’s geneticists repeatedly stressed that their data’s ecological
meaning can only be imputed through non-genetic techniques, such as common garden
experiments (ibid). By de-emphasizing the importance of genetic information in their
work, CBG’s geneticists produce scientific objects, embodied genes, that are not
conducive to commercial trade. The informational content loses its potential value as it
can only be considered alongside many contextual factors. In other words, embodied
genes lack a stable, translatable form.
Microsatellite analyses serve as an example of science that makes nature
somewhat unavailable to capital by rendering genes unstable and fluid. Yet, embodied
genes’ unstable and contextual form present unique challenges for geneticists translating
their work into practical restoration interventions. Microsatellite analyses do not allow
geneticists to make definitive statements about what genes represent or to what they
translate. Genetically-aided restoration decisions require the geneticist to explain what
these data mean and why they are important. The geneticist, then, must mobilize the data
within the context of a compelling story.
In this article’s opening vignette about the Pitcher’s Thistle restoration, CBG’s
geneticist struggled to make this translation compelling. He clearly presented his genetic
data to restorationists using mutually understandable concepts 76 and illustrated the sitespecific genetic contingencies of each source population.

His argument described

historical gene movement, yet relied mostly on characterizing each population’s ranges of
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Geneticist 2 Interview 4.26.2011; Geneticist 3 Interview 6.27.2011
i.e. populations, genetic diversity, and gene flow
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genetic diversity. Yet, he could not guarantee that increased diversity would improve the
restoration, since his data cannot make claims about the relation between genetics and
ecological functionality.

The restorationists, partially motivated by this uncertainty,

advanced an alternative genetic imaginary which relied on more generalized ideas about
local gene flow and population success.

Embodiment 2: Life history traits – Genes as a plant’s composite behavior
CBG’s population geneticists partially abstract DNA to code in microsatellite
procedures. At the same time, they glean genetic insights from contextual ecological
observations.

Life history traits are useful proxies for understand the relationship

between environmental contexts and genetic data. Life histories refer to plant behaviors
or attributes that can be measured and categorized. Examples include growth rate, seed
dispersal mechanisms, fertility, light/shade requirements, and germination rate. Each
organism in a species expresses these traits similarly, though individuals with genetic
differences may be better suited to contrasting ranges of environmental conditions. While
certain genotypes 77 may correspond to increased survival chances in a particular
environment, they do not determine the actual behavior or growth of the organism. An
organism’s expression of its genome, its life history traits, is modulated by contingent
relationships.
For CBG’s geneticists, specific genetic codes have very little relation to an
organisms’ potential suitability in a restoration project.

When using microsatellite

techniques, they consider genetic differences through their expression as life history traits.
They can also work from life history traits to analyze diversity before or instead of using
microsatellite analyses. The following vignette illustrates how genetic population
knowledge is inferred from the examination of life history characters.

Genetics by Proxy - DuPont Natural Area Mini-Restoration
CBG’s population geneticist was invited to DuPont’s chemical manufacturing
plant, which was surrounded by high-quality swale and dune prairie. A local Nature
Conservancy (TNC) worker located a remnant population of Hill’s Thistle (cirsium hillii)
77
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and wanted to receive management advice. Upon arrival, he explained that this site,
while tremendously high quality habitat, was completely contaminated by DuPont’s
operations. We walked about 100 yards from the highway to the sandy bank of a small
river (7.12.2011).
The population geneticist leaned over to examine the population of 40 individuals
and asked whether any of these plants flowered recently. The TNC worker said that he
had observed a few flowering plants but that none produced seed. When asked whether
there were any other populations nearby, the land manager explained that the nearest
populations are isolated by factories and housing developments and have little
opportunity to migrate between sites.
The population geneticist then noticed that the sandy soil was quite different than
most of the gravelly hill sites where this plant was usually found. Pulling together these
qualitative data and previous research on this species, he offered his opinion. He said
that thistle seeds are heavy and that this trait likely arose because few gravel hills exist in
the Chicago region. The likelihood of a heavy seed travelling far enough to find similar
habitat was small, so Hill’s Thistle populations have become genetically homogenous.
Their inability to flower and set seed indicated a problem with fertility, a condition
usually caused by extremely low genetic diversity (Huenneke 1991). Additionally, the
geneticist explained that the presence of many smaller plants could mean two things: 1)
that there are a lot of young seedlings and thus an increase in population, or 2) that the
original population was beginning to run its course. According to the latter option,
smaller plants represented the continued shrinking of each in the years after flowering
and seed production. The geneticist settled on this interpretation once the TNC worker
said that there were few flowers in previous years.
Nevertheless, this interpretation contradicts most botanical life history portraits of
the Hill’s thistle. Many populations had been observed to be biennial, growing only a
small set of leaves during the first year, flowering in the second year, and then dying
before the next growing season. Yet CBG’s monitoring activities around Chicago have
illustrated instances where individual plants will live up to seven years, persist even after
flowering, and shrink with each subsequent year. This life history divergence suggests
potential genetic changes induced by the fragmentation of preferable sites. Composite
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genetic changes may be quantifiable via microsatellite data, but this technique provides
no explanation as to why these changes take place. Additionally, their presence in sandy,
rather contaminated soil challenged their normal siting in gravel hills. The TNC worker
said that maybe this site had a really distinctive genetic profile if it existed in such a
contaminated and atypical site. The geneticist considered this, but did not commit to this
interpretation.
Finally, though presented with an ambiguous case, the geneticist, drawing from
field-based monitoring and existing genetic studies, concluded that this population was
probably declining. He suggested augmenting this population with plants from different
regions to provide new genetic inputs. He had already grown some thistles and had them
in his work van, so he offered a few to the TNC worker. The TNC worker agreed that the
geneticist’s analysis confirmed his suspicions about the population’s health and took the
plants. As we were leaving, he mentioned that this practice would probably anger native
species purists who usually argue against introducing genetically distant plants to
remnant habitats. He said that their rationale was always that if a plant was able to
establish in that place, it will find a way to persist. If it can’t survive without human
intervention, then it wasn’t meant to be there. He dismissed this sentiment with the
thought that humans have disrupted this plant’s ability to expand into new sites or to
exchange genetic information with other populations. Thus humans need to become part
of rare plants’ life history strategies to make up for our initial disruption in evolved
strategies.
In this second embodiment, the genetic character of the plant is an amalgam of the
things it does as it responds to environmental variation. Life history characteristics, or
phenotype, represent the ecologically relevant materialization of an organism’s genetic
code. CBG’s lab-generated genetic data gain ecological meaning only once geneticists
observe a population’s behavior. Moreover, these scientists’ knowledge of life history
traits often provides certain insights about a population’s genetic structure prior to direct
genetic analysis. In the context of restoration practice, negotiated observation is part of
microsatellite genetic knowledge production. A genetic restorationist must advance sitebased narratives that incorporate qualitative, contextual observations to produce any type
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of intervention. These narratives go beyond abstract genetic data and present genes as
relationally extended into bodies and environments.

Embodiment 3: Genes as interspecies relationships materialized in seeds
Plants have evolved different life history traits to perpetuate themselves. With
limited mobility, they rely on insects, birds, and chance wind currents to sexually
reproduce 78. Once seeds are formed, they rely on these same unpredictable forces to
move them into new sites that may or may not support their germination. Genes are
materially embodied as seeds that are formed through contextual relations with the
environment. When seen this way, population geneticists work with genes as relational
objects. They focus on how interactions between plants, insects, and other organisms
become embodied in emerging populations and species variants.
To proceed with any intervention, a restorationist must ensure that introduced
seeds or plants contain a genetic spectrum that closely matches existing natural
populations in the area. When genetically inappropriate to that area, introduced seed can
fail to survive in adverse conditions (Hufford and Mazer 2003). Genetic restorationists at
CBG contingently accept this assumption. They acknowledge that these situations can
occur when extremely distant or genetically homogenous seed are introduced to a site.
Populations are not essentially different, but distance and isolation can create ecologically
meaningful differences. Mobilizing this middle ground, CBG restorationists use
microsatellites to define ‘seed transfer zones’, spatial envelopes where restorationists can
safely source seeds for restorations within the same zone.
To delineate commensurable ecological-genetic zones, CBG scientists go beyond
the statistical outputs of microsatellites and examine the inextricable relationships
between flowers and pollinators. On three occasions, I attended meetings between the
Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and CBG personnel (11.8.2010, 6/27/2011, &
6.28.2012). CBG’s researchers presented their findings on genetic differences between
populations on different ridges in the Great Basin 79. They examined how populations
were both differentiated and connected by pollinator-mediated gene flow. This project is
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crucial to the institution’s relationship with the BLM. The BLM is developing a protocol
for sourcing seed for restoration projects.
The BLM consulted CBG for recommendations on which seed sources were
potentially functional for restorations in geographically-bounded regions.

They

employed microsatellites to analyze existing populations of plants, in this case, focusing
on penstemon

80

species. After sampling leaves, extracting DNA, and amplifying

microsatellite regions, the geneticists analyze similarities and differences between
populations to determine how often certain gene variants are found in different
geographic regions.

Geneticists consider these abstract, informational data in

combination with pollinator studies. A scientist or intern, sitting near a population for
20-60 minutes, observes insects as they visit and take pollen from each flower. They also
record the identity of insects that hover around but do not land on the plant species of
interest.

They then measure the shape and size of selected flowers.

Once they

statistically analyze the averages of these sizes, shapes, and pollinator visitation times,
they compare these phenotypic data to genetic data.
This Great Basin project evoked a few general conclusions. Within penstemon
species, different populations showed very different average flower sizes. On one ridge,
a species’ population might have very large and deep flowers, while a population on an
adjacent mountain might have very small flowers.

Populations with larger flowers

generally had more diversity within their populations and displayed more evidence of
gene sharing with both near and distant populations. Larger flowers tended to exhibit
more connectivity and similarity with other populations, while at the same time being
very internally diverse. Smaller flower populations were more internally homogeneous
and distinct compared to other populations.

Comparing pollinator visitation data, the

geneticists observed that larger pollinators such as hawk moths frequented larger flowers,
while bees usually pollinated smaller populations (Kramer et al. 2011).
CBG’s scientists empirically documented the complex coevolution between the
plants and their pollinators. Knowing these results, an observer could easily infer a
population’s degree of connection to other populations, its internal diversity, and its
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associated pollinators. For instance, a population is probably isolated, limited genetically,
and potentially susceptible to dramatic environmental changes or events if its flowers are
small.

As in vignette 2, CBG’s scientists may infer genetic information about

populations from contextual information. In this way, they produce a relational view of
genes, organisms, and populations. The genes that define a species change as their
frequency within a population changes. Populations and the frequency of their genes
change as their individuals persist or perish in variable environments. Additionally,
organisms are part of and create the environments in which its population adapts. Genes,
organisms, and environments fold each into the other (Levins and Lewontin 1987). Yet
the organism’s ability to survive is in part delineated by the specific flexibility of its
genes. Genetics is not destiny; genetics is possibility.

Contesting commodification through institutional practice
From a methodological standpoint, CBG’s scientists mobilize extra-genetic, or
embodied genetic data, to implement restoration projects. By choosing to restore
ecosystems in this manner, they abandon the technologies and epistemologies necessary
to transform genetic materials into stable, bounded, and tradable information.

At the

same time, this technological restoration approach, often limited to rare species, has
limited potential to affect large swaths of degraded habitat as it is quite resource intensive.
This limitation is driving an expansion of CBG’s institutional aims. CBG’s research
team is attempting to scale-up its geneticists’ smaller interventions by providing area
practitioners with provenance-verified, genetically-diverse seed sources 81. As detailed
above, many plant institutions expended considerable effort and funding to speculate on
plant genetic resources’ potential economic value, but are now left with unused seed
banks. CBG’s seed banking work serves as a model for institutions to reorient their
collection methods and seed banks toward practical conservation outcomes. CBG’s
implicit challenge to the commodification of plant genetic resources is realized through
its relationships with the BLM and the BGCI consortium 82. Through these relationships,
CBG is positioned to influence one of the world’s largest producers and users of plant
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genetic material (the BLM) and member gardens that hold aspirations toward
conservation work. The relative successes and failures of CBG’s practices, mediated by
the BCGI, will serve as an example for how genetic resource banks can be repurposed.
CBG began banking seed under Kew Garden’s now completed Millennium Seed
Bank Project. Kew enrolled regional plant science institutions to collect and document
one population (10,000 – 30,000 seeds) from 10% of the world’s plant species, about
24,000 in total. To support this ambitious goal, CBG partnered with local and regional
seed collectors to find, collect, analyze, and geocode population occurrences of Tallgrass
Prairie species 83. Once this project was completed, CBG’s directors decided to use the
social connections, expertise, and resource locations gained from this experience to
expand their collections to facilitate restoration work. The upshot of this seed collection
expansion is that botanists, ecologists, and restorationists in the Midwest US are being
enrolled in a resource centralization effort that nets the CBG and its participants little
financial gain. This banking for restoration strategy is expanding. CBG is encouraging
restorationists to source their materials from their repository, which verifies the location
and genetic character of their collections 84. In contrast, commercial seed nurseries often
provide little information about their collection location or methods.
In particular, CBG is targeting public institutions that use large amounts of seed,
such as the Bureau of Land Management, to help make a quick, yet substantial impact.
According to CBG’s research director, BLM is the ‘largest seed-using entity in the West,
and potentially the world’ 85. CBG seed transfer zone work is integral to promoting the
use of genetically appropriate seed sources at the BLM. Without researchers to define
what constitutes ‘native’ or ‘local genotypes’, the BLM uses the most cost-efficient,
readily-available seed. Thus CBG’s expertise and advice facilitates the introduction of
particular seeds in the landscape while indirectly pressuring BLM’s seed production
partners to move away from genetically engineered, exotic, or monocropped seed sources.
In short, by bringing this massive seed user into this restoration paradigm, CBG is
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providing opportunities for other seed bankers to expand and reorient their collection
efforts to local, genetically diverse seed sources.
CBG’s seed banking strategy is taking hold in other institutions as well. BGCI
recently announced that some member institutions would begin employing this strategy.
Kew Gardens has backed the consortium’s proposal, while allowing these other
institutions to lead the effort in devising seed banking strategies. Their nascent restoration
mission combined with a broader agreement among gardens to employ restoration
practices is a crucial step redefining the normative uses of plant genetic resources 86. As
CBG has a few members on BGCI board of directors, CBG’s initial attempts at
ecosystem restoration, drawing from examples in Australia, are influential in providing
new directions for collected seeds.

Engaging with capital to contest commodification?
Chicago Botanic’s mission to support publically-accessible and non-commercial
applications of banked seed through restoration practices inescapably requires and
produces particular relationships with markets. For instance, CBG’s relationship with the
BLM is premised on the creation of both a stable seed supply and demand for users and
producers. One geneticist has tabled a lot of her genetic research to travel around the
Great Basin and form relationships with local seed producers, land managers, and BLM
field offices. She is tasked with convincing field offices and private grazing operations
that provenance-verified (local) native seeds are more ecologically valuable than other
sources. The seed transfer zone research is used as actionable evidence for this strategy.
Once these actors are convinced that they should start using more native, wild-collected
seeds, the geneticist must convince local seed producers, including the regional BLM
seed production facilities, that there will be a constant demand for seed each year 87. From
separate discussions with many commercial seed producers, it is clear that they only care
about the specific provenance details of their seed sources when their potential clients
require this concern.

So in this way, CBG facilitates the need for and supply of

provenance-verified seeds.

86
87

This relationship with the BLM is integral to CBG’s

Administrator 5 Interview 3.13.2012
Ibid
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acquisition of grants which allows them to undertake research that delineates seed
transfer zones. CBG has used these grants to purchase expensive laboratory and seed
banking equipment. The institution directly benefits from their own efforts to create and
stabilize a native seed market in the Great Basin. These funds and equipment are also
applied to research involving seeds banked for restoration in the Upper Midwest.
While seeds and genetic data in CBG’s tall grass prairie seed bank are not
circulated for financial gain, this institution’s goal to make them available for restoration
work has created conflicts with native seed nurseries whose existence relies on markets.
Recently, CBGs directors received a grant from the City of Chicago for a pilot project to
grow banked seeds in the city’s numerous brownfields. This work is one of the first steps
in actualizing the restoration potential of their minimally-used seed banks. Almost
immediately, seed nurseries in the region protested that the CBG’s non-profit status and
desire to make seeds freely available for restoration would undercut their industry 88.
CBG’s administrators see commercial and non-profit seed banking institutions as
sharing similar goals, and agreed to only grow seeds that the for-profit nurseries did not
grow. By avoiding overlap in supply, they felt that they could continue to provide a
public good for restorationists. By cultivating plants that require extra expertise and care,
CBG believes it can make these resources easier to attain. At the same time, they decided
to subcontract the distribution and selling of these seeds/plants to a local seed nursery89.
While CBG does not financially profit from feeding genetic resources back into a market,
the conditions of receiving this grant required administrators to create a business plan for
their seed farming operations.

They were to show that this approach could be

commercially viable, and that after a few years these seed farming project would be
financially self-sustaining. Additionally, the president of CBG, though supporting the
idea of seed banking for restoration, does not want the researchers to subsidize
commercial or public restoration work at the expense of the institution. Therefore, larger
institutional financial concerns and the conditions of the grant have pushed CBG’s
research arm to explicitly view their seed banking and farming operations as commodities.
So while CBG sought to create new uses for seed banks that avoided the

88
89

Geneticist 2 Interview 7.20.2012; Seed Banker 3 Interview 7.20.2012
Administrator 4 Interview 2.1.2013
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commodification of plant genetic resources, they were immediately pulled back into the
market.
Despite this re-commodification of genetic information, this time embodied in
seeds, most of CBG administrators, seeds collectors, and geneticists expressed very little
concern about this apparent contradiction of goals. Their top institutional priority is to
encourage the use of genetically appropriate seeds in restoration work. They view these
engagements with the market as a necessary condition for the continuance of their work.
CBG’s research division must independently fund the majority of their operating budget,
and so research projects must generally become self-sufficient.

Administrators see

limited interactions with commercial seed nurseries as potentially transformative to its
market’s participants, and qualitatively different than the global biotech industry. In
other words, CBG is concerned with producing a particular form of commodification. By
decommodifying plant genetic resources as tradable information, they produce a different
commodity, the provenance-verified seed, that operates within shorter and by their
judgment, potentially beneficial economic networks.

Public Marketing of Genetic Hyperbole
This tension between contesting commodification and necessary market
engagements is visible when CBG mirrors the strategies of institutions speculating in
genetic commodities. CBG’s decision to employ genetic technologies in restoration work
makes their research rather capital intensive. Additionally, genetic restoration practices
are often only useful when dealing with rare prairie species with small populations. This
further narrowing of research aims limits possibilities for more widespread landscape
interventions.

So to some degree, the research done is marginalizing.

While this

approach precludes commercial mobilization of informational plant genetic resources,
CBG’s administration must find other funding sources. In this final section, I detail how
CBG markets their own genetic capabilities to the public to gain donations, and in doing
so, echoes the hyperbolic promises of the information gene metaphor.
As an instrument of scientific knowledge, the DNA sequencing machine is
expensive, yet indispensable. Additionally, it is instrumental in the discourses CBG
advances in funding applications. CBG fully exaggerates how banked seeds and genetic
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technology will transform the world. Many garden employees are required to wear tshirts that say “Plant Science Will Save the Planet.” The bolded font ties public
participation, crucial to the operations of the garden, to high-tech methods of
conservation. By playing off its potential for generating solutions to both known and
unknown problems, CBG emphasizes their laboratory capabilities for finding these
solutions.

Administrators simultaneously perpetuate genetic technology’s aura of

precision and predictability along with genes’ creative potential. While they do not
promote genes as the essential generators of organismal diversity or advocate genetic
modification, they still portray genes as already existing solutions to environmental issues.
Seed banking for restoration becomes the necessary social means of achieving myriad
conservation goals.
Employing a different strategy, CBG’s website invokes a statement more in line
with traditional bioprospecting discourses:
“The disappearance of one single species is a lost opportunity: a chemical or genetic
answer that could solve a medical problem or change the way we live”
(www.savetheplants.org).
Again, nature can potentially remediate environmental and health problems created by
human industry, but only if socially mobilized in specific ways. This metaphor, where
the gene is infinitely creative, re-instantiates the idea that genes are information, even as
CBG promotes research that actively avoids direct genetic (though not environmental)
modification. In this way, CBG employs tropes from the bioprospecting era to market a
particular hyperbolic genetic discourse.

Conclusion
CBG’s relationships with the BLM and commercial seed producers are strategic
engagements with commodification to advance their own research and restoration
approaches. By identifying these apparent contradictions, I echo works that illustrate
how decommodification is integral to commodification (Bakker 2005; Parry 2004; Rajan
2006). While CBGs genetic restoration projects are methodological interventions into
bioprospecting endeavors that have lost their speculative value, they form research and
trade networks that define an altogether different bioeconomy. CBG anticipates and
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encourages the emergence of markets that value genetic data that ties species’
populations to specific places. So to this end, by contesting the production of abstract,
stable, and tradable information, CBG’s work facilitates the commodification of localized
embodied genetic objects.

This trend toward rendering contingent and complex

processes legible to capital is noted by social scientists following the commodification of
ecosystem services (Robertson 2011), risk insurance industries (Johnson 2011), and
systems biology (Calvert 2008).
Yet it is possible to view CBG’s work in a different light. As each vignette
illustrates, geneticists must narrate their embodied genetic data in ways that produce
particular restoration interventions.

By appealing to extra-genetic categories and

information, they open avenues for landscape interventions that privilege creative
interplay between genetic concepts, cultural preferences, and environmental variability.
Some of these interventions may rely on commodifying genes, others will not. Particular
outcomes will be determined by social negotiations involved between landowners,
restorationists, and CBG’s research personnel. From this perspective, CBG’s genetic
resources will be used in ways determined by a more inclusive decision-making process
compared to prior bioprospecting endeavors. When driven by biotech industries, the fate
of genetic resources is determined by powerful interests aiming to produce proprietary
commodities. In these instances, communities in biodiverse nations have been denied
royalties and control of their own resources (Parry 2002). Under CBG’s paradigm,
knowledge about genetic resources is contextual and land managers are integral to
producing knowledge about and finding uses for plant genetic resources. Additionally,
CBG hopes to make these resources available to individuals who are attempting to restore
populations and ecological communities without profiting from the endeavor. Regardless
of CBG’s status and articulation within commodifying practices, whether the institution
contests and/or reinforces these processes, they have set in motion socio-natural relations
that embrace the contingency of genetic functioning. By producing relational, embodied
genes which cannot be mobilized without contextual data and observations, CBG outlines
a restoration approach that requires diverse actors to synthesize their knowledge about
genes, organisms, and environments in a manner that is potentially actionable and
flexible to changing ecological conditions.
Copyright @ Jairus James Rossi 2013
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CHAPTER 5

EMBODIED KNOWLEDGE AND NONLINEAR CULTURAL LANDSCAPES
Introduction - Landscape Is… and Landscape Does
The North Branch Restoration Project (NBRP) is often considered as a model for
volunteer-led restoration work and citizen science (Stevens 1995).

Volunteers treat

landscapes as in-situ experiments that produce historical ecosystems in the post-industrial
interstices of suburban Chicago. Their work, I argue, provides a unique opportunity to
examine a restored landscape from multiple, and sometimes conflicted theoretical
traditions in cultural landscapes geography. I focus on how knowledge- and landscapemaking practices are shaped by 1) direct embodied experience with the landscape and 2)
the cultural mediation of embodied experience.
I illustrate how practices are implicated in the formation, reinforcement, and
embodiment of extralocal discourses.

I narrate the NBRP’s creation of landscapes

through its members’ tentative embrace of discourses shaped by nonlinear ecological
concepts. The NBRP’s nonlinear approach, seen both in terms of ecological theory and
restoration practice, derives from their normative rendering of nature as unpredictable
and processually open, but also from their need to keep restoration practices flexible.
Using the NBRP’s restoration work as an example, I define and illustrate how
restored landscapes are nonlinear assemblages of action and discourse. They are actively
remade by actors at different times and places.

Restoration practices rely on the

mobilization of different genetic/ecological epistemologies and materials at specific times
and places, many of which take place far from the physical restoration site.

Restored (cultural) landscapes simultaneously involve and are composed by:
1) practices: the myriad embodied and metabolic acts achieved by humans and
nonhumans within and outside of the geographical area designated as the
restoration site,
2) assemblages: the material arrangements of organic and inorganic elements
within this site, and
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3) discourse in process: the cultural discourses, historical material contingencies,
and chance events that condition the implementation of restoration acts.

As a result of this approach, the landscape can be seen as ‘active’ in processes of
restoration, shaping social interactions pursued within and in reference to the restoration.
It mediates the enactment of the NBRP’s cultural vision of nature. To enact this nature,
restorationists must enroll other, non-contiguous spaces into project.

The restored

landscape, for example, requires the proliferation of seed banks, seed production plots,
and storage facilities. In the process of stitching these spaces together from a broader,
disjunct landscape, volunteers form social coalitions and political relations that impact
spaces beyond sites in the formal restoration network.
Native plants and organisms, once taken as the restorationists’ objects of inquiry
and mobilized in social-material practices, exert effects on how human actors are able to
proceed with the restoration. Their particular behaviors, or life history characteristics,
limit and condition how and when restorationist can collect seeds, prescribe burns, and
dispense seeds. These affective contingencies are integral to the knowledge produced
about and work done on the landscape. Landscape, then, facilitates relationships between
restorationists and numerous non-human entities. These relationships constitute what the
landscape is and what it does.
In this chapter, I describe restored landscapes in Chicago as the materialization of
multiple discourses, which then have mediating effects on events that occur within and
outside of the restoration site. Yet I also focus on the process of making the landscape,
the combination of culturally-patterned, yet embodied labor that goes into the
arrangements of organisms and things in the field. The restored landscape, in the work of
these scientists and volunteers, is not an abstract space for the imprint of scientific theory,
aesthetic preferences, and economic goals. Rather, it is a relational space that is both
produced and affective. The restored landscape, produced through spatiotemporally
disjunct processes, creates continuities and coherences, such as seed banks, volunteer
networks, and ecological subjectivities, that have distinct historical trajectories.
Additionally based on specific cultural discourses about nativeness and locality, the
NBRP employs genetic epistemologies that exclude/include particular spaces and species
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from embodied restoration practices. I illustrate how these epistemologies are enacted
through seed collection activities.

Approaches to Cultural Landscapes
Restored landscapes are unique cultural landscapes. Their producers, whether
scientists or volunteer restorationists, seek to obscure their imprint on the landscape.
Their goal is to have individual viewers pass by and mistake the produced prairie for
some undiscovered remnant (Jordan 2003; Mills 1995) 90. They seek to restore continuity
to particular ecological pasts and ecological assemblages by disrupting its current humaninduced trajectories. The visible material form of these seemingly pristine landscapes
obscures, by design, yet embodies the labor involved in its production. Other cultural
land-use histories are potentially erased as restorationists prioritize a set of ecological
relations and aesthetic conventions. In the following two sections, I illustrate how two
different schools of cultural landscape geography deal with the concept of practice and
draw from both to understand the translation between labor and theory in the restored
landscape.

Discursive-Materialist Approaches to Practice
Cultural landscape studies, especially in the vein of New Cultural Geographies
(NCG), is empirically replete with examples where labor is made invisible on the
landscape. The visible landscape operated as an effect of privileged classes’ power to
shape spaces and to instantiate particular ideologies, especially those related to the
institution of private property. These observations are the cornerstone of Marxian and
post-structuralist landscape studies of the 1980s and 1990s (Cosgrove 1984; Daniels 1989,
Mitchell 1996). NCG scholars sought to narrate the unseen histories of labor, power, and
ideology on a landscape. They detailed how the landscape worked to simultaneously
reinforce exploitative social relationships and justify the erasure of certain
cultural/material histories. At the same time, they illustrated moments where landscape

90

Although in other cases, the restorationists widely publicize their work to encourage new volunteers or to
justify the acquisition/management of public lands.
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offered possibilities for intervention outside of the prevailing arrangements of power
Schein 1997).
Drawing and departing from the latter point, scholars in the discursive-materialist
tradition of landscape analyzed how extra-local discourses and actors are involved in the
realization of individual landscapes (Duncan 1990; Duncan and Duncan 2004; Schein
1997, Till 2005). From this perspective, landscape is the material nexus of multiple
discourses which discipline action, space, and resources (Braun 2000; Schein 1997).
These scholars demonstrated that cultural landscapes are produced through the
interaction of multiple historical and spatial contingencies, where multi-scalar and –
temporal processes render the landscape into a constantly shifting constellation of
cultural influences and material semi-permanences. In this reading, landscapes are never
settled, yet they are made to seem permanent. This apparent permanence naturalizes
specific sets of social/discursive relations and subjectivities. Restored landscapes are
highly conducive to this type of reading, and in my empirical sections, I identify how
differentially situated actors produce NBRP’s restoration sites through particular cultural
and disciplinary conventions.

Non-Representational Approaches to Practice
Discursive-materialists, especially Marxists, deal with labor categorically.
Empirical projects in both traditions treat obscured labor as a result of imbalanced power
relations. Labor denotes a subject position of a person or group in relation to a powerful
actor or process. Labor as a physical, embodied act, is emphasized less, though there are
examples (Harvey 1998).

In most examples, labor, work, and practice all become

important because of what they indicate about some other structuring or disciplining
process.
Adherents to non-representational theory (NRT) sought to reverse this gaze and to
focus on immediate embodied experience. Their goal was to characterize reality as
‘thought-in-action’, where the body and mind are interdependent (Anderson and Harrison
2010). They advanced an alternative perspective, one in which landscape continually
unfolds through human and non-human performance, practice, and movement in the
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landscape (Dewsbury et al. 2002). They characterize landscape through its movements,
component processes, and non-visual aspects (see Lorimer 2006; Wylie 2002).
Yet as NRT scholars attempt to localize and embody the landscape as a fusion of
the emotional, sensorial, and material, they abstract the landscape away from its historical
and material elements and deemphasize power’s constitutive role. Subsequently,
landscape is often transformed into an empty container, arbitrarily filled with the multisensorial impressions of the viewer (Van Dyke 2013). NRT scholars promote these
impressions on the premise that representations of reality, objectivity, etc are
unnecessarily bound by disciplinary and cultural constructs. They therefore attempt to reassemble the world into forms that promise alternative ways of envisioning lived
possibilities and relationships (Anderson and Harrison 2010). This approach relies on
mobilizing feminist epistemologists’ critique of ‘objectivity’ by recognizing the many,
partial, and embodied knowledges as objective, though incomplete (i.e. Haraway 1991).
Yet instead of situating their own narrative as partial and embodied, authors in NRT’s
cultural landscape vein portray their work as authorless by attempting to fold themselves
into the plethora of co-occurring objects and events (Van Dyke 2013; see Lorimer 2006;
Wylie 2002). Subsequently, they adopt a view from everywhere/nowhere (Haraway
1991; Rose 1997) and can be seen as advancing their own experience of the landscape as
the preferred objective interpretation.

Synthesizing Discourse and Practice through Landscapes of Restoration
Despite some theoretical incongruities, NRT usefully highlights the role of
practice and affect in the formation of landscapes, but only when we moderate and
contextualize its phenomenological impulses (Cresswell 2003). To do this, I draw from
NRT’s roots in feminist science studies and practice theory, and synthesize this
moderated view with the insights of the discursive materialist approach. These theories
reframe phenomenological experience as culturally-mediated, yet contingently embodied.
Discourses as reinforced, but also evolving, through continued embodied actions. In other
words, discourses take active shape as restorationists work in and through the landscape.
This emphasis on practice is necessary to understand how discourses are materialized in
restored landscapes.
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This theoretical synthesis is driven by the particular approach the NBRP takes to
restoration. Restorationists engage in a reflexive reinterpretation of practice and theory
as they interact in and through the restored landscape.

Their reflexive approach, I

contend, leads them to an engagement with nonlinear ecological theory which is at once
nonrepresentational and discursive.

Synthesis 1: Embodied Experiences
Feminist STS and practice theory both theorize the importance and role of the
human body in producing knowledge and internalizing subjectivities. Science studies
emphasized the importance of non-human elements (technology, organisms, etc) in the
articulation of events and social schema 91 (Whatmore 2002). Practice theory made clear
that social discourses rely on bodies to enact them (Lock 1993; Mol 2002; Schatzki 2000).
Drawing from both Butler (1990) and Bourdieu (1991), these schools also emphasize that
subjectivities, discourses, and social norms become embodied through repetitive physical
action or the repeated application of particular categorizing schemes (Lock 1993; Mol
2002; Schatzki 2000). By adopting particular ‘dispositions’ (Bordieu 1991), individuals
are better positioned to act within and benefit from a particular (discursive) field (Lave
2012; Schatzki 2000).
From these two perspectives, NRT can co-exist with discursive-materialist
cultural landscape theory if we emphasize that immediate embodied experience of
fieldwork is crucial in the production of knowledge and the cultivation of particular
subjectivities in restoration work. Feminist science studies, typified by Heath (1997),
Martin (1998), Mol (2002), Lock (1993), and Haraway (1991), illustrate that various
practices of science require different physical modes of engagement with objects of
inquiry. Embodied practice is crucial to the formation of even the most ‘objective’
universal laws and standards of measurement.
Science studies, more broadly, works to contextualize the conditions of
knowledge-making practices. Scholars note that scientists are part of larger disciplinary,
societal, and political communities, and must narrate their subjective observations within
the accepted conventions of these various social spheres (Knorr Cetina 1999; Latour
91

whether or not they have agency is a different debate
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1987). At the same time, scientists employ accepted theoretical constructs, measuring
instruments, and disciplinary practices in contingent place-specific ways. Knowledge is
made in place (Livingstone 2003). Within these conventions of practice, knowledge
about specific organisms (or ecosystems, proteins, genes, etc.) is in part provided by the
specific tactile relationship between the scientist and its object of inquiry. Knowledge
about a landscape or organism is formed in the reflexive space between theory and
observation, and these insights ‘travel’ within and between epistemic communities with
shared interest in a particular problem, idea, or thing (Martin 1998).
The NBRP’s practices are integral to the creation and maintenance of a particular
group ethic, the actualization of extralocal discourses, and the reflexive reshaping
practice, discourse, and the landscape. While practice and human engagement has a role
in knowledge production, I am ultimately concerned with how these knowledges become
materialized in a landscape. Therefore, direct phenomenological experience is important
only as it contributes to actions and knowledges that are involved in material landscape
and social interventions.

Synthesis 2: Nonlinearity
As this chapter is structured by an examination of how practice meets discourse, I
illustrate how elements of nonlinear ecological theory and genetic epistemologies are
embodied through and reshaped by the NBRP’s restoration practices.

The NBRP

emphasizes the indeterminacy and historical contingency of each site’s compositional
trajectory. Even as they shape each site according to general species and ecosystemic
parameters, NBRP’s volunteers recognize their own predictive limitations. They are
satisfied in monitoring and theorizing current moments of ecological emergence. In the
empirical sections of this chapter, I illustrate the interplay of discourse and practice
through the lens of nonlinear ecological theory and social practice. I first detail literature
associated with nonlinearity to better situate my empirical data.
In physical geography, nonlinearity refers to the multi-scalar and multi–factorial
processes/events that form particular landscape arrangements (Levin 1992; Phillips 2004;
Walker 1993).

Landscape states, in nonlinear systems, respond to inputs

disproportionately (Bracken and Wainwright 2006; Thorn and Welford 1994). In other
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words, particular disturbances or forces on a landscape do not produce predictable (at
least in the long term) or proportionate outcomes. While nonlinear systems have a
precise mathematic characterization that describes this nonequivalence of input and
output, I do not deal with this strict definition. Instead, I analyze restoration through
attribute that are often associated with nonlinear systems but which can also apply to
linear systems. I do this in order to highlight the theoretical contradictions implicit in
NBRP’s restoration philosophy, but also to illustrate colloquially nonlinear social
practice or restoration vis-à-vis seed banks.
Very similar landscapes might change in drastically different ways even when
faced with similar forces, organismic processes, and disturbances (Scheffer 2009; Walker
1993) These divergent trajectories may be due to imperceptible compositional differences,
the stochastic operation of key processes, or the unseen legacy of an event that was
crucial to the current arrangement of organisms and inorganic system elements (Levin
1998; Perry 2002; Phillips 2004).

William Jordan, a restoration philosopher and

practitioner with ties to the NBRP, refers to these invisible structuring conditions and
actors as ‘ecological ghosts, the deep imprint or memory of previous events’ in the
landscape (2003; pg. 105)
In a practical sense, these ghosts represent the unpredictability of a complex
system (see Levin 1998). It is difficult to determine which species’ seeds are dormant in
the soil, when they might germinate, and if they are genetically diverse to support a
future viable population. Two ecosystems with similar floristic composition will change
differently depending on the initial conditions of their accumulated soil seed banks and
the relative unpredictability of each individual seed’s eventual germination.

Some

species will require the presence of other species that make available key nutrients or
shape the ecosystem in some mutually beneficial way (Levin 1998).

In general,

nonlinear systems/landscapes develop in path-dependent ways based on initial conditions,
historical contingencies, stochastic life processes, and unique patterns of disturbance
(ibid; Phillips 2004).
Additionally, landscape states are not reducible to the actions of smaller scale
entities and are not solely determined by larger scale events such as disturbance and
climate shifts (Levins 1998; Mitchell 2009). Instead, the overall state of a landscape is
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the result of multi- and cross-scale interactions where global laws, local contingencies
and emergent phenomena all produce a unique or ‘perfect’ landscape (Phillips 2007).
Each site is perfect in the sense that they are not isomorphic with other landscapes. They
have their own histories, own unpredictably emergent properties, and are subject to highmagnitude disturbance that maybe set the landscape on a new pathway, even as this new
pathway is constrained by materialized historical legacies. Finally, nonlinearity is often
associated with abrupt, nearly irreversible, and morphologically unpredictable state
transitions 92 in ecological systems (Bracken and Wainwright 2006; Phillips 2009;
Scheffer 2009). Sometimes these state transitions are the result of an unprecedented (in
frequency, magnitude or duration) disturbance. Other times, accumulated gradual
changes push a state into a condition where a small force renders the landscape
unrecognizable. What is important about state transitions, especially for restorationists, is
that practitioners must take a different route to arrive at the previous state (Bestelmeyer
2006; Jordan 2003, Suding 2009; Walker 1993).

It is not possible to simply and

incrementally retrace the landscape’s ecological and morphological configurations.
This scientific approach to landscape dynamics is analogous to (yet not
isomorphic with) discursive-material cultural landscape theory and other sociospatial
theories that emphasize the path-dependency of individual events and places. A cultural
landscape is the nexus of multiple discourses (Schein 1997). Each of these discourses is
materialized through the acts of numerous individuals.

These actors have different

capabilities to modify the landscape in particular ways. Each discourse, while constantly
changing as it is integrated into the local landscape, often has extralocal origins,
motivations, and connections.

These discontinuously located actors, events, and

processes influence how a landscape emerges, but only as these discourses interact with
each other in multi-scalar/temporal encounters and with the material and social
contingencies of the site.

Each landscape then is textured, heterogenous, and only

temporarily stable. It relies on the ephemeral association of numerous acts, discourses,
and actors and their particular relations. Van Dyke likens this to a ‘plastic mosaic’
(2013).

92

Also referred to as ‘tipping points’ in common parlance
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While we should always be careful about importing metaphors from the natural
sciences into understanding of social processes, I interpret the NBRP as as drawing from
distinct attributes of nonlinear ecological theory while engaging in disjointed socialecological practices to create their target landscape.

Restorationists prioritize

disturbances (introduced fire and/or mowing), spatial heterogeneity (maximizing species
genetic diversity, but in differentially composed patches), and an approach that sees
restoration as setting the conditions for further evolution. Additionally, restorationists
recognize the constant presence of unknown variables and of the historical legacy of
particularly sites. These influences produce a constant tension between asserting and
letting-go of control where a target ecological state is desired, but decisions are made
based on the actual emergence of particular ecological configurations. Restoration, in
this case, is less about the imprinting of abstract theory on the landscape than it is about
experimenting with what works, ecologically, and then seeing if that works elsewhere.
The NBRP’s work exhibits a productive tension between expected and actual results.

Landscapes of Restoration: A summary
I characterize NBRP’s work as nonlinear in ecological theory and restoration
practice. Their iterative experimentation illustrates the interplay between discourse and
practice in NBRP’s restoration work. In the remaining sections of this chapter, I use
empirical evidence to illustrate two main points. First, NBRP volunteers enact a nonrepresentational form of analysis when re-creating these ecosystems in the way that they
engage with landscape through their practices.

Second, their forms of practice are

motivated by and shape particular discourses of nature. Their preferred nature, shaped in
part by their modes of interaction with plants, can be characterized in two ways: 1)
Nature is unpredictable, self-assembling, and colloquially nonlinear. 2) Nature involves
humans, but only when they become natural.
Nonlinearity works as one implicit guiding principle for the NBRP’s restoration
work. I illustrate how it acts as both a scientific approach and a metaphor for how
materials, people, and landscapes are social mobilized and how the cultural landscape
operates. At the same time, I locate moments where the normative openness provided by
nonlinear ecology is constrained by restorationists’ embodied experiences, cultural
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preferences regarding nature, and scientific conventions regarding knowledge production.
For instance, restorationists act upon ideas such as succession and other abstracted
schema for categorizing ‘native’ ecosystems are put forth. These linear approaches
become part of the multiple materializations of discourse on and through the landscape.
Finally, restoration work, when seen as a nonlinear social and ecological endeavor,
produces its own connections and contingencies.

These socioecological path-

dependencies are materialized in the landscape and are produced in spaces outside of the
formal restoration sites. I illustrate how these others spaces, such as seed banks and
production facilities, and are brought into the restoration network and become part of
each restoration site.

Nonlinear Management in the North Branch Restoration Project

Element #1: Management through Disturbance and Patch Dynamics
“Let the fire decide” (Packard 1988).

The NBRP’s relationship with fire

illustrates volunteers’ learned tendencies to 1) imbue landscape inhabitants with agency
and 2) incorporate embodied understandings of management practice. These tendencies
are related. They highlight the NBRP’s view that nature is unpredictable and can only be
engaged on its own terms. In other words, volunteers envision restoration practices as an
extension of the life histories of organisms and the operation of unpredictable forces.
Additionally, nonlinear ecology challenges conventional and historical thinking about the
normative state of the ecosystem. Under this logic, landscapes have multiple ‘acceptable’
states. This normative indeterminacy opens management to a variety of practices that
may better integrate the needs of a participating restoration community (Grabbatin and
Rossi 2012; Jelinski 2005). In this section, I will describe some discourses that are
grounded in historically conditioned understandings of patch dynamics and disturbance
which rely on embodied experiences.
Ecologists have recognized the necessity of disturbance in tall grass prairie
ecosystems (Ewing and Engle 1988; Packard and Mutel 1997). The NBRP and members
of Chicago Botanic have embraced fire as an almost default prescription for situations
that don’t meet their expectations. They treat it as an independent actor that introduces
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unpredictability to the landscape. As noted by various ecologists working in the
Chicagoland area, tall grass prairie species, grasses, sedges and forbs form a complex
root matrix that plunges deep into the soil (Packard and Mutel 1997; Greenburg 2004).
Once established, this root network can withstand the encroachment of shrub and trees,
yet are not completely impervious. Instead, some form of disturbance, preferably fire, is
required to keep the prairie covered in grasses and wildflowers. The root matrix allows
the tall grass prairie species to survive, even as aboveground vegetation is consumed by
flame. This process is considered natural 93 by the NBRP as the robust prairie grass
growth facilitates burning by providing flammable biomass (Mills 1995). By introducing
fire, the restorationists mimic acts of nature that are sometimes prohibited by individuals
who are concerned about property destruction or have an aesthetic preference for forest 94
(Gobster 2000).
The NBRP often resorts to prescribed burns whenever their sites appear to be
crowded out by shrubs or other invasive species 95. Fire keeps these unwanted species
from encroaching on the grasses and also promotes the germination of fire-dependent
seeds in the in-situ soil seed bank.

While walking through restoration sites with little

floristic diversity or many invasive plants, volunteers 96 would mention (and I paraphrase)
that ‘this area would probably benefit from a good hot burn’ 97 In one conversation, a
founder of the NBRP mentioned that his restorationists try to ‘mimic nature’ in the timing
of the burns 98. What this meant, in his understanding, was that they would not burn sites
at regular intervals. Instead, they randomized their burn schedules. This randomness was
not statistically calculated.

Instead, land managers relied on intuition and aesthetic

considerations.
J: ‘How do you decide when and where you burn?’
S: “Honestly, I have no idea how we decide where to burn. It just happens that
one year we’ll burn the north side and then next the south, or maybe east and then
west. It’s always just a portion.”
93

Previous management (pre-1980s) suppressed fire in Chicago’s Nature Preserves
These were common concerns in Chicago prior to the NBRP (Stevens 1995; Gobster 2000)
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J: ‘Because fire isn’t predictable in nature?’
S: ‘Exactly’ 99.
A different land manager told me that you can ‘sort of feel when it’s time to burn’100.
The telltale sign of this situation are the build-up and matting of dried grasses and forbs
on the prairie floor, or the presence of some invasive plant that doesn’t fit the established
criteria for that site.
In these exchanges, there is a clear preference on the part of land managers for a
nonlinear view of nature, but one where randomness is interpreted through vision and
learned instinct.

Knowledge of when to burn is not systematic. Instead, NBRP’s

managers are taught how to ‘feel’ when it is time to burn. Additionally, the nonlinear
idea that prairies require disturbance is currently popular among restorationists and
ecologists working in grasslands, especially those in the Chicago region (Gobster 2000).
This knowledge involves a hybridization of cultural/aesthetic motivations with nonlinear
science. Their preference for fire is transmitted to new members of the group and
presented as scientific fact even as the evaluation and implementation of burning is done
in an ad hoc manner. Volunteers are taught that disturbance plays a huge role in
animating both the suppressed soil seed bank and dormant root network. By employing
fire in patches, restorationists keep the individual species compositions in constant flux.
They attempt to create patches of different species associations.
While landscape ecologists have theorized the importance of patch dynamics and
mosaics for the resilience of ecosystems (i.e. Laurance 2008; Perry 2002), the NBRP also
prefers patchy landscape mosaics for cultural reasons. Patches are considered discrete
cultural landmarks within each site. For instance, in the Somme Prairie Grove, NBRP
members refer to different landscape features by distinct place names.

They have

identified the woodland pond, the 20 foot wide temporary mud puddle, and the small
grove of oaks as places with particular historic importance 101. By naming each microsite
within the site, the NBRP delineates places that have histories and stories related to
historical management acts and to the community in general.
99
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Wayside Prairie provides one example of embedded management stories. One of
the edges of this site had a few spindly, persistent coneflower plants. When walking past
this spot, the land manager stopped and talked about how this population was established
30 years ago in one of the original restoration events. He went on to say, though, that this
patch was an unpleasant reminder of their previous ignorance regarding what species
should and should not be present in a historically accurate restoration. He explained that
these plants shouldn’t be present at this site, and that they originally got the seeds from a
nursery(!) that didn’t verify the local provenance. They currently do not use nurseries
and restrict collection to within a local boundary, so this population contradicts a few
main tenets of the group. Nevertheless, they allow this population to remain because it
adds diversity and is a reminder of the group’s origins 102.
These and other stories are codified in the archives of the Chicago Botanic
Garden library and a founder’s tiny home office. These spatiotemporal landmarks are
realized through randomized burn patterns, deliberate efforts to cultivate different species
in different places (explained below), and through historically conditioned availability of
certain seed sources and labor. While some of the more senior members of the project
quantify floristic diversity and monitor plant demographic trends, no overarching
scientific theory guides the introduction of fire.

Fire is employed based on feel,

randomness, and the availability of benign climate conditions and skilled manual labor.

Element #2: Normative Ecological States
While the NBRP highlights nature’s unpredictability, volunteers structure their
work within important, though decidedly loose normative boundaries. In particular, sitespecific land use histories set the conditions for their realization of future ecological
trajectories. A restored landscape merges the on-site material legacy of previous humanenvironment relations (contingency) with socially-defined 103 knowledge about what the
landscapes should look like (form) and how they should operate (process). Restorationists
must determine how these particular conditions affect the possibility of recreating an
ecologically robust, historically faithful assemblage of species on this site. Ecological

102
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knowledge about and practices for producing an historic ecosystem are shaped by sitespecific contingencies.
Restorationists often struggle to initially define a realizable historical ecosystem
state (Ehrenfeld 2002; Findlay et al. 2002; McDonald 2004). In many cases,
restorationists recognize the futility of trying to recreate past ecological conditions given
changes in selection pressures, 104 semi-stochastic population and community dynamics,
(Lesica and Allendorf 1999; McKay et al. 2005) and anthropogenically-created novel
ecosystems and landscape processes (Hobbs et al. 2009; Robbins and Moore 2013). All
of these dynamic elements may have pushed each site along a trajectory to a state that is
resistant to reversal (Bestelmeyer 2006; Scheffer 2009). In other words, restorationists
cannot retrace the ecosystem’s steps to a previous state; a new path must be taken to the
desired state (Hobbs and Harris 2001; Walker 1993; Westoby et al. 1989). The NBRP’s
members respond to these indeterminacies and eschew goals that call for a precise
restoration of historical ecosystems. They seek to produce ecological conditions, based
loosely on records of historical plant associations, that allow for the self-organization and
evolution of a landscape.
Despite their acknowledgement that ‘restoration’, in the strictest mimetic sense, is
impossible, the NBRP prioritizes recreating certain types of historical landscapes. In
their view, pre-European settlement Chicago 105 was characterized by a shifting matrix of
woodland, oak savanna, and tall-grass prairie habitats (Greenburg 2004; Mills 1995).
These historic landscapes were known from government land surveys and the writings of
American settlers to the area 106 (www.northbranchrestoration.org; Stevens 1995). From
these documents, the NBRP had a general idea of what species should be present in a tall
grass prairie, yet historically different naming practices led to ambiguous identifications
(Greenburg 2004; Packard 1988; Stevens 1995).

These imperfect documents, then,

presented restorationists with the near-impossible task of identifying historical species
arrays and landscape configurations.
Identifying historical conditions, in this situation, required the NBRP to treat
restoration as an exercise in determining what functional ecosystem states could be
104

Or put another way, ecologically- and evolutionarily-relevant environmental conditions
Excluding lakefront areas
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produced from available plant materials and volunteer labor power. Practical success in
expanding remnant prairies provided insights into what species associations were
probably historically related. These insights sometimes agreed with historical documents,
but highlighted key differences.
The NBRP’s volunteers consider their approximation of the past as an in-situ
scientific endeavor. They emphasize the scientific aspects of their work to counter
charges that their work is driven by nostalgia or cultural ideology (Stevens 1995). The
NBRP’s scientific emphasis was a response to residents, academic scientists, and forest
preserve managers who resisted their attempted interventions (Gobster 2000). To prove
credible, the NBRP was required to not only produce a functional ecosystem, but also to
argue that this ecosystem type was equally or more natural and historical than the way it
was currently managed (as forest).
This in-situ ecological science, though, had little formal methodology.
Hypotheses were constantly retheorized, and their research questions tended to be
practical. They focused on delineating useful and persistent species associations and
management methods. The validity of their experiments rested in the production of a
self-maintaining tall grass prairie or oak savanna (even as they continued their
interventions). Existence and persistence of different associations of native plants acted
as proof of the naturalness of these associations 107. Historical conditions were imputed
from the evolution of current ecosystem states. Here again, the NBRP gives agency to
the plants to determine the most natural state, except of course when the emergent
associations are prejudged to be invasive or restrictive of diversity.
This experimentation strategy is documented in the NBRPs most foundational
publication, Packard’s A Few Oddball Species (1988).

In historical writings, savanna

was considered to be an intermediate between prairie and woodland. The NBRP could
not verify this claim due to the dearth of remnant savannas so they acted on this inherited
assumption. They seeded the oak grove understory with a mixture of woodland and
prairie species. This method was unsuccessful. A few volunteers suggested that maybe
savanna was a separate ecosystem type with species that survive neither in woodland nor
prairie. In other words, maybe ecosystem transitions were not continuous.
107
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The NBRP seed collectors began examining species that persisted near sharp
forest edges and which did not appear on historical species inventories for forest or
prairie 108 (ibid; Stevens 1995) They began collecting seeds from these edge species and
were able to produce viable populations under the sparse oak canopy. Through their
restoration work, they codified the savanna as something with unique properties, and
which required different management strategies. They also created a revised list of plants
that worked well (survived without becoming invasive) in each ecosystem category. The
benign persistence of a species in a community of other species was taken as evidence of
that species historical, native status.
This story, more fully described in Stevens’ Miracle Under the Oaks (1995), and
verified by various members 109, is significant for many reasons. I focus on two. 1) This
story illustrates how restoration target states are always contentious, require reflexive
thinking, and probably will not match the landscape produced by restorationists.
Restoration practices, in the case of NBRP 110 become an exercise in seeing what works.
2) Historical natures are re-rendered in terms of current possibilities, even as actual
historical conditions constrain the realization of these current possibilities. An imagined
past that hearkens back to the vision of the unbroken prairie can serve as a goal for
restoration. But it must be enacted through the material legacy of the region’s industrial
and Post-WWII suburban experience. Even when guided romantic notions of preEuropean settlement prairie landscapes, the restorationists produce an ecosystem that is
embedded with seeds and plants whose populations have undergone selection to current
conditions.
Taken together, restored landscapes 111 are ‘perfect’ cultural landscapes (Phillips
2007). Existing landscapes are the result of ecological path-dependency. The lifehistories of numerous organisms are entangled with site-specific disturbances and
geomorphic processes. Evolutionarily, these disturbances (anthropenic or otherwise) in
part constitute the environment in which plant populations and organismic communities
evolve.

These socionatural environments impact the life history characteristics and
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genetic diversity of plant populations and communities, thereby changing the conditions
for the restoration of historical ecosystems and the production of ecological knowledge.
To summarize, NBRP’s restoration approach simultaneously embraces and
marginalizes restoration targets that are based on a historical normative state. This state
is constantly changing and in part determined by their restoration practices and their
material results. Native plants’ co-existence following restoration acts gives credence to
normative statements that regard them as historically related.

At the same time, North

Branchers give credit to plants for self-assembling, for determining what actually works.
Crucially, the volunteers’ view that they are acting as nature 112 produces socioecological
relationships that set the conditions for the realization of new ecosystem states.
Contingency permeates the NBRP’s continual resolution of normativity and creates its
own path dependencies. These path dependencies are the subject of the next section.

Element #3: Path-dependence
Path dependence is another element of nonlinear ecology which appears in
NBRPs work. Path dependence, as I use it, refers to the contingent effects of historical
events 113 on local organismal associations and landscape structure (Phillips 2004).
History constrains or conditions the material possibilities of landscape evolution.
Nonlinear perspectives emphasize that potential irreversibility of temporary states along
this evolutionary path.
Linear ecological thought also recognizes the importance of historical events
shaping future ones. Yet these theories, especially those that derive from caricatures of
Clements’ work (1916) on succession, portrayed landscape evolution as cyclical,
predictable, reversible, and generalizable. 114 Linear restoration work, then, is weighed
down by expectations that historic states can be recreated in a straightforward manner.
Nonlinear ecological thought, on the other hand, allows restorationists to be more
creative with the emerging species assemblages since they are not rigidly beholden to a
particular essential or inevitable ecological arrangement.
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Or as an extension of plants’ life history characteristics
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This nonlinear approach is evident in the NBRP’s challenge to local conventional
knowledge regarding initial seed compositions in prairie restorations.

Generally,

restorationists working on large-scale projects, such as the prairies at the Fermilab
supercollider and Midewin National Tallgrass Prairie 115 , will seed an area with large
amounts of Indian grass and big bluestem (Prairie Restoration Panel 2011). This mass
inundation strategy assumes that these grasses break up the soil and create a particular
root matrix structure that makes the soil more hospitable for other plants (Packard 1997).
Linear ecological ideas about static niche space and succession reverberate through this
approach. Niches refer to environmental conditions that are most tightly associated with
particular species’ behaviors (Adler et al. 2007; Hubbell 2005). This concept can be
interpreted to delineate ecological spaces as fixed and non-overlapping spaces, where
species have an optimal position in the landscape 116.
NBRP’s scientists 117 say that this popular grass seed blanketing strategy has
failed in their restoration attempts 118. In their experience, large grass populations tend to
crowd out other desired forbs and shrubs. Instead, they point the success of their direct
seeding approach. Restorationists toss smaller amounts of diverse seed mixes (excluding
large grasses) into relatively disturbed spaces or bare soil without first establishing
grasses. The composition of the seed mixes varies according to the amount and variety of
plant seeds collected by volunteers throughout the year.

This direct seeding tactic

introduces more uncertainty and spatial heterogeneity into the restoration sites.
After speaking with individuals in other large restoration projects, it appears that
restorationists’ general preference for first establishing large grasses is largely based on
cost considerations 119 (USACE 2012).

Native grass seeds are cheaper than native

wildflowers to purchase in bulk and readily amenable to broadcasting via large farm
implements. Many of Chicagoland’s larger restorations are done by the Army Corp of
Engineers or the US Forest Service. These federal institutions often source seed
production and other restoration work out to the lowest bidder. This cost efficient strategy
115
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is later justified by ecological principles, including the aforementioned successional ‘root
matrix' idea.

One native plant nursery manager complained his business is often

bypassed for federal projects in favor of cheaper seed providers, including construction
and cement companies that have rebranded themselves as ‘restoration companies’
(USACE 2012).
Additionally, this mass inundation strategy guarantees rapid growth of a few
native grasses, giving the restoration site an immediate aesthetic appeal and the project an
appearance of success. The NBRP argues that this quick fix actually makes it more
difficult to establish other forb and grass species on site 120. Land managers in the project
take the opposite approach and only establish dominant grasses once other plants, flowers,
and rare grasses are firmly rooted.
The NBRP’s position on species introduction is nonlinear in the sense that they
want to keep the landscape open to the potential of change. While they do consider niche,
they also recognize that these niches are in part created by the activities and relationships
between plants, animals, and microbes. They see organismic associations on a landscape
as partly serendipitous. They emerge based on which species arrive at a site first 121. The
NBRP enacts a strategy that 1) challenges the primacy of competition in local selection
and 2) de-essentializes the concept of niche.
While competition certainly plays a role in species interactions, genetic
restorationists claim that there is more internal genetic variation within a species’
population than between populations (Hamrick et al. 1991). NBRP’s volunteer
restorationists work from this theoretical observation which they in part borrow from
CBG’s geneticists.

This observation, coupled with documentation of phenotypic

plasticity in fixed genotypes, allows different species to share similar niches and to
occupy a range of environmental conditions. Competition is not necessarily exclusionary
and species are not bound by narrow, predetermined niches.

Species associations

respond to path-dependent colonization events and the overall genetic diversity within
species. For volunteer restorationists, this approach allows them more flexibility in
structuring landscape composition.
120
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The NBRP’s management strategies are inextricably linked to their philosophies
about human-plant relations. This philosophy is best summed up by one volunteer’s
expression: ‘They’ll (the plants) get established if they want to (sic)’ 122. This volunteer
roughly articulates a position held by project members and inculcated through practice.
Certain species are associated with tallgrass prairies, but how, when, and where they
survive is a matter for each individual plants’ interaction with the site’s inhabitants.
Established species change locations annually depending on variations in environmental
conditions, exposure to disturbance, the augmentation with new seeds (recruitment), or
the germination of previously dormant seeds. Volunteers acknowledge the contingent
conditions and quirks of each site. Additionally, they recognize that any management act
has future resonance and their methods attempt to avoid locking the landscape into a
narrow path. They focus on keeping habitat heterogenous by establishing patches of
different species assemblages and introducing disturbance.
Restoration projects, as envisioned by the NBRP, require the continual
manipulation of many landscape elements. Volunteers attempt to mimic an unpredictable,
nonlinear nature by keeping the composition of the site moving, rather than arrested at
some quasi-equilibrium state. These manipulations result in complex responses by
multiple organisms to this system. NBRP members acknowledge that they cannot control
their work because it does unexpected things. This admission leads to ad-hoc strategies
that implicitly describe a nature which is unpredictable, dynamic, and to some degree,
uncategorizable. Residents of this nature, including plants, animals, microbes, insects,
and even fire, have their own agency and logic which is in part guided by their locallyshaped specific genetic inheritance.
Based on initial restoration attempts, they conclude that the initial establishment
of tall grasses often creates a landscape configuration that is not very diverse. These tall
grasses have an exclusionary agency. By establishing less weedy plants first, and in a
semi-random manner, the restorationists have found that they are able to maintain a larger
diversity of species and spaces. The NBRP’s methods allow the individuals seeds and all
variety of serendipitous interlocutors to sort of the specifics of this composition. Again,
instead of ‘creating’ a predictable ecosystem, the NBRP and associated restoration
122
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philosophers 123 aim to replicate the contingency of ecosystems by ‘restoring’ the ability
of a system to self-assemble or evolve 124.
To be sure, these seemingly nonlinear restoration strategies are tempered by
normative assumptions regarding which plants and historical ecosystem states are native
to particular local landscapes. These assumptions have their own path dependencies
which are enacted, in particular, by two moments in the NBRP’s restoration practice:
seed distribution and seed collection. In the following section, I describe how these two
interrelated practices shape the future possibilities of landscape evolution. Each moment
entangles practical methods, scientific philosophies, cultural assumptions, and material
contingencies that enact normative standards regarding local ecosystem type and
composition.

Standards for Seeds – Introducing Path Dependencies through Embodied Practice
Every year, volunteers collect numerous seeds from the NBRP sites, volunteers’
backyards, and in some cases, greenhouses. From May through November, seeds from
species on the group’s target list are collected and then stored in the garages of a few
volunteers.

Eventually, banked seed is grouped and distributed at a biannual

standardizing event, ‘the seed sorting party’. The seeds are cleaned, aggregated by
species, and weighed. Volunteers combine these species into seed mixes based on three
broad categories (woods, savanna, or prairie) based largely on the amount of light they
receive. The leadership group then sections out these seed mixes based on each site’s
relative floristic diversity and land cover according to these categories. They evaluate the
quality of each site with the end goal of increasing the species diversity and the number
of highly rated conservative (rare) species. Land managers then receive these mixes and
broadcast them in any way that they see fit.
These standardizing and categorizing practices guide the collection and dispersal
of seeds through the NBRP network. They also introduce new sources of ecological
path-dependence.

These methods reflect the NBRP’s tentative relationship with

restoration philosophies that seek to recreate a historical ecological state. They embrace
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ecological change and openness by only using seeds found in ‘wild’ spaces. These seeds
are assumed to have responded genetically to locally changing environmental conditions,
and therefore reflect current material and climate contingencies (see Falk et al. 2001). At
the same time, they limit the inclusion of species to plant assemblages that appear in
historical records. These tensions between history and emergence reflect the NBRP’s
motivation to be a productive extension of plant life histories. They attempt to return
agency to particular plant species assemblages while hoping that these species will act as
they did in the past. The end result is that they attempt to work within the constraints of
adaptive conditions to open up more ecologically robust paths.
In the following three sections, I illustrate how restorationists collect and disperse
seeds. These actions are guided by both theoretical and practical insights which lead to
path-dependent outcomes in the restored landscape.

Seed Collection: Standards and Path Dependence
Network members have developed a running list of species that are eligible for
inclusion in the restorations. This list outlines a normative vision of the desirable, native
landscape. It is based on both historical records and in-situ experimentation. This master
list is open to revision, but serves as the template for the collection, grouping and
dispersal of seeds 125. This template leads to the inclusion/exclusion of certain species.
Each land manager receives seed from the same source population.

This

population is the aggregate of many smaller populations from sites within the NBRP’s
restoration network. The NRBPs collection methods limit the number of species and
genotypes included in a restoration thereby instituting a trajectory for a particular
ecological legacy. Yet the species list was already limited by the availability of suitable
seed sources. In other words, the historical character of the ‘native’ prairie and savanna
ecosystems was imputed from the persistence of species in and around remnant habitat,
but reflect contemporary evolutionary paths. The NBRP’s ecological legacy relies on the
ability of volunteers to find seed sources that they consider viable and historically
appropriate. Seed collection sites, then, are made available only through the material
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contingencies and ecological selective pressures introduced by Chicago’s industrial
history and urban expansion.
I spent many hours working with the NBRP’s seed collectors and was told a
typical story. Collectors claim that most of the seeds they initially used were obtained
from the few prairie remnants they found on forest preserves. But these were not the
only sites that they used. Collectors also started searching the interstices of the city,
looking in abandoned lots, the spaces between industrial facilities, railroad right of ways,
and cemeteries. These sites were useful repositories for rare species, and the NBRP
volunteers would collect a fraction of the available seeds of flowering plants. Often,
prairie species that had disappeared from even the remnant prairies on Forest Preserve
land would be holding out in some strange marginalized place such as Naval airstrip,
Cold War-era Nike missile platform perimeter, or a frequently mown baseball diamond.
As one high ranking official at the Chicago Botanic Garden told me, conservation in the
Chicago area is in many ways enabled by its metropolitan character 126.

Rare plants

managed to persist in unlikely spots and the sheer number of potential volunteers has
helped animate citizen science and volunteer initiatives. These fringe sites were important
as the NBRP would not use seeds cultivated in plant nurseries 127.
Over time, the NBRP developed a more formalized seed collection protocol
which to some extent reifies a particular concept of the local native species. Seeds from
the species list are mostly collected from diverse sites within the formal network of
restoration areas. They include other more marginal sites (which were once the original
collection areas) only if they fall within rough boundary line that extends 15 miles E-W
and 25 miles N-S from the center of their network of sites 128. This boundary works on the
‘local is better’ epistemology explained in chapter 3. The NBRP’s assumptions regarding
the importance of locality limit and standardize the gene pool for its restoration work.
All future sites’ genetic profiles will reflect the same initial conditions of establishment.
In the process, the NBRP reifies a geographically bounded ‘native species’ or an
essential ‘source’ population that is more adaptable than extralocal seed sources. These
ecological renderings hint at tropes of genetic purity and environmental determinism.
126
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They also require the environment and organismal populations to have an unchanging,
essential composition that was more whole in the past.

Yet, the NBRP restorationists

also acknowledge the environmental singularity of each collection site. Each site, in their
view, exposes a species to different environmental selection pressures and therefore
produces a different range of genetic diversity. Guided by this evolutionary perspective,
the NBRP finds it necessary to collect seeds from multiple sites and then pool them for
redistribution, in order to guarantee a larger range of genetic options for each species in
each project. Additionally, they acknowledge the disruptive effect of climate change and
are exploring the possibility of extending their collection boundary much further to the
south.
The NBRP’s seed collection network often extends beyond the formal network of
restoration sites. And the NBRP’s use of these other spaces explicitly contradicts their
philosophy of in-situ, plant agency-driven resolution of ecosystem structure.

These

spaces also elucidate the project’s normative preference for both rare species and
common species that are essential to ecosystem function.
extra care to propagate.

Some rarer species require

Specialist volunteers carefully cultivate these species in

greenhouses and sometimes use hand pollination methods. These species are often more
conservative, sensitive to site conditions, and unable to outcompete more typical species
when tossed into a restoration plot. In some cases, Chicago Botanic personnel will grow
large numbers of a conservative species for hand planting in the restoration sites 129.
At the other end of the spectrum, some species are easily grown in many
conditions and seen as vital to the overall ecological structure of the restoration sites.
These species are grown out in volunteers’ small backyard gardens and then added to the
seed mixes. Many enthusiastic volunteers offer to replace their lawn with these prairie
species, an action that blends with a particular aesthetic consideration. Not only are they
landscaping, but they view themselves as contributing to the overall restoration project.
In these divergent cases, volunteers expend extra effort to produce larger quantities or
particular species which increases their representation in the overall structure of the
landscape 130.
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Seed Collection: Embodiments
The NBRP’s standardizing conventions constrain its nonlinear restoration
practices in ways that introduce new path dependencies and discursive abstractions into
the material landscape. While volunteers are taught to frame their work through these
conventions, they also enact these path dependencies as embodied humans. How they
implement each protocol, ecological theory, or normative view of nature depends on their
individual interaction with plants. I illustrate how volunteers embody these protocols,
how their embodiment is integral to producing subjects with a particular view of nature,
and how embodied knowledge contributes to the formation and modification of these
standardizing discourses.
NBRP’s seed collection activities are organized by the project’s senior leadership.
The managers at each of the sites can organize volunteers to find and collect seeds. Often,
this work occurs during the NBRP’s volunteer workdays. These workdays occur on
Saturdays and Sundays and rotate between each of the NBRP’s 14 sites. Yet, most of the
seed collection activities depend on a group of retirees that travels to different sites every
Wednesday morning. The leader of the seed collection efforts, Duke, is integral to
managing the NBRP’s knowledge regarding plant locations and peak seed production
times.
Based on the recommendations of land managers and from his own weekly
experience, Duke judges when and where to go each week to collect seeds. He has been
part of the project since its inception in the late 1970s and has an extensive knowledge of
species locations. Each year, he and the senior leadership set collection targets for
species of need. Yet, when and where to collect is not as straightforward as it might
seem. Some plants set seed and then quickly fall to the ground, making them difficult to
collect. Others set seed over a long period of time and make collection efforts inefficient
if undertaken at the wrong time. Sometimes a land manager will notice the seeds, tell
Duke, and then the seed collectors will realize that the seeds are not ripe enough. Many
times, the collection of a particular species is the result of, as Duke eloquently described,
‘shithouse luck’ 131. Collectors are opportunistic and respond to the vagaries in weather
131
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conditions by seeing what is there. The collection efforts of the whole project are largely
based on this one person’s tacit instincts of when a species’ populations might be ripe and
how to allocate labor.
Effective collection acts require ripe seed, and the decision to collect is made on
very few criteria, each of which is relatively sensorial, and often very tactile. When
participating in these seed collections, I was advised to only take seeds that were mostly
brown. Sometimes greenish seeds were acceptable if they were known to ripen up after
being picked, yet this knowledge was only held by really experienced collectors.
Consequently, everyone was advised to only take those which fall off the stem with a
relatively light touch.
For each plant, what constitutes a light touch is different. For instance, juncus
dudleyi is a sedge with multiple tufts of seed heads at the top of the stem. To collect the
seeds, you must run your forefinger and thumb up the stalk with a force that does not pull
the stem out of the ground. Cow parsnip (heracleum maximum) requires a different
interaction. This forb has radiating substems from a main stem with a flat seed head that
looks like oatmeal. This plant requires different pressures for different seed heads. Some
will fall off the plant when you touch the main stalk while others require considerable
force. Finally, another grass has all of its seeds tightly packed on one cylindrical stem. It
is relatively impossible to slide your thumb and forefinger up the stem to remove
individual seeds, so the collector must break the stem right below where the seeds begin.
Each of these embodied practices are taught by the more experienced seed collectors, but
in all cases, the actual understanding of how to pick each species comes from direct
experience of the collector with the plant.
While the most immediate collection acts are patterned by the plant itself, the
actual plant collection strategy is designed by the NBRP leaders, and specific practices
are inculcated into the novice collector. The NBRP is concerned with genetic diversity.
In one of my first collection trips, I picked seed pods from the Canadian Lousewort
(Pedicularis Canadensis). The founder of the project advised all the volunteers to take
seed pods that were both large, robust, and contained 100s of seeds as well as those
which were smaller, shrunken, and contained maybe 2 or 3 total seeds. We were also
told to pick pods from different positions on the stem of the plant and to collect this
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species from different microhabitats on the landscape. These particular practices were
motivated by the idea that different flowering times, microhabitats, and seed pod sizes
likely had different combinations of genetic material, and therefore represented different
potential life history responses and evolutionary possibilities.
A frequent question asked by volunteers is ‘How much seed should we take?’
indicating their clear concern with damaging the ability of the population to consistently
survive. By rule, experienced pickers recommend taking 50% of the available and ripe
seed. ‘Leave some for the critters!’ was a frequently invoked mantra. The NBRP does
this to promote ecological relations between plants, animals, and insects, while
recognizing that the ingestion of some seeds is required for the spread of the population
to new sites. This 50% rule is much less conservative than most seed collection protocols
for ex-situ seed banks. CBG requires seed collectors to only pick 10% of the available
seed as it is concerned with the statistical rules set forth by population genetics for the
maintenance of a genetically healthy population.
The NBRP is less concerned with the actual equations of population genetics
because, in the leaders’ opinion, all of the collected seed will be consolidated, mixed up,
split into multiple seed mixes, and then returned to all of the sites in the NBRP
restoration network. In other words, the seeds are not locked away in a freezer, rather
they are returned to the sites after they are combined with genetically different seeds from
other sites. I was told on many occasions to ‘be sloppy’ when picking these seeds. The
collection act was simultaneously seen as a dispersal opportunity. We were to become
part of the plants’ life history strategies by moving seeds to new sites. Additionally, the
overall collection efforts were designed to collect the same species at different moments
in time to adequately capture genetic diversity, although in practice labor shortages (8-12
volunteers @ 3 hours per week) frequently meant that only small amounts of 1-8 species
was collected during one event.
Population genetics theory is embedded in the NBRP seed collection protocols,
and through collection acts, volunteers are disciplined into practices that are designed to
perpetuate and expand the populations of each species. They are even codified in some of
the literature put together by the restoration group (Saari et al. 2011). Yet for the most
part, the theoretical underpinnings of these acts are left unexplained, even to those more
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experienced collectors. Asking why we were interested in certain species, why we were
supposed to pick seeds at the 50% rate, and why we were to collect both prodigious and
sickly seedpods, land managers and seed collectors often resorted to superorganismic or
deep ecological explanations. We were guided to pick sedges, which are very boring and
often indistinguishable, ‘because they are part of IT ALL’ 132. We should pick 50% of the
seeds to ‘leave some for the critters’ 133. We should pick differently shaped seed pods
because ‘diversity is good, and we need lots of seed, so we should try to get seeds from
lots of different plants’ 134. Only when pressed did the NBRP founder fully explain that
collecting from different microhabitats and from seedpods with vastly different
appearance was a tactic designed to make sure that the collections were genetically
diverse 135. And this explanation was only given to me since he knew I understood the
various approaches of population genetics. Other land managers, when asked about these
collection strategies, could not articulate a clear genetic rationale 136.
I interpret this lack of detailed explanation for practice in conflicting ways.
During these collection outings, the land managers maintained an explicit focus on
allowing the volunteers to articulate their own interpretations of what they were doing.
The leaders did not want to be seen as disciplining the volunteers in a certain way, and
only would offer expert opinions when pressed. They deliberately sought to inculcate an
ethic where the volunteers became their own experts, were invested in the learning
process, and felt like they were contributing to knowledge-making regarding the
restoration process.

In many cases, volunteers did have distinct skills that were

appreciated by the project leaders and contributed to gaps in their understanding.
At the same time, I was often asked questions that I had no idea how to answer
but was pushed to make a hypothesis: ‘Jairus is the lousewort over there ready to be
picked? Why do you think the Oenothera perennis has a smaller population this year
compared to last? How would you remove the seedpods from that plant?’ These types of
questions, where the leaders would invite less experienced participants to offer
explanations, felt like a deliberate strategy to get volunteers invested in the project. Often
132
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once I gave an explanation, the leader would say ‘yeah, that’s an interesting idea’ and
then proceed to give an alternate explanation, which seemed to be more authoritative,
without making you feel as if you were incorrect.
For the most part, I take the less cynical perspective; these acts and seed
collection protocols are designed to make volunteers active participants in knowledge
about and implementation of the restoration project. After reading about the origins of
this project, that is exactly how this group, comprised of amateur botanists/ecologists,
came to create knowledge about their sites (Mills 1995; Stevens 1995). At the same time,
this collaborative knowledge-making inculcates a particular subjectivity into the
participant, disciplining the body to do certain acts and advancing interpretations of
phenomena based on embedded but unexplained ecological assumptions and theories.
The restored landscapes are instructive, disciplining in the sense that the plants,
their particular appearance, and the condition of their seeds requires different acts on the
part of the volunteer. These acts, though, are narrated by the specific concerns of the
restoration leaders and are embedded with normative assumptions about populations,
genetics, and of course native species. As the seeds from all the spatially disjunct sites are
compiled, distilled, and then redistributed to all the other sites, they too are disciplined in
a certain way and their subsequent emergence on the landscape patterns how restoration
acts in each following year are approached.

Seed Dispersal: Standards and Embodiments
Through 30 years of collecting seeds from diverse sites, the NBRP has managed
to compile a large seed bank. The location of the bank is decidedly disaggregated.
Initially, seeds were collected from multiple sites and then grown out in greenhouses to
‘bulk-up’ or create a larger quantity of seed.

But for many of these species, the

germination and growing procedures were unknown, and as described above, the NBRP
decided to experiment with broadcasting seed by hand into slightly disturbed soil. This
strategy worked for many of the prairie grasses and wildflowers and circumvented laborintensive horticultural methods (Stevens 1995). The restored landscapes themselves
became the primary source of new seeds for other restoration sites. In general, the NBRP
favors this method of seed collection and bulking, except in cases where plants require
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intensive cultivation such as the Eastern Prairie Fringed orchid (Platanthera leucophaea).
This in-situ seed bulking is again motivated by the NBRP’s belief in the agency of nature
to decide which seeds would survive and adapt to local conditions.
There are 14 sites in the NBRP, and each site has its own land managers. After
collecting seeds, each manager received a standardized seed mixes, depending on the
proportion of different ecological conditions on the site (forest, savanna, prairie). Each
manager is given the autonomy to distribute these seeds based on their interpretation of
local site conditions. One founder of the project often moves along a path, looks for open
spots, and then tosses seed into the barer spots. He doesn’t deviate from the path often
because he is afraid that more paths will form and become fringed by one sedge species
that prefers the disturbance created by trampling. His explains that the plants will radiate
from the edges of these paths, toward the center, filling in spaces where there is
ecologically-appropriate opportunity137. As he illustrated this process, he reiterated that
he wasn’t really sure how or if certain seeds would germinate and grow in these spots,
but that if they are meant to be there, they will grow.
At the same time, by focusing on barer areas, he acknowledged that he wanted to
provide each seeds with minimal competition. Basically, he assumed that the prairie
would self-assemble as long as it contained sufficient genetic resources. While his
description of the process sounds a lot like a ‘toss-and-pray’ approach, it is informed by
other categorical and embodied insights. He matched each seed mix to different land
cover types as each seed mix was created to respond to varying degrees of sunlight.
Additionally, he kept certain seeds of wetland species separate from the initial mixes in
order to target different moisture regimes. Finally, he often ‘had a feel’ for where seeds
were needed, which was often based on perceived plant heterogeneity and prior
knowledge of which species were usually found in close proximity (ibid).
A manager at a different site, Air Station prairie, had a less well-developed
philosophy of seed placement. When I asked about how he decides where to place seed
mixes, he skirted the question and reiterated that all land managers get to decide where to
put their seeds. When I clarified that I was talking about his site in particular, he
explained that they recently cleared some brush and ‘took care of some invasives’ so
137
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they’d probably concentrate the seeds in these spots 138. In general, the NBRP focuses on
placing seeds where there is less floristic diversity and where the soil is bare. They aim
to reduce competition between species, at least at the moment of establishment, and then
allow these organisms to sort out their future interactions.
The land manager spends time in the site each week assessing potential needs for
each. Often they monitor the species composition, noting increases and decreases of both
native and invasive plants. They notice spots where plants are unable to establish, and
which species from the seed mixes tend to flourish. In the processes of assessment, they
notice when certain species have flowered and set seed. At that time, they will either
pick the seeds themselves (or with the help of volunteers) or notify the person in charge
of leading weekly seed collection activities at all the sites. While each manager keeps
records of locations, timings, and amounts of each species in previous years, each species’
peak seed formation differs annually.

Conclusion
Seed collection and dispersal, along with the restoration of landscapes more
generally, illustrates the productive tension between discourse and embodiment.
Embodied practices, while phenomenologically immediate, tactile, and individually
subjective, become codified into operational knowledge. These practices produce
knowledge and ecosystems, yet they also aid in the inculcation of particular subjectivities.
Volunteers are subjected to particular ways of thought and action. As they enact these
discourses through restoration work, they reify these epistemologies. These modes of
thought become authoritative through repetitive action.

Volunteers’ and organisms’

movements, actions, and arrangements in the landscape are patterned by these shifting
centers of discursive authority, or truth claims. The location of this authority, though, is
not always clear. Sometimes it appeared in a hierarchical manner and with respect to
codified techniques of landscape intervention.
Senior members of the organization, working on the same project for 30 years,
often frame the initial experiences and expectations of new volunteers. Site managers
also delineated how restoration work would proceed during workdays.
138
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This senior

leadership committee, though informal, transmits knowledge about standardizing
practices, seed collection protocols, and categorizing conventions.

Volunteers were

given the choice of a few different tasks, and explanations about these works’ importance
were given only when the volunteer asked.

Volunteers’ bodies become sites for the

operation of these standardizing discourses as they engaged in direct material interactions
with plants in restoration sites.

Volunteers interpret their physical experience with

organisms in the landscape based on the received philosophies.
Yet, while senior leadership transmits a base set of knowledges and expectations,
they also encourage experimentation with new techniques and the free interpretation of
embodied experiences.

They pride themselves on their challenge to conventional

expertise and tout their decentralized and democractic self-governance. Leaders are
quick to note that standardizing practices are the result of many informal interactions
between volunteers over many years.
distribution of seeds, for instance.

Land managers are given autonomy for the
Even as protocols, seed lists, seed mixes, and

ecosystem types have become codified in practice, standards are revised when volunteers
suggest better strategies.
These group ethics suggest that the NBRP’s social interactions are selfdisciplined according to characteristics that are anti-authoritarian, emergent, or organic.
This social characterization mirrors their normative philosophy of nature. This
philosophy is defined by two characteristics.
assembling, and nonlinear.

First, nature is unpredictable, self-

Participants invoke a discourse that highlights nature’s

contingency and organisms’ capacity to exist and evolve in turbulent environments. This
focus on the contingency as well as the capacity for plants to act independently shapes
the NBRP’s restoration practices. Volunteers attempt to establish conditions for the
continued evolution of an ecosystem by creating biodiverse plant assemblages and
diverse microhabitats. While they do specify which ecosystems, plants, and seed sources
are valid and preferred in each restoration, practitioners describe a nature prefers spatial
heterogeneity in species composition. By introducing disturbance (fire), creating patches
of different species, and by remaining flexible and agnostic in regard to the composition
of each emergent patch, the NBRP theorize that prairie communities require constant, yet
moderate disturbance to flourish. They also suppose that these modest interventions are
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more conducive to ecosystem function than rigid control over when and where particular
species are established. Basically, they are open to learning from how plant assemblages
interact with each other.
Second, nature involves humans, but only when they become natural.

The

NRBP’s view of nature is shaped by their self-perceived role within the landscape.
According to its founder, the NBRP wants to give responsibility back to the individual
organismal inhabitants to self-assemble without respect to the group’s normative
desires 139.

They are, in effect, removing themselves as actors. Yet they also want to

maintain their relationship with the landscape, they don’t truly want to go away. So they
‘remove’ themselves by envisioning their work as extending the life history
characteristics of the plant. They become plant, not human.
To do this, restorationists attempt to create an intimate relationship with the
prairie’s inhabitants. NBRP participants relied on continued embodied experience with
plants to determine what methods work. Many of the tactile methods involved in seed
collection, cultivation, and dispersion have been developed through ad hoc
experimentation, intuition, and aesthetics. In effect, they seek to commune with nature by
mimicking its acts, as they see other forms of human-environment interaction as
destructive. They also desire to affect an internal transformation of their personal and
group ethics through these practical, self-disciplining acts (see Jordan 2003). So in short,
the NBRP explicitly embraces native plants/prairies/ecosystems as equal actors in their
work. This embrace requires knowledge production methods that fall into a NRT frame.
At the same time, while they focus on attending to nature’s ideal arrangement 140,
their normative ideas about prairies are saturated with cultural preferences, ecological
theories, material contingencies, and historical legacies. To produce a nature that is
compositionally open, the NBRP first defines an arrangement of landscape elements that
is conducive to evolution. Nature can take its course, but only once humans have created
a condition that allows for an evolution that can be measured by preferred human metrics.
The NBRP, then, uses this normative nature to shape their own subjectivities
while working in and through the landscape. Volunteers are taught to view themselves as
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i.e. removing humans from nature through human action that mimicks nature
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responding to (or disciplined by) the unpredictability and emergent behaviors of these
organisms.

Volunteers see their work as extensions of plant life-histories, thereby

meeting nature on its own terms.

This move of imbuing nature with disciplinary

authority allows the organization’s rules of action, even as they are ad hoc and constantly
evolving, to attain legitimacy. No longer is the organization impelling the volunteer to
conduct themselves in a particular way 141, rather the degraded prairie requires the work to
be done. Authority is bestowed on the autonomous actions of organisms. Volunteers coevolve with the landscape through their interventions and through cues provided by the
landscape for their embodied acts. The NBRP’s focus shifts also shifts from achieving a
stable ecosystem state to the action acts that comprise restoration. Restoration becomes
more about the practice than it does about the product.
Finally, the NBRP’s willful self-discipline to a nonlinear nature focuses more on
the possibilities opened up by practices that allow nature to self-assemble. Rather than
articulating a well-developed ecological theory or ideology of nature, the leadership
deliberately stays out of theoretical arguments of academic practitioners (Mills 1995).
One founder once told me that he was annoyed by the ‘cute questions’ which academics
generally ask 142. He said that they do not produce any tangible effect on the landscape,
that they are constrained by their conventions of scientific proof. His contention is that
the NBRP’s volunteers were mimicking nature, really becoming natural. And to do this, I
argue, requires the production of tacit, non-codified knowledge.
Yet, I often wonder whether their attempt to avoid theory, their implicit embrace
of nonlinear, open ecologies, and their use of nonrepresentational data are really just
necessitated by shortages of labor and capital. They work in over 27,000 acres of land
with an unstable pool of volunteers 143, all of whom have varying levels of commitment.
To make a tangible, visible impact on these landscapes, they must choose their spots.
They remain opportunistic when collecting, banking, bulking, and distributing seeds.
What is done depends on an ever-changing array of labor, resources, and environmental
conditions. Therefore, in many ways, their normative view of nature is inseparable from
141
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the numerous social and material contingencies that they encounter as social, embodied
humans that live in a peculiar post-industrial city.
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CHAPTER 6

THE LOCAL IS NOT TRANSPOSABLE
OR
ASSISTED MIGRATION: THE CONTESTED STABILIZATION OF GENETICECOLOGICAL SPACES AGAINST RISKY ENVIRONMENTS

Potential and Risk in Genetics and Normal Ecologies
Leaders in the Chicago conservation community 144 have begun shaping their
management plans to respond to climate change. Chicago Wilderness (CW), an umbrella
group that incorporates many other institutions within a loose operational framework, has
designed a brief “Climate Action Plan for Nature” (CW 2012).

This framework,

partnered with their more detailed ‘Biodiversity Recovery Plan’ (CW 1999), suggests
strategies for partner groups to mitigate the ecological impact of climate change. CBG is
an influential member of CW and has outlined a plan that takes these suggestions in an
unforeseen direction. A group of Chicago Botanics Garden’s (CBG) ecologists and
administrators have begun advocating a controversial climate adaptation approach (see
Raver 2009; Vitt et al. 2010). They are currently building the informational (geospatial
databases) and material infrastructures (seed banks) for the wholesale translocation of
populations and species assemblages into sites outside of their native range. Their goal is
to take seeds (or seedlings) from current remnant habitat and disperse them into new sites
where future climate conditions are expected to match those which characterize its
original site 145 .

CBG’s approach, termed ‘assisted migration’ (AM) or ‘assisted

colonization, is conditionally supported by a set of vocal practitioners and scientists,
especially foresters (Frascaria-Lacoste 2012; Hoegh-Guldberg et al. 2008; Schlaepfer et
al. 2009).
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This assertion is based on conversations with researchers and practitioners from the Chicago Field
Museum, Chicago Wilderness, North Branch Restoration Project, the Wetland Initiative, and the Army
Corp of Engineers.
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Many conservationists and scientists are unsettled by this approach. Some
restorationists argue that AM distracts practitioners from more feasible interventions
(Kreyling et al. 2011) or from the root causes of land degradation (Fazey and Fischer
2009). Opposition is most strongly voiced by individuals whose restoration/conservation
work seeks to maintain native plant communities as place-bound entities (Ricciardi and
Simberloff 2009). They argue for the maintenance of local species arrays and imply an
essential relationship between local genetic variation and local environmental conditions.
They also fear the uncertainties inherent in such a drastic act, and cite the unknowns of
AM as a reason to reconsider this type of intervention.
Yet as I will illustrate in this chapter, CBG’s ecologists also essentialize placebound relationships between ecosystems, species, and climate in their AM work. In order
to make climate change’s risks and uncertainties knowable, and therefore manageable,
CBG’s ecologists standardize ecological spaces in ways that make them interchangeable.
By reducing complex ecological and climate variables into discrete categories, CBG’s
ecologists facilitate a program of assisted migration. This program assumes that seeds
collected from one area in the present will be equally functional in a distant area in the
future, as long as the new location’s climate and habitat roughly match the original.
In order to make ecological spaces modular and transposable, Chicago Botanic is
stockpiling and annotating seeds in their seed bank in particular ways.

Collectors

approach this task in a species-by-species manner and differentiate each population of
each species by their location in ecological space. As a manner of practicality, the
collection protocols are centered the concept of the ecoregion (Omernik 1987) which are
delineations of like and unlike ecological spaces. Collectors annotate each population
accession 146 to provide information on location, local environmental conditions, and
associate species. These archiving strategies were developed to enable restorationists to
verify provenance 147, to keep the genotypes local, and by assumption, more functional in
a defined climate-environment regime 148.
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An accession is the unit of collection (i.e. one species’ population) that occupies a separate slot in the
seed bank. Each of CBG’s accessions is usually a single population of one species.
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Provenance, defined in chapter 3, refers to the original location and environmental conditions that
characterize a group of seeds. It implies a close relationship between local genes and environment.
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At the same time, seed banking protocols, and seed banking in general, allow
restoration to proceed in nonlinear terms. Each restoration is disaggregated in time and
space, though what counts as the restored landscape is much less clear. As illustrated in
chapter 4, CBG’s research team has implemented very few restoration projects and
focused mostly on rare plant reintroduction work. Their direct genetic analyses are time
and resource intensive, and they therefore focus on a few highly detailed interventions.
Despite this lack of tangible restoration work, CBG’s ecologists and botanists continue to
compile and propagate seeds with the intention of a future flurry of general restoration
work.
These archives, constituted by spatiotemporally distended acts, are CBG’s most
tangible, material restoration sites.

In other words, restoration happens in a virtual

landscape. The landscape is a promised state awaiting eco-social materialization. Until
this moment arrives, the restored landscape finds its material existence in archives and
codified archiving practices. It is simultaneously located in CBG’s geospatial databases,
seed banks, seed collection protocols, and climate envelope models. These virtually-sited
landscapes are held together by a few relevant categories. They integrate:

1) demographic counts of many rarer species in different populations,
2) the location and ecological conditions of each collected population of seed,
3) the current and future (predicted) climate conditions of different geographical
locations,
4) locations of seed collectors, conservation institutions, and collaborators and
5) potential sites for seed accession and restoration.

This virtual landscape mediates seed collection and habitat restoration activities,
simultaneously governing individual people and resources. As this mediation is data
intensive, scientifically rigorous, and expensive, it resists quick implementation of
restoration plans. Restoration acts, at least under this biosocial ordering technology, are
limited to delineating potential future interventions and animating the collection of plant
genetic resources in a targeted manner.
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In this chapter, I examine the strategies employed by CBG’s seed collectors,
ecologists, and administrators to delineate unknown ecological possibilities and
constraints. I illustrate how the virtual landscape, as a nexus of database, seed bank, and
geospatial models, mediates collection practices and analytic activities even as it is
continuously reconstituted. The future restored landscape in this case is the strange
combination of digital renderings and frozen seed. In the process of making/imagining
the landscape, particular sites for collection and monitoring are prioritized.

This

restoration approach focuses on genetic resources’ potential to provide solutions to
uncertain futures (see Cooper 2008; Rajan 2006). I highlight the garden’s initial forays
into assisted migration as an example of this virtuality. I illustrate how scientists use
geospatial databases to match place-based future climate scenarios with plant genetic data
to suggest restoration interventions. By creating scenarios that guide the translocation of
native plants out of contemporary and historic ranges, these scientists try to bound and
define the parameters of threatening and unpredictable futures. They give shape to the
risk of species extinction, and therefore make the future appear knowable.
In this catastrophic imaginary, genetic diversity is both the object of threat and
potential, yet still undefined, solution to these unknown risks. Genes are the tools that
justify their methods for bounding/homogenizing space through their virtual models and
for compiling resources in a seed bank. Environmental uncertainty initiated by climate
change, then, is characterized within a range of possible outcomes. Collected seeds, as
embodied plant genetic material, are arranged to meet this bounded uncertainty in a
manner that allows the emerging plant populations to evolve alongside these uncertain
environmental conditions (Rice and Emery 2003).

The migrationists’ solution to

potential biodiversity depletion, and species extinction, is to translocate native
ecosystems into new locations. This act preserves the ecosystem even as each species’
genetic and environmental conditions rapidly exceed historical arrangements.

Risk and Promise – The temporalities of seed bank mediated restoration
Social scientists of biotechnology suggest that geneticists and biotech companies
perpetuate the idea that genes are essential and pluripotent (Haraway 1998; Keller 2000;
McAfee 2003; Parry 2004).

By understanding and then re-writing genetic code,
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geneticists can potentially address many diverse problems. This ‘hype’ (Rajan 2006) or
‘promise’ (Cooper 2008) is crucial to gain social and economic support for genetic
enterprises. While CBG denounces commercial bioprospecting, their seed banking for
restoration approach, along with its extreme cousin ‘assisted migration’, invoke these
genetic discourses as a cognitive currency to generate funding for their works (see
chapter 4). Instead of speculating on the potential commercial value of genetic resources,
they collect and document seeds as an ecological insurance strategy against future
permanent degradation. In both cases, botanical gardens bank genetic resources (seeds,
DNA, plants) for their perceived, yet unknown potential to solve problems in an
increasingly risk-laden future (Parry 2004; Hayden 2003).
Yet CBG’s work also invokes a different genetic promise that relies more on the
independent action of genetically-variable and unpredictable plant populations. In this
case, genes (in seeds and plants), or more precisely, gene pools, actively respond to rapid
environmental change, perpetuating themselves as long as their population contains
suitable diversity. Genes, then, are given responsibility by the restorationist to counteract
changes in environmental conditions, to neutralize the disruptive effect of increased
climate uncertainty.
Genetic diversity, embodied in the native species concept, is both the object of
and solution to risk for CBG. Risk is the term I use to describe the restorationists’
apocalyptic notions of impending dissolution of native species and historical ecosystems.
Others have theorized risk as some potential condition that particular actors claim must
be avoided (Beck 1992; Johnson 2011). The methods we use to make risks knowable in
large part frame how we mitigate these risks (Beck 1992). Often, environmentalists
emphasize the catastrophic aspects of particularly risk narratives in order to justify
particular economic, institutional, and technological interventions (Hajer 1995).
I examine risk in the terms set forth by CBG’s ecologists who also attempt to
frame uncertainty in a way that allows for restoration interventions. Restorationists have
historically invoked notions of a ‘fallen nature’ (Grove 1995) or the inexorable
movement away from pristine, historic ecosystem states. Restorationists at CBG and the
NBRP, for example, see current ecologies to be under threat from climate change,
invasive species, habitat fragmentation, and urban expansion. They fear the
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disappearance of native species and the disruption of associated ecosystems processes.
Risk is ever-present, as remnant habitat, even in its piecemeal condition, is constantly
pushed toward the void, toward strange attractors that produce unfamiliar, or
unrecognizable natures.
The restorationists’ self-seen role is to reverse degradation, and to reinstate some
original or historical world, even as this goal is a recognized impossibility (Jordan 2003).
At CBG, risk is mitigated by the promise of genes to do nearly anything, when put in the
position to do so. While genetic technologies are not used as an analytic measure to
define what constitutes the normal operation of a population in a particular
ecological/climate regime, genes are mobilized as conceptual (diversity) and material
(seed) resources to adapt to climate unpredictability. As Keller (2000) illustrates, the
concept of the gene has always been central to scientists’ efforts to conceptualize how the
ceaseless change of organismic evolution is met by surprising organismal stability.
Imagined as a pluripotent entity (Haraway 1998), the gene is endowed with the power to
adapt to novel situations, to arrest change, and to maintain stability in the species and
ecosystem (Keller 2000). In other words, organisms’ populations are able to persist in
the face of environmental change because of the flexibility and diversity of genes.
Populations change to stay the nearly the same, even as they incrementally become
something else. Restorationists in the Chicago region seek to harness this power by
building new spectra of genetic diversity into each project.
In general, narratives of genetic potential anticipate and rely on their negative.
They imagine inevitable futures where the normal state of things is annihilated. In this
counterfactual imaginary, scientists justify interventions that either reproduce what that
normal should have been, or abandon any sense of normality and seek to create better,
more robust ecosystems. This point of ambivalence is crucial, and CBG’s scientists
engage in acts that simultaneously animate both perspectives.

Even as many

restorationists in the Chicago area seem to fear the impending dissolution of normal
environmental conditions and ecosystem structures/assemblages, this catastrophic
imaginary motivates quite different actions when practitioners mobilize alternative
understandings of ecology, evolution, genetics, and the native species.
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Resilience is a popular concept in many of these imaginaries. Conservation
groups seek to give ecosystems and plant populations more options to respond to
unpredictable environmental changes. Some strategies are ecosystemic in focus and not
necessarily genetic. Groups such as the North Branch Restoration project and Chicago
Wilderness feel that an ecosystem’s resilience to withstand and adapt to change increases
with increased species diversity and more complex inter-species relationships (see CW
2012). Basically, if a group can make a natural area more biodiverse while only using
that area’s historical native species, it has a better chance of persisting despite drastic
environmental modification (Harris et al. 2006).
Other strategies focus more explicitly on genetic diversity. Many groups, even
those who desire to keep seed sources local, are open to augmenting existing populations
with more genetically diverse seed sources of these historical species. Augmentation
respects the idea of native species, and its species range, but acknowledges that its
locations and relationships with other organisms constantly evolve. In addition to their
ecosystemic approach, the NBRP attempts to arrest further catastrophic change by
sourcing seed from more southern edges of the range to give their populations more
genetic options. Others groups, such as The Wetland Initiative, advocate augmenting
seed sources in one location from a larger E-W range in addition to expanding south
(Sullivan 2013).
CBG’s restorationists embrace strategies that fall directly in between what Oels
(2013) terms Traditional Risk Management and Risk Management through Contingency.
Oels illustrates that Traditional Risk Management is a paradigm where unknown
scenarios can be projected if enough variables are analyzed. In this approach, scientists
are able to see what factors are involved in disrupting current arrangements of people and
things, and then intervene to inhibit this disruption.

Risk Management through

Contingency, on the other hand, accepts the inevitability of change and seeks to direct it
in certain ways.

Contingent management techniques recognize the impossibility of

predicting or arresting change, and so normative and cultural values play a greater role in
tempering risk.
At CBG, there are two main approaches, both genetic, that differ in their embrace
of contingency. The geneticists suggest pooling seeds from many different ecoregions
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and then placing them among flagging populations.

This augmentation strategy

emphasizes creating viable reproductive populations at the expense of ideas of genetic
locality and/or some intrinsic relationship between genes and environment. The Pitcher’s
Thistle restoration is one example of geneticists suggesting this augmentation strategy.
CBG’s ecologists and administrators also desire to allow plant populations to evolve, but
only under conditions that recapitulate their prior experience. They have an interest in
maintaining historical ecological relationships between species by assisting the
movement of these ecological communities to new geographical locations based on
climate change predictions and habitat matching. These strategies employ a genetic logic
that, much like that of the NBRP, relies on claims about the importance of local adaption,
even as assisted migration redefines the concept of ‘local’ through spatio-temporal
maneuvers. The ecologists are not against augmentation, but rather feel that assisted
migration should take place only in highly degraded sites 149. Additionally, they would
like to keep the source populations separate from each other in these migrations because
they see a distinct relationship between genotype and climate/soil regimes

150

. This

tension between recreating historical ecosystems and allowing communities to evolve
drives much of the work at this institution.
In all of these scenarios, germplasm banking at CBG provides restorationists the
potential to animate many types of genetic interventions. These practices respond to the
perceived limitations of current normal conditions and their inevitable decline, assuming
that no steps are taken to reverse them. Dystopian risk narratives drive the proliferation
of mitigated virtual futures, while each potential future produces new risks. For CBG’s
scientists, these interventions stem the loss of the genetic potential which is necessary to
respond to unnatural changes.

Normal ecologies?
CBGs geneticists are very interested in species that are reproductively isolated
and/or at the edge of the species’ range. In particular, they focus on gravel hill prairie
ecosystems. Chicago’s gravel hills are spatially discontinuous islands and contain species
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that are more common in the US Southwest 151. Since these populations are so isolated
and exist at edge of its species range, Chicago’s populations contain genetically distinct
representatives of each species that persist in very different climate conditions. These
characteristics make Chicago’s populations important potential resources for AM and
restoration, since their genetics in each population may be quite different from each other
and from locations in the Southwest.
For CBG’s botanists and genetic restorationists, 2012 was a strange year to study
gravel hill species. One species of interest, castilleja coccinea, started blooming 6 weeks
ahead of schedule in Kentucky. I called one of the Chicago geneticists in a panic to relay
this information. At this time I had been facilitating a seed collection effort of this species
in Kentucky for this research team. He said that the same thing was happening in
Chicago, and that they were scrambling to rearrange their collecting schedule. He was
also frustrated by this turn of events, since their research schedule was compromised by
Northwestern University’s class schedules that last into the early summer. The research
team was collecting castilleja seeds, flowers, and leaves for exploratory population
genetic research, but needed to measure the flowers’ color, shape, depth, and nectar
content and document which pollinators visited the population. All of this information
was necessary to makes sense out of their genetic data to embody it in a way that
provides insights into future attempts to translocate seeds for restoration purposes, or to
gain genetic insights in lieu of doing formal genetic analyses (see chapter 4).
While the research team was well aware that plants’ genes have their own
separate unpredictable embodiments, and that these embodiments are crucial resources
for climate adaptation, they generally depend on plants to exhibit certain behaviors within
a broad range of normality. Yet these scientists measured normality, much as they
measure genes, in proxy. They describe normality in terms of life history characteristics,
or the behavior of an organism from birth to reproduction to death. Life history
characteristics, described in this case as an early bloom time, respond to yearly vagaries
in rainfall and temperature and the aggregate spectra of genetic diversity in the
population. These contingencies (or phenotypic plasticities) lead to frantic moments
where scientists must rearrange their long-term schedules to collect data that fits their
151
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interpretive frame.

During 2012, however, already unpredictable life histories were

expressed at times that fell well outside of the research team’s expected range of
normality, even as they originally adjusted their schedule to unseasonable warmth.
The plant’s discursive materiality 152 is inseparable from the epistemologies and
quantitative measures scientists use to explain embodied genetic relationships. This
discursive materiality is met by an incongruent biotic materiality of the plants, which is
expressed through a kaleidoscopic set of environmental conditions, and which change on
a yearly basis. Restorationists’ actions in the field are shaped by the gap between their
material requirements for useful data (i.e. intact plants that are at peak bloom) and the
plants’ metabolic functions. Scientists are constantly attempting to impose order upon
messy biological phenomena (through quantitative measurements and their interpretation)
and responding to the unpredictability of plant’s behavior. Since they are working within
a framework of climate change mitigation, the unpredictability and behavioral potential
of a plant species’ genetic diversity is simultaneously an obstacle to meaningful
interpretations of environmental change and an object of analysis for devising potential
solutions to risky futures.

Analyzing unpredictability is not conducive to clean

interpretations and boundaries.
For genetic restoration work to succeed, the plants’ materiality must cohere with
the geneticists’ research methodology and disciplinary conventions. The geneticists need
to time their collection and measurement efforts to correspond with the peak bloom
period. They need to have enough plants to statistically evaluate (>25 at each site), and
the peak bloom period is assumed to contain plants with the most total and
(representative) genetic diversity in a population 153. For practical purposes, botanists and
restoration geneticists must be opportunistic, they must embrace the contingency and
unpredictability of each plant and each population as its overall character shifts in
response to selective pressures.
Biologists at CBG, like the NBRP, embrace the unpredictability of their studied
species as a key characteristic of nature. And like the NBRP, their practices respond to
the annually variable behaviors of plants.
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For both groups, change is the condition of

i.e. their predicted behaviors, measurable traits, and movements through time and space
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existence for all plant populations.

CBG’s restorationists also perceive current

environmental conditions to exceed a range that can be considered historically normal.
In response to these perceived changes, CBG’s ecologists, botanists, and modelers
are attempting to
1) delineate these changing conditions,
2) identify when environmental conditions are no longer normal,
3) document the location and genetic diversity of various species’ populations,
4) collect a suitable portion of this diversity,
5) identify future sites with environmental conditions amenable to supporting
collected diversity, and
6) create contingency plans for the movement and augmentation of populations as
they either survive or languish under these rapidly changing normal conditions.

These goals are hampered by unpredictability of these conditions, as they make
planning for a field season difficult and require unavailable flexibility on the part of the
researcher. Restorationists at CBG employ two very different genetic approaches to deal
with this environmental variance, and illustrate the epistemological tensions running
through the institution. Geneticists advocate a constrained removal of an ecosystems’
normative state. They advance an approach that embraces evolutionary contingency.
Ecologists ascribe to a local adaptation or ‘local is better’ epistemology. This episteme
holds that local gene arrays and environmental conditions often tightly match. I discuss
these two approaches in the following section.

Conflicted Epistemologies: Local Adaptation vs. Evolutionary Contingency
Genetic restoration at CBG is theoretically nuanced. Restorationists dispense
with essentialist views of the local in regard to native species (though not necessarily
local adaptation), and advocate the integration of geographically segmented populations
in their projects. The geneticists, for instance, advance an evolutionary perspective. They
define a population’s normal configuration 154 as unpredictable, constantly shifting, and
tied to both the variability of its local environment and gene flow between populations
154

measured by the frequency of different variants of a gene in a population
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(Loveless and Hamrick 1984).

In their view, restorationists should allow natural

selection to define what the species looks like (from a genetic perspective) in a particular
place. CBG’s population geneticists, therefore, argue for combining seeds from many
different sources in a restoration to give the population more genetic options for dealing
with climate variability 155 (Broadhurst et al. 2008; Frascaria-Lacoste and FernandezManjarres 2012). This open evolutionary perspective remains in tension with the views of
this institution’s administrators and evolutionary ecologists.
Ecologists at CBG view genetic similarities as geographically bounded and take a
similar position to the NBRP. For these ecologists, local is better. Like the NBRP, they
refer to an evolutionary relationship between current populations and their associated
place.

Current populations are derived from the selective action of climate and

competition on some prior gene pool. Geneticists and ecologists agree that these
populations are the path-dependent legacy of many contingent processes, species
relationships, and complex historical events. Where they differ is that the ecologists view
the current local populations as ‘nature’s best solution’ to environmental variability156, a
philosophy quite visible in their codified seed-collecting protocol 157 . To geneticists,
ecological functionality should be considered in terms of genetic diversity, not
necessarily origin 158
Through their seeds sourcing and AM strategies, CBG’s evolutionary ecologists
imply local adaptation defines the normative condition of a species in a place (see Vitt et
al. 2010). Local adaption supposes a tight link between local regimes of environmental
variation and the particular genetic diversity of a population (Bischoff et al. 2006;
Hufford and Mazer 2003; McKay et al. 2005).

CBG’s geneticists argue that local

adaptation is given undue precedence by scientists. They critique what they see as
theoretical movements toward establishing an essential link between place and the
optimization of genetic options to that place. Sometimes local genotypes do represent an
optimal genetic relationship to place, but this relation, they contend, is more rare than
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others suppose 159. The ecologists’ preference for local adaptation, then, resonates with
concepts of niche, where every organism has an optimal position in ecological space
(Hubbell 2005). By animating a relationship between genes and environment through
local adaptation, CBG’s ecologists are exploring a program of assisted migration that
seeks to move entire bounded genetic populations of species to new sites that match old
environmental conditions.
In both CBG approaches, as opposed to the NBRP, restorationists are more
concerned with enacting formal scientific theory in the landscape. This concern is shaped
by their commitment to the conventions of the scientific method. Theory can act as a
paralytic to producing actual interventions. Restoration at CBG resembles an intrainstitutional practice of defining and contesting normal population structures and
environmental conditions, as opposed to actual landscape interventions.

CBG’s

conflicted boundary work on normality is integral to giving shape to the unknown. In
general, CBG’s ecologists and geneticists both characterize risk as the potentially
catastrophic forces that degrade the native plant communities, while counterposing
genetic diversity as risk’s necessary solution. In this technological imaginary, restoration
sites are relegated to seed banks.

How is risk and variability bounded, delimited, stabilized, & made knowable?
CBG’s scientists and administrators mobilize the specter of impending ecological
doom (risk) alongside celebratory notions of genetic pluripotency (promise) to produce
social networks and technologies for the restoration of ecosystems.

Ecological

restoration is often defined as the human-aided recovery of a past ecological state (White
and Walker 1997). Yet given the unpredictability in future climates, and the impossibility
of reproducing historical states, many restorationists, including most scientists at CBG
and the directors of the NBRP, view their work as the production of the conditions for
evolution 160 (ibid; Harris et al. 2006; Rice and Emery 2003). To help guide their efforts,
CBG’s ecologists overlay bounded genetic spaces (populations segmented by ecoregion)
with computer-generated climate envelopes to delimit sites for restoration work. They
159
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theorize which particular risk-filled futures constitute a new normal environment for the
operation of genes, organisms, populations and communities. They use these possible
futures to decide how much and what types of genetic variation are necessary to build
into any restoration project.
CBG’s restoration work requires delineating possible environmental changes and
then compiling a set of databases, seed banks and information pertaining to these seeds,
to effectively respond to these possible changes. By delimiting risk/change and potential
responses in a particular manner, CBG’s ecologists attempt to enroll diverse actors and
infrastructures into a network. How the unknown becomes known (as imagined through
theories, modeling techniques, and archiving technologies) influences what sites,
resources, and individuals are involved in the continual remaking of this spatiallydistended, process-driven virtual landscape. As such, new ranges of climate variability
are made knowable through a variety of virtual spatial delineations. Each delineation
stabilizes space in different ways thereby flexibly allowing for multiple interventions.

Delineation 1 – Risk mitigation through reference to the past
Restoration aided by seed banking requires a constant delineation of future
possibilities. Yet some rendered past is always the referent, the absent assemblage that
scientists are trying, at least in part, to reproduce. Seed banking is often driven by the
threat of losing (or losing the ability to recover) some ecological state that is only vaguely
defined.

Nevertheless, restorationists still anchor their work on images of the past

landscape (Simenstad et al. 2006) even as they evaluate how these ecological
assemblages may fit into more unpredictable climate regimes (Hobbs et al. 2006).
CBG’s scientists render this past in two ways that differ along disciplinary lines.
The geneticists envision the past as movement. They use microsatellite analysis to trace
the paths rare species traveled away from a population of historically high diversity161.
They examine the record of geomorphic/climate events, such as a receding glacier or an
extended dry period, to approximate how certain populations arrived in isolated sites and
how much gene flow currently occurs between these populations 162 . They use this
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This population is also referred to as a refugia (see Hewitt 2000)
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information to theorize how the introduction of seeds from other populations might affect
these isolated populations.
While CBG’s geneticists mostly advocate the augmentation of new genetic
sources to these isolated populations, there is considerable controversy to this approach.
Other geneticists worry about outbreeding depression, or the reduced viability of an
isolated population’s offspring when parents come into contact with new genetic variants
(Hufford and Mazer 2003). If populations are isolated for too long, they may become so
tightly adapted, genetically speaking, to local environmental conditions that any
disruption of these genetic combinations endangers its ability to persist
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(ibid;

Huenneke 1991). CBG’s geneticists are skeptical about these claims, citing that these
results are due mostly to the inability for small, isolated populations to produce enough
offspring to adjust to the influx of diversity. They contest the idea that some genes are
tightly linked to other genes in an essential manner, they attribute more flexibility to even
isolated populations’ genomes 164.
In general, CBG’s geneticists use microsatellite data to find populations with a
close historical genetic relationship to an isolated site, but with more diversity, to serve as
a donor population. While disagreeing with the idea of outbreeding depression, they
nevertheless attempt to collect seeds locally when incorporating new genetic variants to a
population. This approach mitigates the possibility that outbreeding depression might
occur, even as they don’t find it to be a compelling theory. Additionally, they use this
historical information to infer where the oldest populations of a species exist. According
to the idea of refugia, these original populations, if protected from large-scale disturbance,
should have the most available diversity (Hewitt 2000), and, to use a medical metaphor,
serve as a universal donor.
Like the NBRP and CBG’s geneticists, CBG’s ecologists read the past through
the present. But unlike the geneticists, and similar to the NBRP, the ecologists’ frame of
reference is more static. They confer historical similarity to populations that fall within
the same ecoregion.

This fixed spatial boundary serves as a proxy for delineating

historical gene flow. The ecologists view current viable populations and ecological
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assemblages as an evolutionary legacy of some unknown past. They see particular
species compositions and genetic arrays, located on one site, as evidence that certain
gene-organism-environment relationships are better able to coexist and evolve than
alternatives.

Past ecological assemblages, read through existing populations on the

landscape, are used as rough guides to understand how genes operate and persist in
changing environments 165 (Vitt 2010). Sometimes they enroll the geneticists to analyze
the overall diversity of these remnant populations. They too recognize the importance of
genetic diversity in conferring adaptive capacity to a population in changing
environmental conditions. As such, they try to identify which remnant populations have
the most diversity, and are therefore candidates for sourcing seed. Yet for the most part,
they do not actually apply genetic analyses to larger populations. Genetic analyses are
reserved to smaller, rarer species. Instead, they collect seeds using the logic that healthy
populations within a particular ecoregion will be more suited for translocation within that
same ecoregion due to genetic similarities. Similarly, seed collections from different
ecoregions are not aggregated, as their existence in different ecological spaces implies
some fundamental difference at a genetic level.
The ecologists take an additional leap of logic, though. They calculate that these
species assemblages can be moved en masse to, and survive in new locations that share a
future climate that is similar to each assemblage’s current milieu. As I will explain in
subsequent sections, CBG’s ecologists see ecological space as transposable. Healthy,
functioning plant populations become the seed sources for future interventions, but based
on assumptions regarding their ability to persist in new environments. The new
environments are locations outside of a species’ current and historical ranges, but which
displays conditions that match those in the species’ native range. CBG’s ecologists view
restoration through seed banking as a mitigation strategy against future catastrophe. They
attempt to preserve the potential to reconstruct historical assemblages while also
acknowledging that interventions never produce stable, historical relations.
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Delineation 2 – Characterizing Climate Variability through Climate Envelope
Modeling
Despite these different approaches to restoration, all of CBG’s scientists are
concerned with changes in normal ranges of environmental variability due to climate
change. Evolutionary ecologists believe that persistent plant populations have enough
overall genetic diversity to deal with a certain range of environmental variability as they
evolved within that regime of variability (Huenneke 1991).

A large portion of a

population’s seeds and plants survive a growing season’s variable pattern.
population’s overall genetic array reflects these annual differences.

The

Each year’s

particular environment will favor certain genotypes over others and thereby alter the
population’s genetic composition in subtle, yet measurable ways. Over generations, the
population will build up a seed bank that contains diverse genotypes that can respond to
different local conditions, depending on the annual milieu (Levin 1990).
CBG’s restorationists see environmental conditions changing in a way that
threatens plant populations’ current or historical genetic arrays. As climate patterns start
shifting more rapidly, and conditions in a plant’s local range becomes more extreme and
unpredictable, plant populations may have less genetic potential to deal with the pace and
scale of these changes (Davis and Shaw 2000). Their range of genetic variability and
phenotypic plasticity may not reasonably match the variability of climate in current
conditions.

Under different, more extreme patterns of variation, many species may

experience reduced diversity or shift toward genetic combinations that are more able to
deal with a wider range of climatic variation (Lavergne et al. 2010). For certain species,
especially rarer species that need specific ecological conditions to survive (i.e. locally
adapted or phenotypically static populations), unpredictable changes in local climate may
lead to extirpation.
CBG’s geneticists and ecologists characterize this change differently. The former
see climate becoming more variable in novel ways, so increasing diversity of populations
is the best strategy to assure that some species persist. The latter hedge that many places’
future environmental conditions have a contemporary analogous site, and interventions
should revolve around matching places and moving populations. CBG’s ecologists find
these analogues through climate envelope modeling. Climate envelopes are basically
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bounded geographical regions that have constancy in respect to particular climatic
phenomena (Hobbs and Cramer 2008). CBG’s climate modeler draws from 19 different
factors to project which current places have climate variations that match their area’s
future climates (Vitt et al. 2010). For instance, Chicago’s summers in 80 years might
closely match present day Texas or Louisiana (CW 2012). The ecologists are also
interested in where Chicago’s current climate might be migrating, which appears to be
the northern boundaries of the Great Lakes (ibid). This exercise defines future places in
terms of current places.

These restorationists then theorize that currently existing

populations in the places provide the genetic solutions for the other places in the future.
Nevertheless, this portrait is crude and incomplete, and only serves as a baseline for the
operation of other layers of spatial information.
Ecologists, not surprisingly, acknowledge that climate is too rough a measure on
which to base plant survival. Once rough spaces of current-future correspondence are
mapped, they bound each individual species in relation to their climate-soil-ecosystem
nexus and try to find a precise habitat match. In other words, they consider which habitats
are required for each species. For instance, consider Pitcher’s Thistle. This plant only
exists in sandy soil along the edges of Lake Michigan. If the current climate conditions
in this thistle’s range migrate to Lake Erie, then the ecologists scan areas in this new
envelope that have similar soil types, associate species, and topography. If habitats are
judged to be good matches, restorationists may collect seeds from a species’ original
range (or draw prepared seeds from their bank) and disperse them in new sites 166 .
Assisted migration generally assumes that without human intervention, certain species
will not be able to migrate fast enough to a suitable habitat. Under this paradigm,
changes in normal environmental variability outpace the ability for gene pools to adapt to
these fluctuations.
Once these habitat conditions seem to be in accord, they examine its management
conditions. Potential interventions are limited to sites that have favorable ownership
regimes, especially privately-owned lands and/or places that have been extremely
degraded by other factors. CBG’s administrators do not advocate expanding species’
ranges into sites that are considered ecologically robust, and geopolitical boundaries
166
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complicate any negotiations and assisted migration plans (Vitt 2010). Consequently,
CBG has not figured out how to engage in political negotiations to follow through on
these plans. This consideration renders most of this ‘restoration’ paradigm virtual. The
lead visionary of this program feels that AM, aided by CBG’s seed banks, will probably
not occur during her lifetime 167. There are too many technical and social complications
as well as a lack of banked seeds. Consequently, ongoing seed banking efforts are the
most tangible intervention that occurs in the name of assisted migration.
Nevertheless, CBG’s administrators point to some examples of emerging AM
programs such as the Torreya program, where restorationists in the Florida Panhandle are
working with private land stewards in North Carolina to introduce this endangered pine.
CBG’s administrators feel that interventions must proceed in this way to minimize
objections to these in situ experiments 168. Another area scientist, unaffiliated with CBG,
said that he thought public resistance by native plant enthusiasts to this type of
intervention will evaporate as the extreme effects of climate change become more
apparent (Sullivan 2013).

Delineation 3 – Ecoregions – Species as contained
CBG anticipates potential extinctions and seeks to provide insurance against
large-scale ecological changes through their seed banking operations. CBG’s seed
banking approach is an extension of Kew’s Millennium Seed Bank Project. According to
the bankers and ecologists, CBG has compiled a list of 212 species that are vital to the
continuance of tall grass prairie ecosystems 169. They divide each species’ range up by
ecoregion.

Ecoregions, as defined in chapter 3, are bounded areas where climatic-

ecological conditions are relatively similar. Seed collectors then collect up to 30,000
seeds from one population of each species on their list. Their goal is to collect one
representative population (per species) from each of the 12 tall grass prairie ecoregions
(based on Omernik 1987; 2004). They currently use Level III ecoregion delineations
which are rather general.

Level IV ecoregions are finer-grained approximations of

ecological-climatic similarity. CBG currently lacks the resources to begin collections at
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Level IV, but are attempting to organize more collectors to get more populations within
an ecoregion that exist in different local habitats.
Once seeds from diverse locations are collected, collectors send these seeds back
to the botanical garden’s seed bank. Each population within each ecoregion remains
separate. Seed bankers also record the location and description of ecological conditions
of each collection site. All of this identifying information is then used to match current
and future habitats, thereby siting each collection for a specific future restoration. For
each species collection, they return to previous projections for where climate conditions
of its ecoregion might exist in 10, 20, or 50 years. They then narrow down these spaces
to include ecological conditions that match the annotated information given to them by
collectors. At this point, they have created a source and a destination, though climate
projections are always subject to revision.
This collection protocol has an embedded set of genetic assumptions.

First,

CBG’s ecologists believe that as long as they can match two places’ ecological
conditions, then populations from the first area should function reasonably well in the
second area. These areas of comparison are Omernik ecoregions, Level III, scaled down
to the habitat. Yet in practice, and because of labor/capital shortages they characterize
the whole ecoregion through one representative population.

They posit that many

populations from one species will have similar genetic variation within an ecoregion even
as there may be some populations that do not fit this assumption. Distance isolation
serves as the logic for this characterization. This concept holds that different populations
of the same species will have relatively similar spectra of genetic diversity if they fall
within a certain distance (often 50 – 100 miles, depending on the mechanism of seed
dispersal). Any populations outside of this distance are considered rather different unless
similarity is verified through direct genetic analyses 170 (Falk et al. 2001; Krauss and
Koch 2004; Nekola and White 1999). This concept relies on two main considerations.
First, the ecologists see these distances as adequately describing any population’s
genetic relation with some original population. The original population is either where
the species first evolved or where its original set of migrants was introduced from afar.
Distance isolation describes the reduction of diversity as populations move further from
170
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this original population (Meirmans 2012).

As migrants radiated outward from this

source population, they carried a portion of this original genetic variation. Ecoregions, by
definition, are characterized by general climatic and ecological conditions, and thus
broadly exert similar selective pressures on each population. Each population’s gene pool,
derived from an original population, should respond to this selective pressure in a way
that disadvantageous and favored alleles should survive in similar proportions. Distance
isolation measures (50 – 100 miles) the point where this successive reduction of diversity
creates a genetically distinct profile (ibid; Falk et al. 2001; Krauss and Koch 2004;
Nekola and White 1999). Distance isolation is also assumed for each interval between
populations that are not the original populations.
Second, gene flow between these populations is assumed to continue and thus
shift gene balance to alleles that are favored over a broad area. These spatial continuities
create a more homogenized spectrum of genetic variation, which presumably produces a
tight and essential fit between regional environments and that region’s gene pools 171. So
even as gene flow decenters and disperses the population, scientists reassert boundaries
that categorize each population as similar or different. Again, the distance of 50 – 100
miles represents a break point where population A’s genetic variation stops matching
population B’s variation because of limitation in how genes are exchanged by propagules
and pollinators. While these distances should be calculated in respect to each species’
method of seed dispersal and according to how far associated pollinators can travel, this
distance isolation measure (as well as ecoregional delineations) serves as a stand-in for
these relationships.
Seed bankers recognize that local site conditions, especially soil type and quality,
will create populations with distinct genetic differences and that sometimes gene flow
does not occur between populations. So within each population, they gather seeds along
ecological gradients to capture most of its genetic diversity. They generally target the
largest populations of each species for the same reasons 172. Additionally, they try to
collect from multiple populations when a species exists in very different habitats. Given
limitations on labor within CBG (2 collectors), they rely on external groups to make these
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collections. These groups are usually botanists, ecologists, or graduate students working
for universities and government agencies. These collectors often only visit these sites
once or twice during a field season with the specific goal of collecting a species’
population, so often these temporal genetic differences are not represented in the
collection.
CBG’s ecologists acknowledge that Level IV Ecoregion collections would give
them more precision in habitat matching, as well as more options for expanding
migrations into new sites. In many ways, CBG’s lack of labor power shapes their
particular banking practices. Collectors must be opportunistic and collect seeds in a
coarse-grained manner. Rarely do collections actually fulfill the dictates of the diversitymaximizing protocol which requires multiple collections throughout the season. Even if
labor resources were available, this seed banking for restoration/migration strategy would
still operate under the assumption that similar environmental conditions lead to similar
genetic possibilities, though adjusted to smaller ecoregion delineations. Additionally,
assisted migration holds that genetic arrays moved to calculably similar, yet new,
environments will have the same probability of success as in their original situation.
These assumptions set the conditions for the deployment of resources and individuals for
the express purpose of future restoration.

By giving a risk a definite shape, they

influence possibilities for the emergence of new ecosystems in a way that reflect their
cultural/scientific understandings of 1) how evolution occurs, 2) how ecological
conditions are likely to change, and 3) how particular relationships between gene,
organism, and environment unfold.

Intra-Institutional Critique of Assisted Migration
Many individuals outside of CBG see assisted migration as an impossible or
hubristic enterprise (Fazey and Fischer 2009, Ricciardi and Simerloff 2009) or as an
approach that should be undertaken with extreme caution (Seddon et al. 2009, Minteer
and Collins 2010). AM also meets with skepticism within CBG’s walls, especially with
the geneticists. One geneticist told me on numerous occasions that the whole endeavor
relies on a questionable link between genes and environment or between genes and
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locality. This focus on place-based genetics precludes other solutions that would be more
focused on genetic diversity.
He stated that the persistence of a population in one place does not guarantee its
persistence in another place, no matter how similar the ecological conditions appear. To
him, the ecologists’ spatial delineations are not reasonable if you are trying to establish a
viable and self-sustaining population. These delineations cannot account for unseen
ecological interactions 173 . Places are not isomorphic. To assume that a population’s
genetic array will operate in the same way when translocated ignores a whole host of site
particularities, random interactions, and unpredictable events. Put another way, he felt
that it was impossible to delineate the possible risks or changes associated with climate
change and AM into stable landscape categories.
To be clear, he does not object to the actual AM paradigm, he is more concerned
with how embedded assumptions regarding future ecological function are embedded in
the seed collection and dispersal protocols. He says that AM, as currently conceived at
CBG, rests on the concept of local adaptation, which he views as unsubstantiated
assertion advanced by many restorationists. In other words, AM’s supporters believe that
each suitably diverse population in each ecoregion represents nature’s best solution to
current ranges of environmental variability in that ecoregion. They point to a mountain
of scientific literature that equates local provenance with restoration success 174. They
extend this gene-environment relationship to theorize that seeds from a species located in
a particular environmental matrix will survive in and adapt to environmental conditions
in places with similar future ranges of variability. These ecologists recognize, though,
that climate patterns are predicted to become more extreme and changeable (Harris et al.
2006).
Nevertheless, they believe that these intact remnants will possess enough
variation to adapt to future changes (Vitt 2010). One ecologist touted the plasticity of
gene expression when I asked how she deals with the prospect that they may be unable to
find a good match between climates in different areas. By invoking plasticity, she
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explained that matches do not need to be perfect because genetic diversity will take care
of inconsistencies 175.
The geneticists take issue with this conflation of local adaptation with ecological
optimization. While the literature seems to support the relationship between local seed
and restoration success, these geneticists argue that even though local adaptation occurs,
it is not as widespread as ecologists believe. And further, locally adapted seed may not
contain the most functional possible gene combinations in that place, let alone in a
migrated location (Broadhurst et al. 2008).

In their view the AM’s ecoregional

population delineations are much too rigid. In their descriptions of AM, they assume that
the ecologists want to move whole clusters of species to a new place to recapitulate the
ecosystem. As they see ecological community structure as the result of which seed
sources got to a place first, the geneticists disagree with implicit suggestions that climate
forces a particular outcome on genetic diversity or ecosystem structure. In fact, they
question the existence of ‘ecological communities’. They view ecosystems as loose
affiliations of species that tolerate similar environmental conditions and can exist
alongside each other. They critique the ecologists for reifying a particular set of species
as necessary for the existence of the others.
While I am sympathetic to this point, I find that the geneticists’ critique is
somewhat overstated. One of the ecologists recently admitted that her thinking on AM
has evolved in the past 4 years. While originally conceptualizing AM as a wholesale
translocation of species assemblages (see Raver 2009), she now believes that assisted
migration should take place in a species-by-species manner, and admits that many species
will not find suitable climate/environmental conditions outside of their range in the
future
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. In these cases, especially for rarer species, the CBGs ecologists advocate

limited seed banking if populations are large enough, or the perpetuation of clones in exsitu living plant collections.
On the other hand, many species collected from the same ecoregion are
characterized by ecological data 177 with a similar range of variability. Therefore, most
efforts for AM that focus on more than one species would invariably re-instantiate some
175
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version of a place-bound ecosystem. That conclusion in itself is not a surprise since the
seed collection and banking protocols are centered on collecting one representative
population from each of the 12 tall-grass prairie ecoregion 178. Each population is already
considered different from other populations of the same species which are found in other
ecoregions.
Nevertheless, by keeping collections separated by ecoregion, the AM protocol
implies that suitably diverse remnant populations will be optimally adapted to new places
when environments are matched.

In this logic, the environment specifies what

organismal relations should be there.

Even when migrationists recognize the

impossibility of reproducing ecological relations in a new place, they maintain that
locally sourced seed is more evolvable than a mixture of populations from different
ecoregions since local seed is unhindered by outbreeding depression 179.
CBG’s most outspoken critic counters that even if this ecoregion-remnant
population relationship did represent the most optimal arrangement of biodiversity, seed
collection and banking introduces new selective pressures on the seeds 180 .

While

collection protocols attempt to capture most of a population’s diversity, collectors often
can only allocate one day to seed picking. To fully capture a population’s genetic
diversity, the collectors would need to make multiple trips to get seeds that ripen later and
to find faster and slower emerging plants. So at this step, labor shortages exert indirect
selective pressure and limit the total collectable amount of diversity. In a similar vein,
collectors should make repeated collections within and between years to acquire seeds
that are formed in different environmental conditions. Repeated collections are often not
feasible and therefore each seed collection represents only one snapshot of genetic
diversity. Additionally, not all seeds, when frozen in an ex-situ seed bank, remain viable.
This mode of storage may eliminate other potentially useful genotypes.
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As there are many different types of prairie (i.e. black soil, dolomite, gravel hill, etc.) which coexist in
an ecoregion, one representative population is not representative of genetic individuals inhabiting these
different prairie types
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Again, the Pitcher’s Thistle restoration is a perfect example of this philosophy.
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Finally, while 30,000 is a large number of seeds, CBG only allows a small portion
of each population to be used in restoration projects, generally 50 to 100 seeds 181. They
limit this number to ensure an adequate supply for interested parties, even though as of
now, there isn’t much interest! Restorations, and especially population introductions like
assisted migration, require a much larger number of seeds to ensure a viable population.
Therefore any restoration from banked seeds must first be farmed to increase the number
of seeds 182 .

Cultivation is often undertaken in standardized garden conditions that

introduce novel selection pressures that differ from the eventual restoration site. One
geneticist reasoned that after each of these steps, the original population has been
modified to the point where it no longer contains the same array of genetic options 183.
When asked about this possibility, the director of the AM program said that these steps
do not reduce genetic diversity, rather they potentially canalize the development of each
seed’s plant 184. The plant, growing up in an environment that doesn’t match that of its
intended site, may have more difficult surviving to reproductive age OR the diversity of
its seeds might be more limited by its experience with the standardized garden
environment. At the same time, she said that these risks are minimized as long as 1) the
restorationists only uses the first generation of seeds produced through agricultural
techniques and 2) the seeds are not grown in greenhouses and contain soil and ecological
conditions that match the intended restoration site.

Again, in the AM imaginary,

environment is a strong determinant of genetic options and physiological development.
The geneticists put forth a separate suggestion for AM.

In this protocol,

participants would mix seeds from collections in different ecoregions, bulk up the seed
numbers in a green house, and then disperse the seeds in the migration site to see what
happens. Clearly, the geneticists do not hold a strict place-bound view of native species,
because in their logic, the collection, banking, and bulking processes modify the original
collected diversity. Instead, they reject AM’s approach because its supporters want to
maintain a genetically local idea of native species while moving populations beyond their
historic ranges. They see a paradox in this strategy; the local is not transposable.
181
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Attempts to maintain this local native character sacrifice the potential to build more
genetic diversity into restoration and species (re)introduction projects.

Analysis
CBG’s AM supporters desire to keep the native local, but through a method that
undermines the concept of the native. Seed banking promises the maintenance of these
assemblages, even if they are in new places. But in the act of mitigating risk, of putting
together a promissory seed collection, and by superceding a species’ contemporary and
historic range, AM supporters decenter the ‘native species’ concept. Migrated species
were never ‘native’ to its new area. This approach is similar to attempts to genetically
engineering of heritage trees to keeps them native (Merkle et al. 2007). Yet in this
decentering, migrationists displace and distill ‘native’ into a different normative concept;
the ecoregion. AM supporters re-enroll the logic of local adaptation to transform
ecoregions into containers of optimized gene-environment relations. By essentializing
the correspondence between certain habitats and a particular range of diversity,
migrationists slip in an abstracted version of the native species by appealing to these
plants’ supposed functionality. In the process, they limit their potential seeds sources
through their desire to maintain historical gene-environment continuity within their
disjunct introduced population.
AM seems like a radical move. By moving seeds into a new place, the native
species concept seemingly loses meaning. Yet as envisioned, AM becomes a somewhat
conservative paradigm when bound by normative attachment to the native species.
Though migrationists attempt to preserve the ability of a plant to evolve, the end goal is
still the preservation of native species and of the places of their origin, even as this
preservation occurs on new terrain.

Historically-balanced ecosystems and plant

populations are reified through seed banking practices and as target states for future
interventions.

Ecological space is stabilized and made transposable.

Even as AM

proceeds in a spatially discontinuous manner, is mediated by genetics, and focused on
evolutionary outcomes, this paradigm remains firmly rooted in linear ecological thought
that naturalizes essential equilibrium states.
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As AM supporters attempt to stabilize space, environments, and genetic arrays
while playing up the catastrophic aspects of inaction, they again reanimate logics that are
involved in the genomic trade.

To trade a gene, scientists must transform messy

biological contingencies into standardized entities with definite contours. As others note,
organisms are reshaped as information (McAfee 2003; Parry 2004). Information is more
stable in the sense that two DNA sequences are comparable in the same way, and thus
easier to trade. Yet information, as an abstracted form of the organism, is paradoxically
more manipulable. This latter character contributes to the lack of boundaries placed on
their potential by supporters. Bioprospecting relies on essentializing the gene in order to
reframe it as a repository for infinite hope.
Like those in the bioprospecting field, CBG’s seed bankers place ecological
contingencies (unpredictable future climates/environmental conditions) into a separate set
of workable, bounded categories. Once categorized in this way, migrationists create
resources and ecological spaces that are more mobile, transferable and flexible. This
paradigm uses the spectre of catastrophe to implement intervention strategies (see Hajer
2005) that subsequently make the catastrophic pedestrian and scientifically manageable
(see Swyngedouw 2010). Put another way, migrationists defang the catastrophe with
tools of categorization. Pressing environmental issues become already solved, in theory,
while the task of attending to the many sources of their emergence becomes less urgent.
This interplay between risk and stabilization are part of a larger trend in climatic change
mitigation/adaptation. This trend requires modelers to model divide space into two broad
categories: 1) areas where radical interventions are required and 2) spaces where business
can proceed as usual (Dempsey 2013). Interventions in the first set of spaces allow the
second set to remain unchanged. Not surprisingly, AM and restoration, from this risk
mitigation standpoint, currently focus on the compilation of resources and information.
Risk is neutralized virtually, though tangible landscape interventions are few and far
between.

Delineating Risks Requires Specific Social and Technological Infrastructures
CBG’s seed collection strategies create an archive (seed bank) for assisted
migration.

These strategies, based on capturing one population that is a genetic
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representative for all other populations in that ecoregion, are generally promoted as a
tangible resource for traditional restoration work. Because they verify their seed sources,
and annotate them with information on their generative environmental conditions, CBG’s
ecologists reason that their seeds should function well within the ecoregion of their
origin 185. Therefore, this archive is flexible. It can be applied to restoration work that
stabilizes historical ecosystems in place, or work that translocates these ecosystems to
new locations.
The main goal of the seed banking operations, though, is not restoration, at least
at this juncture. Instead, CBG’s administrators focus on building up a reservoir of stored
biodiversity for unknown future use. Assisted migration is a secondary concern, and
speculative to large degree. In fact, CBG has not attempted an assisted migration. Many
Chicago-area ecologists and restorationists have strong cultural preferences for ‘natural’,
range-limited populations. These individuals create significant barriers to the realization
of AM. Because of this, Chicago Botanic does not promote AM broadly, and really only
talks about it as a potential solution. Similarly, very little traditional restoration work is
done with CBG’s banked seeds. Restoration and AM occupy much of the institutions’
discursive space because it is so provocative and seemingly radical. The stronger they
can claim their work engages with finding solutions to climate change, the more likely
they will receive grants and attention 186.
Restoration at CBG, in its current state, amounts to little more than seeds in a
freezer, awaiting conditions conducive to their emergence. Instead of viewing restoration
in this way, I return to my main thesis of this chapter: CBG’s restored landscapes exist in
seed collection activities as structured by databases, seed banks, genetic considerations,
and climate models. Restoration focuses on compilation and delineation. The delineations
give shape to climate change-induced unknowns. They define a framework for action.
They also lead to the compilation of resources in very specific ways. But what do these
acts of compilation allow CBG to do (other than banking seed)? How does CBG pull
together different actors for banking seed?
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To answer these questions, I move past the material seed bank to illustrate how
CBG compiles and consolidates informational resources. Like germplasm banks created
by bioprospectors, CBG’s accrued informational content is its most valuable resource
(Parry 2004). Yet as documented in chapter 4, CBG is not interested in producing
marketable commodities, it is not interested in selling information. Instead, I argue that
CBG’s interest in consolidating informational resources is that 1) information can be
marshaled in support of tangible ecological interventions, but more importantly 2) these
resources position CBG as a valuable node in advancing more ambitious restoration
strategies, regionally and nationally. Information is valuable, even as its end uses are still
completely ambiguous. CBG is betting that their compiled informational resources will
be useful to area ecologists, restorationists, and policy-makers. Additionally, they
envision their integrated database to be freely accessible to the public (except in the cases
of rare plant’s locations) and to provide an interface to link restorationists with resources.
In the end, though, CBGs directors want their archives to be a valuable data set and
germplasm repository for interested individuals 187 . How they organize and annotate
these archives will impact how interventions take place and how future restored
landscapes appear.

Crowd Sourcing CBG’s Annotated Databases
As detailed above, seed collection activities are codified in one geospatial
database.

The collectors are required to fill out forms that describe the ecological

conditions of each population collected. The seeds themselves rest in the freezer, while
their geocoded locations are entered into a database alongside corresponding annotations
about that location’ ecological conditions. Again, these data have the potential to aid in
AM and restoration programs by matching source populations to potential restoration
sites.
A similar database displays potential locations of uncollected species.

The

ecologists and seed collection team, through firsthand field experience as well as
correspondence with other collectors and botanists, try to geocode locations where
priority species populations occur. Some of these locations are quite distant. Others are
187
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speculative. Botanists try to predict the existence of species based on the presence of
common associate species, or on word of mouth from other collectors.
Once these potential collection sites are mapped, they will create another database
that geocodes the location of potential collectors. These potential collectors are diverse.
Some are graduate students working in a particular area, others are well-trained amateur
botanists, and still others are individuals at state agencies or private restoration
companies. Even native plant societies and community restoration groups are potential
collectors.

Two individuals at CBG spend a lot of time locating, contacting, and

arranging collection contracts with these individuals. This process is rather ad hoc.
CBG’s collecting team works with whomever they can find within their broad area of 12
ecoregions 188 .

During my time at CBG, I was pressed to come up with potential

collectors in Kentucky. By consulting their layers of potential collectors and matching
these areas to places where collections are desired, CBG’s staff can better identify
opportunities for gathering new populations, different spectra of genetic diversity, and
more physical seed.
At the same time, portions of this database are to become publically searchable.
Seed bankers hope that interested individuals might see where CBG has holes in its
collection map. CBG’s staff envisions this database as a way to display places where
certain species are needed, but where collectors might not currently exist 189. Native plant
enthusiasts could view the map, offer their services, and agree to a contract for collecting
a population. Additionally, the staff hopes that citizen scientists might offer up species
locations to their database so that they might identify new areas for collection and to
diversify/augment the genetic content of their current collections.
A related end use for this database is to show potential restoration groups where
CBG’s collections come from. By providing this provenance data alongside descriptions
of local environmental conditions, they hope that interested restoration groups will be
encouraged to request a portion of these seeds in order to facilitate their own projects.
While many restoration groups can get these same species from seed nurseries, CBG’s
collectors and ecologists hope that restoration groups will begin to put more emphasis on
188
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local provenance, of matching genetic origins to similar environmental conditions. Now
given the objections voiced by geneticists about the naïve localism inherent in AM, it
would be logical to assume that geneticists might have similar concerns with this strategy
for normal restoration work. In fact, they actually encourage thinking about provenance
since most restoration work that sources seeds from nurseries has very little data about
origins. In many cases, one species will be perpetuated year after year from one or two
source populations and then marketed as ‘local genotype’. Here, local is defined as a
bounded space that could be an ecoregion, state, or other political boundary (see chapter
3). The geneticists at CBG appreciate this seed collecting protocol because it attempts to
collect more diversity from populations and therefore increases the restoration’s chances
of forming a viable population 190.

Plants of Concern
In addition to the seed banking for restoration efforts, CBG is involved in rare
plant demographic monitoring. Plants of Concern (POC) is an organization residing
inside CBG that incorporates over 600 volunteers (about 200 every year). It originally
started as a program within the NBRP, but became institutionalized in the CBG as a way
to achieve broader regional participation. POC requires volunteers to provide minimal
data about these populations. Volunteers must simply count the number of a certain
species at a site and categorize them as ‘flowering’ or ‘juvenile’. Other data, such as
percentage of seed bearing plants, stem length, number of flowers, etc. is only required
by more highly-trained observers working on really rare populations such as prairie white
fringed orchid (platanthera leucophaea) and Hills Thistle (cirsium hillii). This higher
level demographic data is usually only collected as part of the separate studies of
geneticists and ecologists. For most volunteers, POC’s demographic work is rather
simple. All observers, though, are to identify the 5 most common associate species,
characterize the level of disturbance of each site, and estimate the presence of invasive
species.
These data are then submitted online to the central POC database. The mission
of this organization is to monitor demographic change and to provide land managers with
190
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data to inform their management decisions. But for the most part, the POC’s monitoring
protocol only documents annual changes in raw population counts. POC volunteers
produce a large amount of other data, but the director could not tell me exactly how these
data will be applied. One example she gave was that if invasive species appear to be on
the increase, the land manager might choose to burn the site, or try to remove these
species by hand. When I asked what types of data analysis might be done on this in the
future, the director said that they are trying to hire a graduate student or someone to do
some statistical analysis on the massive amounts of collected data. She then suggested
that researchers outside of the institution might find this data useful, and so it is valuable
to have this information stored for the future 191. At the present moment, they do not have
anyone to systematically analyze the database. In general, it seems that the goal of this
project is to collect a lot of data under the assumption that it will be valuable to someone
somewhere.
When I asked two of the interns working on the project how the data is used an
analyzed, they both expressed frustration that there doesn’t seem to be a useful
application for this data. They complained that the actual monitoring protocols were not
really designed with a particular research question in mind. Additionally, they question
the validity of the data. While volunteers are trained to do demographic surveys in a
certain way, to stabilize and categorize population data in the same manner, each
observer ends up interpreting their observations differently 192. As a participant observer,
I noticed this contingency. My partner and I were unable to agree on whether or not
certain oenothera perennis plants were juvenile or just not yet blooming.

Our

observations were negotiated in situ. In another monitoring session, I worked with the
founder of the NBRP. His demographic estimation method was quite different than the
protocol introduced in the training session. When asked why he did his counts differently,
he said that he thought his method was better (since he had been working at that site for
30 years) and that this plant population often moved around a lot on the landscape from
year to year 193. The monitoring protocol did not have this option present.
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The interns in the program also confided that they often receive photos from a
volunteer of a plant that looked nothing like the target species. They said it made them
guarded about a lot of the data that they received, especially when there was substantial
numerical flux from year to year 194. Another issue that various individuals inside and
outside of CBG mentioned was that populations were treated as discrete if they were 20
feet apart. This arbitrary delineation may not accurately represent demographic changes
since two measured populations may actually be subsets of one larger population.
Regardless of the specifics, POC’s most tangible impact is that it allows CBG to
generate many reports that quantify the number of species monitored and to give very
general indicators of where populations might be under threat of extirpation. Much like
the seed banks and geospatial seed collection layers, POC is part of a broader effort at
CBG to compile large amounts of information into a database without committing to a
specific use for these data and materials. By compiling this data, CBG can represent
itself metrically through statements such as ‘we monitor 200 species of rare plants in
Chicago 195’ and ‘we have compiled at least one population for the 100 most important
tall grass species in our seed bank 196.’ These statements are impressive and allow CBG
to make larger proclamations about the importance of their endeavors. These metrics are
important to their narratives involved in gaining private, local, and federal funding. This
strange phenomenon of general data compilation reveals the same conundrum facing any
‘big data’ enterprise. Namely that CBG is following a general societal trend in the
sciences and IT to compile and archive lot of information as a primary goal, and to only
later figure out how these data can be used. In this specific instance, POC and CBG’s
other geospatial databases are tasked with hold information either about potential futures,
or about the resources that can later be brought to bear on predicting futures, mitigating
likely negative ones, and/or mobilizing alternative futures.

Compilation Yields Compilation
CBG is aware of this critique. They’ve compiled a lot of resources for restoration
and land management, but in reality no one is using them. But as one individual at CBG
194
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mentioned, each of these research units is getting pressure from their funding sources to
follow through on their promises. They’ve spent the first decade of each endeavor
gathering data and compiling resources. Now they are at a moment of reckoning, where
they are in a ‘justify your existence as conservationists’ situation 197. This is particularly
true of federal grants as evidenced by the new data management requirements of the NSF.
According to multiple administrators, data managers, and scientists, all of their
data is being mobilized in a way that will be publically accessible 198 . They are
streamlining the infrastructure to connect interested actors. They have an IT technician, a
GIS expert, and a seed bank manager trying to merge each of these currently incongruent
archives. Both the POC and seed collection databases are being integrated and interfaced
to a public website. Many of CBG’s staff confessed their frustration that their seed
collections haven’t been used for restoration work and acknowledged that they needed to
figure out how to better connect with the public. Many individuals in area volunteer
restoration projects confessed that they’d love to have a better working relationship with
CBG 199. These intra-institutional critiques have led to tangible steps toward actualizing
the promise inherent in their seed bank. They currently begun seed farming efforts in
area brownfields to increase their seed capacity for local restoration work.
Yet as Parry (2004) and Hayden (2003) indicate, biotech and pharmaceutical
corporations have also assembled gene banks, annotated databases, and infrastructure for
the trade of genetic information. They too have run into the dilemma of how to actually
use these compiled resources. The envisioned commodity production based on these
resources never really materialized.

CBG has justified their current data/resource

compilation activities on the numerous potential uses of these resources, yet very few of
these promises have been actualized. Instead, their promises have allowed them to doing
primary research on population genetics, species differentiation, and fungal contributions
to restoration work as well as to involve the public in ecological education through
volunteer work. Therefore, maybe it is better to evaluate CBG’s promises of restoration
and conservation outcomes according to these other works that are in part facilitated by
the institution’s more hyperbolic promises.
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Conclusion - Speculative Restoration
CBG’s seed banking for restoration and assisted migration strategy is posed as a
pluripotent solution to the unknown effects of climate change. Yet risk-mitigating
restoration is still in its initial stages and remarkable for its virtual existence. It happens
in computer simulations and it happens in the seed collection activities. It is primarily a
consolidating activity.

Seeds are thrown into a deep-freeze and replaced by their

representations in GIS and gene databases. Restoration, as an enterprise of materializing
currently threatened species, ecosystems, and landscapes, is nowhere to be seen.
Restoration, as configured through CBG’s risk-mitigating imaginary, becomes a futureoriented activity that looks to historical ecological configurations for guidance.
In this case, CBGs body of work is largely about producing the initial conditions
for widespread interventions into the landscape. Restoration is envisioned as future risk
mitigation. Restorationists seek to place seeds (embodied genetic information), into
configurations that allow species to evolve. Seed banking and its visualization vis-à-vis
on-line GIS platforms produce the conditions for public participation.
These are starting conditions which are not yet realized. They are not realized in
part because of uncertainty. Restorationists plan for contingencies that are unknown, and
they are trying to plan in a way that gives them flexibility to respond to new discoveries
and rapidly changing environmental conditions. Yet CBG’s scientists are required to
make decisions on how to bound environmental uncertainty in particular, yet contested
ways.
As illustrated, restorationists use particular delineations of space to make the
unknowns momentarily knowable.

Space is stabilized in a manner that makes

interventions possible. Ecoregions bound the genetic content of plant populations and
their environmental conditions into an essential whole. This genetic epistemology allows
seed collection to proceed in ways that respond to CBG’s shortages in labor and capital
for seed banking. Climate models give a shape of things to come and allows modelers
and ecologists to suggest potential interventions, but without actually intervening.
This later point is critical, while CBG’s scientists make uncertainty knowable, and
give shape to potential risks, uncertainty is still uncertainty. Risks are inherent in any
intervention and the spectre of acting without full knowledge of consequences must be
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balanced with the risks of not acting at all. As ecologists and geneticists fight over the
best way to approach these delineations, and potential interventions, they continue to
shape the conditions for the realization of future interventions. In the end, CBG, as an
institution, has chosen a middle path. They bank seeds and information on the premise
that their archiving strategies will be valid for restorationists, eventually. But they don’t
fully operationalize interventions based on a particular paradigm because of uncertainty
in how these restorations might function.
Nevertheless, their preliminary actions of compilation invoke the promise of
genetics to buffer against many uncertainties. Both ecologists and geneticists agree that it
is important to theorize the role of genetic diversity and gene-environment linkages, even
as they disagree on the particular method of theorization. Restorationists give plants the
power to make micro-adjustments to changes in environmental variability based on a
population’s array of genetic diversity and the flexibility of each organism to regulate its
gene expression.

Scientists often disagree on the conditions necessary to allow these

plants to make adjustments while maintaining a generally similar ecosystemic structure.
These epistemological conflicts highlight the indeterminacy of any restoration act.
Restorationist should, and often do, recognize the contingency and openness of their
work, and seek to incorporate cultural visions of place into their work. In this way,
uncertainty becomes possibility – risk changes into promise. This approach is more
characteristic of the North Branch Project, which while retaining somewhat rigid
guidelines for the inclusion of particular species and seed sources, are not as concerned
with the inability to predict the future.

They instead make decisions, analyze the

outcomes, and reflexively modify their restoration strategies.
Risk motivates the promises of genetics in a different way for CBG. CBG’s seed
banking work allows them to advance a discourse that genes are the solution to the
vagaries of climate change. This discourse allows grant-writers to strategically gain
money for research and infrastructure. But additionally, the infrastructure itself is the
promise and the potential. Ecologists see banked genetic diversity as the solution to
uncertainty and risk, but only if categorized in a way that links environments to genetics.
By annotating seed sources with environmental conditions, they do provide information
that may lead to highly functional restoration work. This infrastructure also promises the
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stimulation of widespread public participation in restoration work, though administrators
worry that public restoration is either too small, cares too little about genetic issues, or is
simply does not articulate well with the banking paradigm they are promoting.
CBG’s administrators are faced with a catch-22. They are trying to create a
genetically-informed public restoration paradigm, but need a public to aid in its creation.
They are still in the process of defining tactics to make their archives valuable. So far
these effort are limited to making a public-GIS interface available. They must still figure
out how to produce subjectivities that create an interested public. In the future, I intend
to examine how they proceed in actualizing the promise of their archives, since in the end,
this restoration paradigm is only useful if used. They will likely run into significant
cultural barriers since assisted migration violates many people’s ideas of pristine nature,
the sanctity of the ‘native’ species, and geopolitical boundaries. How they navigate these
barriers will shape what types of interventions actually proceed from this massive
banking effort. Nevertheless, the fact that scientists are even suggesting these possibilities
is symptomatic of an increasing societal tendency to imagine how we may exceed or
reinstate current norms as they are being dissolved, mutated, and hybridized.
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CHAPTER 7
THE FUTURE OF TECHNOLOGY IN RESTORATION

In this concluding chapter, I review the use of genetic and other technologies in
Chicago area restoration work. As Chicago Botanic Garden (CBG) is promoting its own
seed banking for restoration paradigm, I use this institution’s work as an example to
theorize the role of technology in restoration ecology. I first review a few main points
that emerged throughout this dissertation, and then indicate questions that I was unable to
answer and wish to pursue. I also speculate about the future of genetics and other kinds of
technology in conservation more broadly.

Genetic Epistemologies – A Review
My first concluding point is that restoration groups have increasingly turned to
genetic concepts to guide restoration projects. CBG is the most obvious example of this
trend as they directly use microsatellite techniques to characterize the structure of source
populations for future restoration projects. The administrators of this institution have
deliberately facilitated the expansion of their genetic capabilities in order to occupy a
high-tech conservation niche among botanic gardens. Genetic technologies are important
to CBG as an analytic tool. Geneticists are able to describe the genetic differences
between populations and diversity within populations to a level unachievable from
indirect methods. At the same time, genetic technologies are important to CBG as a
marketing tool. Their technical capacity allows researchers to write grants that promote
the novelty and specificity of their high-tech conservation approach, even as most of their
resources are used to support less high-tech endeavors.
Yet, this high-tech genetic epistemology is rather biopolar. The institutions’
geneticists are realistic about the limitations of their technologies, which only allow them
to characterize populations’ genetic difference and diversity in population, but not their
potential ecological efficacy.

The administrators conversely market a genetic

epistemology that can make claims about the relationship between genes and
environment. These differences illustrate how one genetic technology can have multiple
epistemic inflections as individuals employ them for different social purposes.
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At another level, CBG’s geneticists, ecologists, seed bankers, and administrators
employ a less high-tech set of genetic epistemologies which tie genetics to spatial and
behavioral factors. The geneticists employ different embodiments to make sense of the
ecological impacts of particular genetic signatures. They also use proxy methods to infer
aspects of genetic difference and to make direct genetic analysis unnecessary. Similarly,
the ecologists employ concepts such as the ecoregion to guide seed banking practices
along the lines of a particular relationship between genes and environment. The seed
bankers use particular, embodied collection strategies to ensure that they capture a
suitable portion of a populations’ diversity. The bankers promote these seed collection
protocols to other organizations to ensure that they are considering genetic issues in their
work. In general, most personnel at CBG are highly interested in encouraging other
groups, whether they are the Bureau of Land Management or local seed nurseries, to
apply a genetic filter to their restoration work.

In particular, parts of CBG’s seed

collection protocol have influenced the North Branch Restoration Project’s (NBRP) seed
collection practices.

The NBRP, though, focuses on collecting seeds with obvious

phenotypic differences. They infer genetic diversity from the appearance of their plants,
but are less concerned about population differences. In general, genetic epistemologies
shape the decisions of restorationists, though the particular epistemology used to guide
practices incorporates cultural, social, aesthetic, and financial considerations.

Genetic Technologies - Not as powerful as many claim
Second, I focus specifically on differences in how individuals view the potential
of genetic technology to shape restoration practice.

Many people endow genetic

technologies with capabilities that are not borne out in practice. While other social
scientists have argued that entrepreneur-geneticists strategically oversell their
technologies to attract venture capital (Rajan 2006; Cooper 2008), I point to a different
phenomenon. In general, CBG’s respondents spoke about how many individuals in the
public perceive their work to be full of precision and to delineate exactly where and when
to place species in restoration. The geneticists also observed this misconception among
well-trained botanic scientists 200.
200
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Indeed, in my empirical work with both the NBRP and members of the Kentucky
native plant community, I encountered many instances where individuals would express
their fascination with genetic technology and regret that they didn’t understand it better.
When asked why they were interested in genetics, many of these individuals articulated
that genotypes could provide answers as to which native plants were 1) genetically local
and 2) more likely to survive in particular ecological conditions. In one interview, a
director of an arboretum told me that he wished more people would do studies on the
relationship between genes and local environments so that he could better source his
seeds 201. When talking to two founders of the NBRP, they expressed frustration that
CBG didn’t work closely with their group to do more in-depth studies on the genetic
particularities of their plant populations 202.
In general then, many natural scientists perceived that genetics would allow them
to determine what organisms belonged where.

When CBG’s geneticist advised

restorationists at Illinois Beach to collect seeds from distant locations for the Pitcher’s
Thistle, the restorationists had to contend with a genetic prescription that varied from
their expectation of precision. While the geneticist was precise in his methodology, his
data supported a delinking of gene from local environment.
CBG’s geneticists, on the other hand, have a more moderate view about what
their technologies can contribute to restoration work. As illustrated in chapter 4, the
geneticists focus on how gene arrays are situated in populations, plant behaviors, and
intraspecies relationships. By emphasizing the importance of context to gene expression
and species survival, genetic restorationists produce a relational view of genes. The use
of microsatellite technologies, in particular, requires researchers to render the context of
gene expression in these terms. This contextual, relational, or dialectic approach to
genetic functioning resonates with emerging scientific epistemologies, such as
epigenetics, that focus on the contingent experience of organisms in environments.
Geographers have noticed the epistemic similarities of their relational theories and those
employed by epigenetic (and other) sciences (see Guthman and Mansfield 2012;

201
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Mansfield 2012; Stallins 2012).

More specifically, social and natural phenomena are

require multi-scalar, -temporal, and –causal explanations.
In alignment with these geographers, I have portrayed CBG’s genetic imaginary
as distinct from the informational metaphors used to drive the biotech economy. Yet to
my respondents, this relational perspective was not entirely novel. When questioned
about the insights of epigenetics, one geneticist explained that he thought that concept
was also being overplayed or wrongly used. More specifically, he felt that the only novel
discovery of epigenetics was the heritability of intracellular conditions 203. In his genetic
imaginary, genetic data was meaningless without contextual information. It is always
embedded in environments and bodies. His work, then, has consistently been epigenetic,
or at least extra-genetic. He was confused, then, by the popular fascination with this
emerging paradigm. Again, he felt that many individuals, including geneticists who
emphasize the code metaphor of DNA, either don’t really understand how genes work or
are deliberately misrepresenting these mechanisms for explanatory purposes. He also
decried how many people lacked precision when speaking about how or why genetics are
important or useful for their particular purposes. They invoke genetics because it sounds
powerful or definitive 204.
So in general, restorationists, geneticists, and the general public have diverse
genetic imaginaries. Yet, the specific content of these imaginaries is often left vague. Or
as illustrated in chapters 4, 5, and 6, distance and area are substituted for measures of
genetic diversity and flow. Concepts such as distance isolation and local adaptation
hybridize practical, cultural, and/or disciplinary conventions regarding the perceived
relationship between genes and space.
Different actors often interpret others’ genetic epistemologies to be inherently
different because of mutual misrecognition of their shared beliefs.

Different actors

perceive essential differences in epistemology because another’s particular perspective
does not articulate well with their own genetic reasoning.

This lack of effective

communication leads to unnecessary epistemic conflict even when actors’ goals are
somewhat aligned. One individual in the NBRP, a naturalist by training, noted that

203
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geneticists in the area tend to overemphasize the importance of genetic techniques in
restoration. She said that they think they have a really unique approach to restoration, but
in reality, they aren’t really doing anything 205.
I found this response surprising as it revealed an underlying tension (rather than
indifference) between the NBRP and CBG, but also a misinterpretation of the goals and
methods used by genetic restorationists at CBG. This volunteer restorationist was mostly
commenting on how CBG put tremendous amounts of resources into restoration with
genetics, but had limited impact. This was a critique with which I, to some extent, agreed.
At the same time, she was critiquing a perceived self-importance and –promotion on the
part of the geneticists in CBG. After spending parts of three years with these scientists, it
is clear that this critique should be more directed at those who are marketing the genetic
capacities of CBG. Generally, the representation of CBG’s research emphasizes the
high-tech approach to restoration, even as most of CBG’s researchers work on limited
academic problems that are tangentially related to practical restoration work.
Genetics then isn’t as powerful as the general public perceives or as
administrators promote. In CBG’s case, restorationists are limited by their choice of
genetic methods. Microsatellite analysis can only provide insights into aggregate genetic
phenomena and works with short segments of ecologically neutral DNA.

These

techniques are only useful when investigating questions of genetic diversity, and often
these questions are prioritized for critically threatened species with small populations.
This methodological approach, paired with a botanical garden tendency to elevate the
rare or exotic, creates the conditions where genetic technologies are only involved in
limited restoration interventions.
But even in situations where actual interventions are attempted, such as the
Pitcher’s Thistle restoration, geneticists find difficulties in convincing non-geneticists
that their prescriptions are the best course of action. Compared to general observation of
a population’s physiological characteristics, microsatellite procedures provide a finergrained approximation of genetic.

Yet because these genetic data provide no clear

indication of particular genotypes’ ability to thrive in a particular environmental milieu,
genetic restorationists must sell provide a compelling narrative to advance their preferred
205
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restoration strategy. When these interventions challenge other restorationists’ definitions
of what constitutes a native species, the geneticists tend to become marginalized in the
decision-making process.
Does Genetic Technology De-democratize restoration?
One of my initial research questions centered on participation.

As many

restorationists envision their work as an inclusive conservation paradigm, they worry
about the professionalization of their enterprise. They are also concerned about the
integration of high-tech approaches since these potentially exclude amateur participants
in the decision-making process (Higgs 2001; Jordan 2003; Light 2000). With these
critiques in mind, I suspected that genetic technology might be one area where a
technology, by way of its requirements of specialized knowledge and practices, would
exclude participation in restoration. What I found, though, was rather the opposite.
Genetic restoration can actually exclude its own practitioners from doing effective
or widespread work. Because genetic technology requires tremendous capital inputs for
analyses on populations 206 , CBG’s scientists must be selective in their interventions.
Additionally, these are time-intensive techniques, so anyone who actually does genetic
analyses is probably not that involved in the day-to-day fieldwork. Therefore a genetic
restoration paradigm can proceed only when there is a stark division of labor between
field and lab. And because there are limited opportunities for commercializing the results
of this research, the only institutions that can really be involved in genetic restoration are
large non-profit entities that derive their capital inputs from grants or institutions that
charge entrance, membership, and parking fees.
From this perspective, genetic restoration is exclusionary, but not in a way that
inhibits others, such as the volunteer-driven NBRP, from doing restoration work. It is not
a paradigm that is likely to become the standard for most practitioners. Its potential rests
in places that have large seed banks with rare species that need detailed data to plan an
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effective reintroduction. This approach has its own niche, but little applicability outside
of issues of rarity.
On the other hand, CBG’s work becomes rather prominent and inclusive if we pay
attention to the way in which genetic discourse are shaping the work of other
restorationists. As is clear from their relationships with local seed nurseries, the US BLM,
and with the Army Corps of Engineers, restorationists with diverse epistemic
commitments are become more interested in making claims about the genetic content of
their seed sources.

The fact that an entity such as the BLM is concerned about

provenance, or that the NBRP is trying to distinguish genetic differences through
phenotype distinctions, speaks to a wider involvement of genetic epistemologies in
restoration practice.
Many people view CBG as a pioneer in this practice. Therefore practitioners are
listening to the rationale and advice of CBG, even if they eventually reject or modify
these ideas in practice 207. Genetic restoration’s specific methodologies and technologies
are rather exclusionary in that many people cannot take part in this type of restoration.
But the insights gained from CBG’s use of these methodologies are expanding into the
public consciousness of Chicago-area restorationists. These groups recognize the work
done by CBG, are thinking about how to work with and incorporate genetics, and
participate in the expansion of genetic ideas.
As part of an ongoing research project, I intend to consider how other gardens and
institutions borrow, modify, and formalize technological restoration protocols designed
by Chicago Botanic. I have a good relationship with one of the directors of the Botanic
Gardens Conservation International and she keeps me updated on the strategic plans
designed within and between institutions.

I would like to better understand how

researchers at these institutions form research relationships in respect to genetic
restoration work. Currently many geneticists and ecologists talk, but there appears to be
minimal formal interaction amongst researchers. With BGCI’s agreement to bank seeds
for the explicit purposes of restoration, I expect that these inter-institutional interactions
will become more frequent with CBG continuing its role of bringing together researchers
from private and public plant science institutions.
207
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CBG’s genetic restoration approach, though, hasn’t yet yielded many successful
restoration projects. To make their approach more prevalent, they will need to better
narrate and promote the technological, economic, and social maneuvers required to
produce tangible interventions into the landscape using banked seeds.

As they are

currently attempting to bulk up their seed resources in anticipation of broader restoration
work, CBG may have a better institutional model in perhaps 10 years. What will likely
be copied, at least at this point, are CBG’s genetically-influenced seed collection and
banking protocols, as they represent the starting point in an ex-situ restoration program.
These models will require other institutions to draw from CBG’s experience with
archiving technologies.
Other technologies are comparatively integral to CBG’s vision
Genetic technologies are a subset of CBG’s overall technological toolkit. As seed
bankers and ecologists house their observations in digital archives, they proliferate the
ways in which technology comes to bear on restoration work.

These archiving

technologies appear to be more integral to how CBG plans to actualize restoration work.
Even as they promote their efforts to verify provenance, or collect and sequester seed
with attention to local genetic content, seed collectors generally assume the genetic
content based on a plant’s position in the landscape. Therefore much of what CBG
claims is ‘genetic’ relies on technologies that delineate space along non- or extra-genetic
lines. For instance, CBG’s ecologists mobilize the ecoregion concept inside geospatial
models to locate optimal seed sourcing areas. These maneuvers impact where and how
most seeds are collected, yet have no directly-analyzed genetic content.
These technological approaches are the most likely source of innovation that CBG
can export to other gardens. To compile seeds for restoration, other institutions will need
to have a sound strategy that details ecological provenance data and prioritizes genetic
diversity. CBG’s seed collection protocols, which include ecological, geospatial, and
proxy genetic data, are easily transferrable and will likely be incorporated by these
institutions. I will follow how CBG’s methods are taken up and modified by other
institutions as they explore banking for restoration approaches.
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Now again, I still feel compelled to consider how these technologies impact
volunteerism in restoration work. NBRP uses very little technology in their restoration
work. Data about plant demographics is stored in the digital and paper archives of a few
key individuals in the project.

Some of these data, as well as information about

management histories and restoration practices, are codified in CBG’s library. Much of
their management data, though, remains uncodified in the memories and stories of
participants, or in hand-scrawled notes of the NBRP’s founders.

In general, their

restoration project is organized rather democratically, though in chapter 5 I detailed how
hierarchies are used to guide practice.
On the other hand, CBG’s restoration paradigm is highly technological and by
extension, potentially alienating to interested participants. Yet, CBG is attempting to
translate their digital archives into a form that is publically accessible. While restricting
information regarding the location of particular rare species, CBG’s GIS and IT
specialists are trying to merge and integrate archives that detail the demographic changes
and locations of tallgrass prairie species. Once they find an appropriately simple digital
interface, they intend for this database to be widely used by naturalists to volunteer
demographic, ecological, and location data for previously unknown populations. By
providing this information, CBG’s administrators are hoping to facilitate the interactions
of restorationists across the Midwest.

They are especially interested in allowing

restorationists to find other potential seed sources within their own ecoregion to create
seed trading networks. Central to this effort is the administrators’ and seed bankers’
desire to make CBG’s seed bank more useful for volunteer restorationists and to
encourage the consideration of provenance in this work. Finally, they are hoping to
visualize their network of collectors and research associates to facilitate interactions
between these groups, as well as to identify areas on the map that require more effort to
locate collectors. So in this way, CBG perceives technology as vital in efforts to make
restoration more democratic and more effective.
In addition to these examples, I participated in many conversations the cited the
possibilities of technology in conservation more broadly. CBG’s geneticists were very
interested in DNA ‘barcode readers’ 208 .
208
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This emerging technology extends the

microsatellite technique. Geneticists are trying to find one (or two) regions of DNA that
are common to all plant species, but which show differences by species. Once (or if)
these regions are identified, geneticists will attempt to create a handheld device that will
accept a small leaf sample and then sequence the unique region of the leaf’s genome.
Once these operations are complete, the device would provide an identity for the
collected species along with information from a crowd-sourced database about its life
history traits and other locations. The geneticists at CBG thought that this tool would aid
in biodiversity inventories and demographic data. It would speed up the process of
identifying the myriad grasses, sedges, and rushes that are often difficult to separate in
the field.
Ecologists and seed bankers were excited about the integration of smartphone and
databasing technology. CBG’s seed bankers are spending tremendous amounts of money
and effort to create databases that can be synced with precision GPS units. They would
like seed collectors to be able to instantly update CBG’s seed banking archives as they
collect populations by using a touch screen to select various ecological, demographic, and
locational data. Currently, the seed bankers are required to put all their provenance data
into their archives by hand. Collectors often lose their datasheets or ignore particular
categories, so these GPS units would force their collectors to standardize their
observations. Yet, these experimental devices are not uploading their data in real-time,
and the bankers are having difficulty downloading this information with USB
connections.

Because of these limitations, they are exploring the possibility of

developing an app that could be used on a smartphone. This innovation would allow for
the proliferation of their collection database to collectors located far from the Chicago.
Currently, they only have a few GPS units, so this current approach is quite limited, even
as they are sorting out their technical issues.

In this way, they are hopeful that

smartphone technology would allow for broader participation in seed collection,
especially since they currently have a difficult time identifying and organizing collectors.
Rolling out Assisted Migration
While this was not the main focus of my research, I would like to more precisely
understand how CBG’s ecologists are using geospatial models to make decisions on how
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to do restoration and especially assisted migration work. As they are currently only
compiling resources and generating a few virtual models, I had little opportunity to
observe how these models are integrated into restoration practices. I intend to continue
monitoring how climate and seed transfer zone models are produced and then used as a
guide for seed collection and dispersal.
Assisted migration, though, represents a major mutation in CBG’s technological
restoration approach. I am fascinated to see this paradigm evolve. As the geneticists
have encountered difficulties when interacting with native species localists, assisted
migrationists will experience similar issues when promoting the translocation of species
outside of their native range. As noted throughout this dissertation, the geneticists have
experienced resistance in restoration projects that draw seed from many different seed
sources, even when these populations are within the same ecoregion. I would like to
document how other restorationists invoke ideas of native species purity as a tactic
against assisted migration in particular projects. As very few AM interventions have
been attempted, opponents have mostly argued against the concept. Yet I also would like
to observe how AM supporters invoke catastrophic futures and rational discourses about
climate change mitigation to advance their own approach. Additionally, a few AM
projects have occurred. In one case, migrationists legitimized their actions by pointing to
different evidence that historically located their particular species, the torreya pine, in
western North Carolina 209. Because this species had once been native to that location, the
translocation had historical grounding. Apart from these approaches, I would like to
detail how different actors advance a variety of discursive tactics to either legitimize or
contest this type of landscape intervention.
Further, I am quite interested to understand how property laws are negotiated in
AM. As indicated in chapter 6, a few AM projects have been attempted. Most have
occurred on private land. Private property has thus been used as a way to avoid dealing
with native species enthusiasts’ objections to species translocation. Finally, since many
climate-change induced range expansions will cross geopolitical boundaries, I would like
to detail how different entities negotiate the conditions for which AM is prohibited or
allowed.
209
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Noah’s Ark versus Jurassic Park
Finally, and perhaps most speculatively, I’d like to eventually move away from
the indirect use of genetic technology in restoration and engage with more direct genetic
interventions. CBG’s seed banking for restoration approach, even when paired with
genetic analysis, is metaphorically akin to the Noah’s Ark story. In other words, CBG
compiles genetic resources while waiting to for the prefect conditions to reintroduce these
seeds into the world. These conditions are still unclear. They could be the development
of knowledge regarding the specific local effects of climate change, or it could be the
emergence of a widespread restoration movement. Whatever the case, CBG presumes
that ex-situ conservation is a valuable resource in the eventual restoration of historic
ecosystems.
Under a completely different paradigm, some geneticists are exploring the
possibility of de-extinction. This approach has garnered some recent attention due to its
appearance in a TedX forum and as a cover story in National Geographic. De-extinction
presumes that genetic material can be reanimated to produce populations of extinct
species. As a Jurassic Park paradigm, de-extinction is likely to capture the imagination of
the general public.

And if possible, it would promote a perception that species

extinctions are less vital to monitor or attempt to stave off. These types of restoration
projects might undermine more practical conservation activities that limit extinction in
the first place. Additionally, this type of genetic restoration would rely on advanced
techniques that are restricted to those with expert competencies.

While I wouldn’t

advocate a publically-accessible DIY reanimation project, I feel that de-extinction
potentially redirects attention and resources away from volunteer-driving restoration
work. De-extinction would also portend an integration of ecological restoration with
synthetic biology.

Given synthetic biology’s current relationship with actors who

actively promote treating genes as commodifiable intellectual property (Rossi 2013), this
alliance would presage widespread landscape interventions with both de-extincted and
wholly synthesized organisms. While I generally try to embrace the liberatory potential
of monsters, I cannot imagine that the proliferation of corporately controlled synthetic
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organisms is the best course of action for the restoration of ecosystems or the production
of new socionatures.
Nevertheless, I would eventually like to explore how new genetic technologies,
such as synthetic biology, will be used to reshape restoration practice. In this vein, I will
return to the more speculative genetic restoration literature and attempt to see how
different labs are trying to realize futures that include reanimated wooly mammoths or
other previously extinct species. I ask, “How will different forms of high-tech restoration
come into conflict with each other when posing solutions to species extinctions?” How
might certain genetic restoration programs be favored by funding agencies at the expense
of other programs? In this way, I could detail how these high-tech, science fiction-esque
approaches might overshadow less sexy, but more publically-accessible conservation
strategies. This line of research would provide an interesting counter-point to my current
project, which documents, at worst, a benign rearrangement of ecosystems through
genetic technology.
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